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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Citizen Trade Policy Commission ("commission") was established during the 
Second Special Session of the 121 st Legislature by Public Law 2003, chapter 699 to 
provide an ongoing state-levellnechanism to assess the impact of international trade 
policies and agreements on Maine's state and local laws, business environment and 
working conditions. Over the past three years the commission has developed the 
strongest state-level democratic dialogue in the country, connecting communities to 
decisions being Inade at national and international levels. It has helped facilitate a 
consistent, multi-faceted engagement that connects Maine state legislators, citizens, civil 
society groups, and business with members of Congress and U.S. trade negotiators. 

Public Law 2003, chapter 699 requires the comnlission to submit an annual report on 
its activities and conduct an annual asseSSlnent of the impacts of international trade 
agreements on Maine's state and local laws and business environment. Public Law 2007, 
chapter 266 amended the frequency of the assessment to once every two years instead of 
annually. This document is the commission's 2007 annual report and its 2007 assessment 
is attached as an appendix to this report. 

Public Law 2003, chapter 699 also directs the commission to hold at least two annual 
meetings and two annual public hearings to solicit public testimony and 
recommendations fronl Maine citizens and qualified experts. For this reporting period, 
July 2006 through June 2007, the comlnission held 7 Ineetings and 1 public hearing. The 
commission was unable to hold a second pubbc hearing in the spring of 2007 because of 
legislative session demands, commission nlember vacancies and unavoidable scheduling 
issues that prevented the commission from obtaining a quorum to hold a public hearing 
during that time. All meetings were held at the State House in Augusta, Maine and the 
public hearing was held in Presque Isle, Maine. As a result of those meetings and the 
public hearing, the commission took the following actions: 

• Met with Mr. Christopher Melly of the Office of the United States Trade 
Representative's (USTR) to discuss the formal process of conlmunication 
between the US TR and Maine and trade related issues pertaining to Maine. 

• Worked with Maine's Congressional Delegation, the Governor's Office, Maine's 
State Point of Contact and USTR to improve and expand the consultation process 
with USTR and Maine officials regarding international trade negotiations. 

• Developed a Joint Resolution Melnorializing the Maine Delegation, the Congress 
of the United States and the President to Safeguard the State's Role in 
International Trade Agreements and voted to introduce it into the First Regular 
Session of the 123rd Legislation for adoption. The joint resolution was read and 
adopted by Maine's Legislature on May 31,2007. 

• In conjunction with the Forum on Democracy and Trade, a nonpartisan, nonprofit 
organization focused on international trade related matters, issued the 
comnlission's 2007 annual assessment. 

• Invited a number of experts on international trade to discuss trade related issues 
with the commission. 
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• Submitted legislation to the 123rd First Regular Session of 123rd Legislature (LD 
1519- An Act to Amend the Staffing and Reporting Requirements for the Citizen 
Trade Policy Commission) to amend the commission's membership and 
reporting requirements. LD 1519 was enacted as Public Law 2007, chapter 266 
on June 8, 2007. 

In its first year of existence, the commission created three subcommittees to focus 
on the broad policy areas of natural resources/environment, healthcare and 
labor/economic developlnent for analysis. These subcommittees continued to support the 
commission's work throughout the period of this report by analyzing complex areas of 
international trade and reporting their findings to the full commission. Subcommittees 
also worked closely with the Forum on Democracy and Trade to conduct its 2007 
assessment. 

Over the next reporting period, the commission will continue its dialogue with 
federal, state and local entities and Maine's citizenry to ensure international trade issues 
affecting Maine at the state and local levels are effectively elevated to the federal level. 
The commission will continue to track and weigh in on trade agreements when 
appropriate and will help develop a northeast regional network of states to strengthen 
Maine's ability to influence US negotiating strategy and the implementation of existing 

Delegation and other states to enhance the federal governlnent's consultation process 
with states, to weigh in on the reauthorization of the Trade Promotion Authority (Fast 
Track) and the Trade Adjustment Assistance program that was created to extend 
unemployn1ent compensation benefits and provide job training for workers adversely 
affected by trade. 

In June 2007, the Maine State Legislature appropriated to the cOlnmission 
additional funding of$30,000 for Fiscal Year 2007-2008 and $30,000 for Fiscal Year 
2008-2009. This funding will be used to support and expand the commission's efforts. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Citizen Trade Policy Commission was established during the Second Special 
Session of the 121 st Legislature by Public Law 2003, chapter 699. A copy of the law is 
attached as Appendix A. The 22-member Commission included six legislators, an 
Attorney General designee, five non-voting agency officials representing the Department 
of Labor, the Department of Economic and Community Development, the Departl11ent of 
Environmental Protection, the Departl11ent of Agriculture, Food and Rural Resources, and 
the Department of Human Services, and ten public members representing business, labor, 
health, governl11ent and environmental interests. During the First Regular Session of the 
123rd Legislature Public Law 2007, chapter 266 was enacted and it removed the 
Department of Economic and Community Developl11ent from the con1mission's 
membership and replaced it with the president or the president's designee of the Maine 
International Trade Center. Public Law 2007, chapter 266 is attached as Appendix Band 
the commission's membership roster is attached as Appendix C. 

The commission was established to provide an ongoing state-level mechanism to 
assess the impact of inten1ational trade policies and agreements on Maine's state and 
local laws, business environment and working conditions. Specifically, the commission 
was charged with the following duties: 

1) To assess and monitor the legal and economic impacts of trade agreements on 
state and local laws, working conditions and the business environment; 

2) To provide a n1echanism for citizens and Legislators to voice their concerns 
and recommendations; 

3) To make policy recommendations designed to protect !vlaine's jobs, business 
environl11ent and laws from any negative impacts of trade agreements; and 

4) To establish and l11aintain a communication link between local, state and 
federal agencies and the public. 

Public Law 2003, chapter 699 requires the coml11ission to hold at least two 
meetings and two public hearings annually to solicit public testimony and 
recommendations from Maine citizens and qualified experts and to produce an annual 
report regarding its activities. The commission initially convened on October 6, 2004, 
and held eight meetings and two public hearings before June of 2005 (See First Annual 
Report of the Citizen Trade Policy Commission, November 2005). During its 2005-2006 
reporting period between September 30, 2005 and June 2, 2006, the commission held 6 
meetings and 2 public hearings (See Second Annual Report of the Citizen Trade Policy 
Commission, Novel11ber 2006). During this 2006-2007 reporting period, the commission 
held seven meetings and one public hearing. 

Public Law 2003, chapter 699 also requires the commission to conduct an annual 
assessment of the impacts of international trade agreements on Maine's state and local 
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laws and business environment. The commission issued its first annual report and 
assessment in November, 2005 and its second annual report in November 2006 and its 
second annual assessment in February 2007. A copy of those reports and assessments 
can be obtained through the Office of Policy and Legal Analysis or online at 
http://www.n1aine.gov/legis/oplalcitpo1.htm. The commission's 2007 assessment is 
attached to this report as Appendix D. 

On June, 8, 2007, Public Law 2007, chapter 266 amended the frequency of the 
assessments conducted by the commission to once every two years instead of annually. 
The con1mission's next assessment is scheduled to be released in the fall of 2009. 

In June of2007, as part of the Governor's Budget Bill (LD 499 - An Act Making 
Unified Appropriations and Allocations for the Expenditures of State Government, 
General Fund and Other Funds, and Changing Certain Provisions of the Law Necessary 
to the Proper Operations of State Government for the Fiscal Years Ending June 30, 2008 
and June 30, 2009), the Legislature appropriated to the commission $30,000 in fiscal year 
2007-2008 and another $30,000 in fiscal year 2008- 2009 in order to support and enhance 
the commission's efforts. This appropriation is in addition to the commission's regular 
operating budget. The appropriation can be used for operating expenses or other 
expenses determined by the commission. Additionally, it authorizes the commission to 
establish one project position or contract for staff assistance in order to carryout its 
activities. The appropriation language is attached as Appendix E. The commission will 
discuss how best to utilize this funding during its first meeting of the next reporting 
period. 

II. MEETINGS 

During the 2006-2007 reporting period, the Commission held seven meetings on 
the following dates: July 20,2006; September 18, 2006; November 30,2006; January 5, 
2007; February 12,2007; March 8, 2007; and April 24, 2007. Except for the March 8th 

meeting, summaries of these n1eetings are attached as Appendix F. The March 8, 2007, 
meeting was held solely to vote on a proposed joint resolution; no other actions were 
taken at that meeting. 

In general, the commission used these meetings to work with USTR to improve 
channels of communication between Maine and USTR, to discuss on-going trade 
negotiations, to continue exploring the impact of international trade on Maine's 
businesses, labor force, healthcare system and the environment and to coordinate its 
efforts with Maine's Congressional Delegation, state officials and other entities involved 
with international trade. The commission also used the meetings to work with the Forum 
on Democracy and Trade on its 2007 assessment and to work with Vermont's ne\vly 
created Commission on International Trade and State Sovereignty to support its efforts 
and begin to explore avenues for cooperation between the two commissions. In addition, 
the commission regularly invited expert guest speakers to its meetings to provide 
information on trade issues relevant to the commission's work. During this reporting 
period the commission invited following guest speakers to attend its meetings: 
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y Mr. Christopher Melly, Office of Services and Investment, Office of the 
United States Trade Representative's. Mr. Melly informed the commission 
that while the formal channel of communication between USTR and states is 
through the state's point of contact (Maine's state point of contact is the 
Maine International Trade Center), the best way for the commission to 
communicate with USTR is infonnally by conference call, visiting the offices 
ofUSTR or by inviting USTR to Maine. Mr. Melly stated that the purpose of 
the General Agreement on Trade and Services (GATS) is to discourage 
discrimination in the global market place on services and he provided an 
update on service related issues. In response to a question about why USTR 
had not honored a formal request by Maine for a carve-out from any new 
GATS sectoral disciplines despite its assurances to the commission that 
Maine's concerns would be heard and honored, Mr. Melly stated that USTR 
did consider Maine's request but did not find it compelling enough to grant 
the carve-out. Mr. Melly stated that granting Maine's request at that time 
when USTR did not see a direct link to Maine would have caused serious 
problems. Mr. Melly further stated that Congress has obligated USTR to 
consult with states but emphasized that USTR can't delegate the final decision 
to states as regulation of foreign trade is firmly within the realm of the federal 
government. Mr. Melly also responded to nunlerous other questions from 
,....Arnrn~CC'ryn rn",rnh",rc r"'rr<:lrrl~nrr <:l U<:ln",tu Af'tr<:lrlp r",l<:lt",rl,ccll"'c <:lnrl rpcnAncpc 
\".I'-'.1..Ll..L.J..L..liJ....,.L'-..J'~j .LJ..i~.L.i..iV'-".i.u .i. ...... 6"..L ...... ..t..:..~6;...;.. 'r:,..;...;,...:..o;,...'~.J ~.~ \.l..!,..!.-'-!~I .!.'--!LL.ttv'-! ~L'J~_) .. _A"""""''l LLlt~ l"-'l...J'lJ~J...Ltr.J'--"iJ 

to those questions can be found in the Septelnber 18, 2006 meeting summary 
attached in Appendix F. 

>- Michael Shunlan, Vice President of Enterprise Developnlent for the Training 
and Development Corporation of Bucksport Maine presented information on 
the effects of international trade agreements on locally-based businesses. Mr. 
Shuman suggested that Maine should focus more on the recruitment of small 
businesses rather than national companies because locally-based businesses 
are more valuable to the community in which they are located. In support of 
his suggestion, Mr. Shuman pointed out that local business spend more Inoney 
within the community, will employee local people from the community for 
generations and the local business is anchored to the area and therefore less 
likely to move rather than to accept new labor and environnlentallaws. Mr. 
Shuman argued that the current trade regime has the economic picture wrong 
in that it is driven by mobile, global capital. Instead, Mr. Shuman 
hypothesized that economic development comes indigenously and is self
reliant with a strong export component. The focus should be on a diverse 
local business economy that can produce more locally without relying on 
imports. Mr. Shuman asserted that Maine's security laws need to be 
overhauled and that adding local small businesses in the 40% tax credit (the 
credit is for non-local banks) would produce a small-business revolution. 
With regards to procurement, Mr. Shuman stated it is a big mistake for USTR 
to move into the realm of procurelnent because procurement is an important 
tool for government entities to give local businesses a preference. He advised 
that Maine could move ahead with selective procurement without running into 
trade issues by requiring all bidders to provide a job estimate that shows how 
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much money will be spent in the local area and then use a multiplier to give 
that bidder a preference. In order to avoid a charge of this being a secret trade 
barrier designed solely to discriminate against foreign entities, Mr. Shuman 
suggested that Maine's legislature do a study to look at the local economic 
advantages of using this multiplier method for state bids on policy grounds to 
establishes a rational, objective reason for the methodology. 

y Peter Riggs, Executive Director, Forum on Democracy and Trade, a non
profit organization based in New York, met with the cOlnmission in person 
and by conference call on numerous occasions to provide timely and 
invaluable trade related information. At the request of the commission, the 
Forum on Delnocracy and Trade addressed the Maine State Legislature during 
the Legislature's economic bus tour regarding the commission's 2007 
assessment and how international trade agreenlents can and do affect state 
government and its citizenry. 

Y Alan Tonelson, U.S. Business and Industry Council, presented information on 
current trade policy and the effects of globalization on the national and state 
level and an update on what was happening in D.C. regarding international 
trade agreements. Mr. Tonelson stated that news reports that standard 
indicators of economic strength show good productivity and a strong stock 
market are creating a skewed picture of the economy because Washington has 
been pouring in stimuli to support the economy and not letting the free Inarket 
forces work. Mr. Tonelson asserted that trade figures indicate that the actual 
benefits of the govermnent's stimuli have gone overseas. 

y Dan Coyne, Congressman Tom Allen's Office, gave a brief update on the 
Trade Promotion Authority (Fast Track) and indicated that because the issue 
was still in negotiations it was difficult to speculate on the actual outcome. 
He stated that Congressman Allen opposed Fast Track in 2002 and still 
opposes it but he is supportive of some form of fair trade agreement with 
increased oversight by the states but not the minimum debate, no amendments 
allowed form of trade agreement currently in force. 

y Mike Younus, Modular Manufactures Association of the Northeast provided 
updated information about Canadian modular home companies transporting 
modular homes into Maine and setting them which is an apparent violation of 
NAFTA and U.S. imlnigration law. He documented the ongoing struggle his 
organization has had with this issue during which time there had been 
language revisions, changes in interpretation and involvement by Sen. Susan 
Collins who asked the COlnmissioner of the U.S. Custom and Border 
Protection to investigate. As of the date of this report, there has not been a 
successful resolution of the situation. 
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III. PUBLIC HEARINGS 

Throughout the commission's history it has relied heavily on community 
involvement at its public hearings to gather information and identify trade issues at the 
local level in order to communicate and elevate those issues to the state, federal and 
inten1ationallevels. This approach has resulted in a unique, multi-faceted engagement 
that connects Maine state legislators, citizens, civil society groups, and business with 
members of Congress and U.S. trade negotiators. To-date the con1mission has held 
public hearings in Bangor, Portland, Lewiston, Houlton and Presque Isle. 

Over this reporting period the comn1ission held a public hearing in Presque Isle at 
the City Council Chambers on November 30, 2006. Typically the con1mission holds a 
public hearing in the fall and one in the spring. Unfortunately, the commission was 
unable to hold a second public hearing in the spring of this reporting period because of a 
combination of legislative session demands, commission member vacancies and 
unavoidable scheduling conflicts that prevented the commission frOIn obtaining a quorum 
to meet during that tilne. 

In general, the Presque Isle hearing was designed to solicit information from the 
public about both the positive and negative effects international trade agreements are 
hrnr~nrr An l\/f 'l~n"'" C ""f'AnArYlU 1 'lhAr fArf'P hP-:llthf'-:lrp -:lnrl prnT~rrYnrYlpnt Tn n-:lrtlf'111-:lr 
J..1-UV.L,l15 V~.L .L't'~U.1..lJ.\wI ..., \",I""''\..,I..1.1.'-'..1.J....1.] , .l.f0..4.Lf"-'..L ..L"-'.i ........ '-', .i..i ....... u.J.i...i...i"""\,..i.~;""... u.tJ.~ ~'.LJ.~""'.Lv..t.L""'::"":"":.",/::".l.t.., .t.~.!. r.!t..!..!.,....!.~/'!,..-!-..!."-!-..!. 

participants were encouraged to provide testimony about specific impacts trade 
agreements are having on business, labor, healthcare, the environlnent and n1unicipal 
governance. The Presque Isle hearing was attended by approximately 25 people. A 
summary of the testimony received at the Presque Isle public hearing is attached as 
Appendix G. Additionally, DVDs of the Lewiston public hearing and the Bangor 
(February, 2005) and Portland (April 2005) public hearings are housed in the Office of 
Policy and Legal Analysis courtesy of Martha Spiess. Summaries of all the commission's 
public hearings can be found on its webpage at 
http://www.n1aine.gov/legis/opla/citpolsums.htn1 

Similarly to prior public hearings, the testiInony at Presque Isle was decidedly 
negative regarding the impact trade agreements are having in Maine. In addition to 
general statements about the negative consequences trade agreements, particularly 
NAFT A, are having in Maine, participants provided specific examples regarding the loss 
of jobs, labor standards and agriculture impacts in northern Maine. 

The commission will hold at least two public hearings over the next reporting 
period in different geographic regions of the State as these hearings are an essential 
vehicle for the citizens of Maine to convey their concerns and ideas to the commission 
and vis-a.-vis to other state and federal officials. 
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IV. COMMISSION ACTIONS 

In addition to activities previously discussed, the commission engaged in the 
following activities: 

• Developed a Joint Resolution Men10rializing the Maine Delegation, the Congress 
of the United States and the President to Safeguard the State's Role in 
International Trade Agreements and voted to introduce it into the First Regular 
Session of the 123rd Legislation for adoption. The joint resolution requests that 
the U.S. Congress replace the existing Trade Promotion Authority (Fast Track) 
system which expired on June 30, 2007, with a more inclusive and delnocratic 
system that ensures meaningful consultation with states during the development 
and implementation of U.S. trade agreements. It also requests that the United 
States Congress fully fund and support expoli pron10tion programs and Trade 
Adjustment Assistance programs. The joint resolution was read and adopted by 
Maine's Legislature on May 31, 2007 and is attached as Appendix H. 

• Worked with Maine's Congressional Delegation, the Governor's Office, Maine's 
State Point of Contact and USTR to ilnprove and expand the consultation process 
with USTR and Maine officials regarding international trade negotiations. 

• In conjunction with the Forum on Delnocracy and Trade issued the 
Commission's 2007 annual assessment attached as Appendix C. 

• Invited a nUlnber of expelis on inten1ational trade to discuss trade related issues 
with the commission. 

• Submitted legislation to the 123rd First Regular Session of 123rd Legislature (LD 
1519 - An Act to Amend the Staffing and Reporting Requirements for the 
Citizen Trade Policy Commission) to change the frequency with which the 
commission must conduct an assessment of the impact international trade 
agreements have on Maine from annually to every 2 years. It also proposed to 
establish what constitutes a quorum of the commission for meeting and voting 
purposes and would have provided funding for a full-time staff position. LD 
1519 was amended by the Joint Standing Committee on Business, Research and 
Economic Development to remove the funding for a full-time staffperson and t6 
replace the Commissioner of Economic and Community Development as an ex 
officio, nonvoting member with the president of the Maine International Trade 
Center. LD 1519 and committee amendment A are attached as Appendix I. LD 
1519 was enacted as atnended by committee atnendment A as Public Law 2007, 
chapter 266 on June 8, 2007 attached as Appendix D. 
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V. SUB-COMMITTEES 

During its first year of existence the commission chose to focus on three broad 
policy areas natural resources/ environment, healthcare and labor/economic development. 
Commission members were assigned to subcomlnittees based on their expertise and 
interests and charged with assisting the cOlnlnission in its work by tracking trade related 
negotiations and developments, providing in-depth analyses of trade agreements and 
developing work plans. Additionally, the commission established a legislative 
subcommittee to work with the other three policy subcommittees and the full commission 
to assess the need for potential legislation and to draft language when appropriate. 
Typically, subcommittees held lneetings just prior to full commission meetings and 
reported their activities, findings and recommendations to the commission for its 
consideration and action. 

The con11nission has continued to maintain these subcommittees and in 2006 
established a legislative education subcommittee to provide relevant trade information to 
legislative comn1ittees and individual legislators in a timely manner to raise awareness 
about the implications of current trade agreements on the legislative process and how 
these agreements are affecting their constituency. 

During this reporting year, the subcommittees continued their \vork from the prior 
reporting period on specific trade topics relevant to Maine and provided assistance to the 
commission and the Forum on Den10cracy and Trade in developing and finalizing the 
commission's 2007 assessment. 

VI. AGENDA FOR NEXT YEAR 

Over the next reporting period, the commission will continue its dialogue with 
federal, state and local entities and Maine's citizenry to improve the federal government's 
consultation process with states and to help elevate international trade issues affecting 
Maine at the state and local levels to Maine's Congressional Delegation and other 
appropriate federal entities. The commission will continue to track and weigh in on trade 
agreeInents such as the Panama and Peru Free Trade Agreements and it will work with 
other entities to help create a strong northeast regional network of state oversight bodies 
to strengthen each state's ability to influence US negotiating strategy and the 
implementation of existing agreements. In addition, the commission will work with 
Maine's Congressional Delegation and other states to weigh in on proposals to replace 
the recently expired Trade Promotion Authority (Fast Track) and on the Trade 
Adjustment Assistance program, created to extend unemployment compensation benefits 
and provide job training for workers adversely affected by trade, which is scheduled to 
expire by the end of September, 2007. 
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APPENDIX A 

Authorizing Legislation; Public Law 2003, chapter 699 





STATE OF MAINE 

IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 
TWO THOUSAND AND FOUR 

H.P. 1331 - L.D. 1815 

APPROVED i CHAPTER 
I 

MAY 10 '04 j 699 

fr!~RNOR PUBUC'LAW 

... .\.n Act To Establish the Maine Jobs, Trade and 
Democracy Act 

Be it enacted by the People of the State of Maine as follows: 

Trade 

Sec. 1. 5 MRSA §12004-I, sub-§79-A is enacted to read: 

79-A. Citizen Trade Leaislative 
Policy Per Diem ~ll 
Commission and Expenses 

for Legislators/ 
Expenses Only 
for Other 
Members 

Sec. 2. 10 MRSA c.l-A is enacted to read: 

CHAPTER I-A 

INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND THE ECONOMY 

SII. Maine Jobs, Trade and Democracy Act 

1. Short title. This section may be known and ci ted. as 
If the Maine Jobs, Trade and Democracy Act." 

2. Definitions. As used in this section, unless the 
context otherwise indicates, the followina terms have the 
following meanings. 
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A. "Commission" means the Citizen Trade Policy Commission 
established in Title 5, section 12004-I, subsection 79-A. 

B. "Trade agreement" means any agreement reached between 
the United States Government and any other country, 
countries or other international political entity or 
entities that proposes to regulate trade amona the parties 
to the aareement. "Trade aareement" includes, but is not 
limi ted to, the North American Free Trade Aareement r 

aareements with the World Trade Organization and the 
proposed Free Trade Area of the Americas. 

3. Purposes. The commission is established to assess and 
monitor the legal and economic impacts of trade aoreements on 
state and local laws, working conditions and the business 
environment; to provide a mechanism for citizens and Legislators 
to voice their concerns and recommendations; and to make policv 
r e co mme n d at ion s des i 9 ned top rot e c t Ma in e ' s job s r bu sin e s s 
environment and laws from anv neoative impact of trade aareements. 

4. Membership. The commission consists of the following 
members: 

A. The following 17 voting members: 

(1) Three Senators representing at least 2 political 
parties, appointed by the President of the Sena~e; 

(2) Three members of the House of Representatives 
representing at least 2 oolitical parties, appointed by 
the Speaker of the House; 

(3) The Attorney General or the Attorney General's 
designee; 

(4) Four members 0 f the pub 1 i C I appointed by the 
Governor as follows: 

(a) A small business person; 

(b2 A small farmer; 

(c2 A reoresentative of a nonprofit organization 
that promotes fair trade policies; and 

(d) A representative of a Maine-based corporation 
that is active in international trade; 

(52 Three members of the public appointed by the 
President of the Senate as follows: 
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(a) A health care Drofessional; 

manufacturina business with 25 or more employees; 
and 

(c) A representative of an economic development 
oroanization; and 

(6) Three members of the oublic appointed by the 
Soeaker of the House as follows: 

(a) A person who is active in the organized labor 
community; 

( b2 A member of a nonprofit human rights 
oroanization; and 

(c) A member of a nonprofit environmental 
• .j.... orOanlZ31.1on. 

In makina appointments of members of the public, the 
appointing authorities shall make every effort to appoint 
representatives Qf aenerally recQonized rirH=J orGanized 
constituencies of the interest groups mentioned in 
subparagraphs (4), (5) and (62; and 

B. The following 5 commissioners or the commissioners' 
designees of the following 5 departments who serve as ex 
officio, nonvotina members: 

(1) Department of Labor: 

(2) Department of Economic and Community Development; 

(3) Department of Environmental Protection; 

of Aariculture, Food and Rural 

(5) Department of Human Services. 

5. Terms; vacancies: limits. Except for Legislators, 
commissioners and the Attorney General, who serve terms 
coincident with their elective or appointed terms, all members 
are appointed for 3-year terms. A vacancy must be filled by the 
same appointing authority that made the original appointment. 
Appointed members may not serve more than 2 terms. Members may 
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continue to serve until their replacements are designated. A 
member may desiGnate an alternate to serve on a temporary basis. 

6 . Chair; officers; rules. The first-named Sena te membe r 
and the first-named House of Representatives member are cochairs 
of the commissi on. The commission shall appoint other officers 
as necessary and make rules for orderly procedure. 

7. Compensation. Leaislators who are members of the 
commission are entitled to receive the legislative per diem and 
expenses as defined in Title 3, section 2 for their attendance to 
thei r dut ies under thi s chapter. Other members are ent i t led to 
receive reimbursement of necessary expenses if thev are not 
otherwise reimbursed by their employers or others whom they 
represent. 

8 . Staff . The 0 f f ice 0 f Po 1 icy and Lea a 1 An a 1 y sis s hall 
provide the necessary staff support for the operation of the 
commission. After one year, the commission shall assess the need 
for and aualifications of a staff person, for example, an 
executive director. If the commission aetermines that it 
reaui res such a pe r son, it may request addi tiona 1 funds f rom the 
Leaislature. 

9 • Powers The commlSSlon: 

A. Shall meet at least twice annually; 

B. Shall hear public testimony and recommendations from the 
people of the State and qualified experts when appropriate 
at no fewer than 2 locations throughout the State each year 
_on the actual and potential social, environmental, economic 
and legal impacts of international trade aGreements and 
negotiations on the State; 

C. Shall conduct an annual assessment of the impacts of 
international trade agreements on Maine f s state laws ( 
municipal laws, working conditions and business environment; 

D. Shall maintain active communications with and submit an 
annual report to the Governor, the Legislature, the Attorney 
General, municipalities, Maine's congressional delegation, 
the Maine International Trade Center, the Maine- Municipal 
Association, the United States Trade· Representative's 
Office, the National Conference of State Legislatures and 
the National Association of Attornevs General or the 
succes so r organiz a t i on 0 f any of these groups. The 
commission shall make the report easily accessible to the 
public by way of a publicly accessible site on the Internet 
maintained by the State. The report must contain 
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Band C; 

E. Shall maintain active communications with any entity .the 
commission determines appropriate reaardina onaoing 
developments in international trade aareements and policy; 

F. May.recommend or submit legislation to the Leoislature; 

G. May recommend that the State support, or wi thhold its 
support from, future trade negotiations or agreements; and 

H. May examine any aspects of international trade, 
international economic integration and trade aoreements that 
the members of the commission consider appropriate. 

10. Outside funding. The commission may seek and accept 
out s i de f un din a to f u 1 fill co mm iss ion d uti e s . Pro m p t not ice 0 f 
solicitation and acceptance of funds must be sent to the 
Leaislative Council. All funds accepted must be forwarded to the 
Executive Director of the Leoislative Council, alona with an 
accounting that includes the amount received, the date that 
amount was received, from whom that amount was received, the 
purpose of the donation and any limitation on use of the funds. 
The executive director administers any funds receivp~. 

11. Evaluation. By December 31, 2009, the commission shall 
conduct an evaluation of its acti vi ties and recommend to the 
Legislature whether to continue, alter or cease the commission's 
activities. 

Sec. 3. Staggered terms. Notwi ths tanding the Ma ine Revi sed 
Statutes, Title 10, section II, subsection 5, the appointing 
authorities for the original appointments of public members of 
t he Cit i zen T r a de Pol icy Co mm iss ion s hall de s i 9 nat e the i r fir s t 
appointment for a one-year term, their 2nd appointment for a 
2-year term and any other appointments for a 3-year term. An 
initial term of one or 2 years may not be considered a full term 
for purposes of limiting the number of terms for which a member 
may serve. 

Sec. 4. Appropriations and allocations. The following appropriations 
and allocations are made. 

LEGISLATURE 

Legislature 

Ini ti ati ve: Provides funds for the per diem and expenses for 
members of the Citizen Trade Policy Commission as well as public 
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hearing and general operation expenses. A base allocation in the 
amount of $500 is included below in the event outside sources of 
funding are received for this purpose. 

General Fund 
Personal Services 
All Other 

General Fund Total 

Other Special Revenue Funds 
All Other 

Other Special Revenue Funds Total 
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2003-04 
$0 
o 

$0 

2003-04 
$0 

$0 

2004-05 
$1,320 
11,050 

$12,370 

2004-05 
$500 

$500 
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PUBLIC Law, Chapter 266 
SIGNED on 2007 -06-08 - First Regular Session - 123rd Legislature 

LR 1617 
Item 1 

An Act To Amend the Membership and Reporting Requirements 
for the Citizen Trade Policy Commission 

Be it enacted by the People of the State of Maine as follows: 

Sec. 1. 10 MRSA §11, sub-§4,,s, as enacted by PL 2003, c. 699, §2, is amended to 
read: 

B. The following -&- 1 commissioners or the commissioners' designees of the following -&- 1 
departments and the president or the president's designee of the Maine Inte1l1ational Trade Center 
who serve as ex officio, nonvoting members: 

(1) Department of Labor; 

(2) Department of Economic and Community Development; 

(3) Department of Environmental Protection; 

(4) Department of Agriculture, Food and Rural Resources; and 

(5) Department of Human Services. 

Sec. 2. 10 MRSA §11, sub-§9, tjfC, as enacted by PL 2003, c. 699, §2, is amended 
to read: 

C. Shall every 2 years conduct an annual assessnlent of the irupacts of international trade 
agreements on Maine's state laws, municipal laws, working conditions and business environment 
. The assessment must be submitted and made available to the public as provided for in the 
annual report in paragraph D; 

Sec. 3. 10 MRSA §11, sub-§9, tjfD, as enacted by PL 2003, c. 699, §2, is amended 
to read: 

D. Shall maintain active communications with and submit an annual report to the Governor, the 
Legislature, the Attorney General, municipalities, Maine's congressional delegation, the Maine 
International Trade Center, the Maine Municipal Association, the United States Trade 
Representative's Office, the National Conference of State Legislatures and the National 
Association of Attorneys General or the successor organization of any of these groups. The 
commission shall make the report easily accessible to the public by way of a publicly accessible 
site on the Internet maintained by the State. The report must contain info1l11ation acquired 
pursuant to activities under paragraphs paragraph Band may contain info1l11ation acquired 
pursuant to activities under paragraph C; 

Sec. 4. 10 MRSA §12 is enacted to read: 



.ill. Quorum 

For purposes of holding a meeting, a quorum is 11 members. A qUOrulTI must be present to start a 
meeting but not to continue or adjourn a meeting. For purposes of voting, a quorum is 9 voting 
melTIbers. 
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Member 
Vacant 

Schlobohm, Matt 

Volckhausen, Paul 

Vacant 

Rotundo, Sen. Margaret - Chair 

Bryant, Sen. Bruce 

Raye, Sen. Kevin 
Connell, Peter 

Dickstein, Carla 

Vacant 

Patrick, Rep. John - Chair 
Gifford, Rep. Jeffery 

Treat, Rep. Sharon 
Vacant 
Phinney, Cynthia 

Vacant 
Pistner, Linda 

Burson, Malcolm 

Van Burgel, Barbara 

Manning, Leslie 

Aiudi, Jane 

Merritt, Wade 

ames, alison 
bentley, curtis 
laskowski, sarah 

Email 

matt@mainefairtradie.org 

pkvolckhausen@panax.com 

mrotu ndo@bates.edu 
sen. bryant@verizon.net 
senatorraye@downeast.net 
pconnell@oxfordhomesinc.com 

cbd@ceimaine.org 

rjw4077@verizon.net 
johnpat2000@hotrrlail.com 
giff@linc-net.net and 
RepJeff.Gifford@legislature.maine.gov 

nlarx@gwi.net 

organize@ibew183,7.org 
mark. haggerty@urr:lit.maine.edu 
linda.pistner@main.e.gov 
malcolm.c.burson@)maine.gov 
Barbara.VanBurgel@maine.gov 
leslie.a.manning@~naine.gov 

jane.aiudi@maine.qov 
merritt@mitc.com 

alison.ames@legislatur~e.maine.gov 

curtis.bentley@legislatL~re.maine.gov 

sarah777ski@yahoo.com 

R:,epresenti ng: Appt. by 
Maine Based Corp. Active in International Governor 
Trade 
Nonprofit Organizations Promoting Fair 
Trade Policies 

Small Farmers 

Small Business 

Senate 

Senate 

Senate 
Maine-b?sed Manufacturing Business' with 
More than 25 Employees 
Maine-based Corporations Active in 
International Trade 

Health Care Professionals 
House of Representatives 

House of Representatives 

House of Representatives 
Nonprofit Human Rights Organizations 

Organized Labor 

Nonprofit Environmental Organizations 
Attorney General 

Dept. of Environmental Protection 

Dept. of Health and Human Services 

Dept. of Labor 

Df3pt. of Agriculture 

Dept. of Ec. and Com. Development 

OPLA 
OPLA 
USM 

Governor 

Governor 

Governor 

Senate President 

Senate President 

Senate President 

Senate President 

Senate President 

Senate President 
Speaker of the House 

Speaker of the House 

Speaker of the House 
Speaker of the House 

Speaker of the House 

Speaker of the House 
Designee 

Designee 

Designee 

Designee 

Designee 

Designee 

Staff 
Staff 
Intern 
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Foreword and Acknowledgements 

In the early summer of 2006, the Forum on Democracy & Trade was contracted to 
prepare an Assessment of international trade in relation to the work of the Maine Citizen 
Trade Policy Conunission. Forum on Den10cracy & Trade Executive Director Peter 
Riggs presented a draft plan for review and comment at a May 11 th meeting of the 
Commission. In June, the workplan was fmalized in consultation with the Commission's 
co-chairs Senator Peggy Rotundo and Representative John Patrick, with assistance froln 
Legislative Council Executive Director David Boulter and Legislative Analyst Curtis 
Bentley. 

To complete the assessment, the Forum conducted visits to Maine and interviewed 
Commission members, state leaders, and citizens; attended (or watch videos of) the 
Commission's Public Hearings around the state; met with staff members of Maine's 
federal representatives in Washington D. C.; and reviewed documents pertaining to issues 
raised by Commission members and the sub-committees. The Forum submitted its [mal 
report to the Maine Citizen Trade Policy Commission on November 30th

. Commission 
men1bers discussed the report at their 5 January 2007 rneeting, with Peter Riggs joining 
by conference call. Since then, a modest few amendments and updates have been 
incorporated into this fmal, published version of the Assessment. 

We would like to thank all those Commission members, other leaders and citizens of 
Maine, and Maine's Congressional staffers in Washington DC who answered our 
questions, provided us 'with useful documents or background reading materials, and in 
general assisted with the preparation of this Assessment. Of course, the Forum is 
responsible for the [mal product presented here. 

The Assessment is comprised of the following: 
1. Report to the Maine Citizen Trade Policy Commission 

a. Executive Summary 
b. Assessment of the Commission's work 
c. Options for Future Engagement on Trade 
d. Sub-Committee Report Recommendations 

2. Report to the Labor and Economic Development Subcommittee 
3. Report to the r-~atural Resources and Environment Subcommittee 

Special Report: Water in International Trade and Investment Agreements 
4. Report to the Health Care Subcommitt~e 

It has been a great pleasure to work with all members of the Commission, and especially 
the Commission's co-chairs, Senator Peggy Rotundo and Representative John Patrick. 
Their guidance, enthusiasm, and hard work have helped to make the Commission a 
"model for state oversight and communication on international trade issues." 



We would also like to give heartfelt thanks to Curtis Bentley, who helped the 
Commission to function as was intended in statute, and for his unfailing good 
hUTI10r in responding to our needs. Curtis took on the work of the Commission 
"above and beyond" his other committee and analytic assignments. We are very 
grateful for that support, and to the Legislative Council office for n1anagement of 
the contract. 

Thanks also to staff 0 f the Maine International Trade Center for their time and 
willingness to answer our questions; and Martha Spiess, whose videotapes of 
Public Hearings and Commission meetings made it possible for us to assess 
many of the events we could not attend in person. 

We look forward to continued interaction with the Maine Citizen Trade Policy 
Commission on these key issues of economic development, trade, and federalism. 

Peter Riggs 
8 February 2007 



The Maine Citizen Trade Policy Commission: 
A Model for State Oversight and Communication 
on International Trade and Investment Issues 

Executive Summary. The activities of the Maine Citizen Trade Policy 
Commission were evaluated with respect to five different objectives: 
communication between different branches of government and civil society 
groups in Maine; communication with national associations and with other 
states; com'munication with the Office of tb.e United States Trade 
Representative (USTR) and with the members of Maine's congressional 
delegation; engaging Maine's citizenry on international trade and investment 
issues; and communicating \\lith the media. Our assessment suggests that in tbe 
last two years the Commission has achieved most of the purposes for which it 
was established, and has come to be seen nationally as a successful model for 
state oversight and engagement on trade issues. We conclude that tbe 
following were of particular importance to the Commission's effectiveness: 

1) HIgh levels of inter-branch communication. 'l'he Office of the United 
States Trade Representative (USTR) has been more responsive to Maine's 
requests for consultation in part because Maine communicated its concerns in 
different ways, but kept a relatively unified set of messages. Maine's leadership 
in engaging USTR has also helped clarify areas where federal-state consultation 
on trade policy could be improved. Initially, there were concerns that the 
Maine CTPC would 'fragment' cOlnmunications between USTR and the state 
of Maine, but this has not been the case. The Maine International Trade 
Center has played a supportive role in the Commission over the last year. 

2) Clear communications witl1 Maine's Congressional delegation on most 
of the major trade agreements brought before Congress in the last two years. 
Congressional staff in Washington report that they are very aware of the 
Commission, that communications from the Commission have influenced 
votes fori against particular trade agreements by members, and that 
infonnation about the Public Hearings helped to sharpen their understanding 
of the issues. 

3) Public hearings around the state. The statute creating the Commission 
called for it to "provide a mechanism for citizens and Legislators to voice their 
concerns and recommendations." The Commission has played an outstanding 
role in providing a direct link between Maine citizens and federal 
representatives in Washington DC. No one who has attended these public 
hearings or listened to transcripts can fail to be moved by the deep level of 
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interest and concern that Maine's Citizens have regarding trade and 
globalization issues. They are a testament to the continued strength of 
democratic traditions in Maine, and also demonstrate that Maine citizens' have 
an international perspective on the impact of trade and investment agreements, 
with concerns that transcend state and national boundaries. Maine is the only 
state oversight committee/commission that has taken its "show on the road" 
through public hearings. The role of the Maine CTPC, and the open-mike 
approach of the public hearings, can be used or adapted to circumstances in 
other states. Already legislators in New Hampshire have asked for information 
about Maine's approach to Public Hearings. 

Two areas of engagement by the Commission had more mixed success. Print 
media in Maine generally did report on the Commission's public hearings; but 
the Commission itself does not yet have a significant presence in the media. 
Second, the Commission does not have a strong constituency within the 
business community, although particular concerns and grievances from several 
small business owners were aired at public hearings. Given the reach and 
professionalism of the Maine International Trade Center, which is providing 
valued services to Maine's exporters, it may not be part of the Commission's 
mandate to develop such links. But perhaps the composition/membership of 
the Commission needs to be revisited, so as to give key Maine industries a seat 
at the table. Among those suggested were the information technology sector 
and the wood products industry; and more representation from the Maine 
Department of Economic and Community Development. 

i'los the national conversation around trade srJJts from "playing defense" to 
articulating a positive vision for trade-"what does a Fair Trade Agreement 
look like?"-Maine's business community should have a stronger voice in the 
COlnn1ission's communications with USTR, with th.e Maine Congressional 
delegation, and in conversations around the state regarding the future of trade. 
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PART I: ASSESSMENT 

A. Assessing Roles/Activities of the Maine CTPC 
The statute creating the Maine Citizens Trade Po licy Con1ll1ission noted three purposes 
for the Comnlission: ((to assess and monitor the legal and economic impacts of trade 
agreements on state and local laws, working conditions and the business environment; 
to provide a mechanism for citizens and Legislators to voice their concerns and 
recommendations; and to make policy recommendations designed to protect Maine's 
jobs, business environnlent and laws from any negative impact of trade agreements. " 

To fulfill that first purpose, ((assess and l1'lOnitor, " the COlnmission took three actions. 
The fIrst was to ensure that meetings of the Commission featured speakers from various 
backgrounds and perspectives-including members of the Commission with expertise on 
particular topics. In addition to reporting on key legal and economic issues, speakers at 
the Commission often reported on opportunities for connecting to other states, through 
national associations, or with other constituencies. Because the Commission does not 
have dedicated staff analysts, for now the Commission has mostly been reliant on outside 
policy support. Second was the formation of three subcommittees to look at specific 
issue areas; policy recommendations from each of those subcommittees are co'nsidered in 
a subsequent section here. Third, the Commission prepared letters to the members of 
Maine's Congressional delegatio~ and to negotiators at the Office of the United States 
Trade Representative that sought to clarify particular legal and economic matters 
pertaining to the implementation of existing or proposed agreements. 

To fulfill the second purpose, 'provide a mechanism for citizens and Legislators to voice 
their concerns, " this was accomplished through the Public Hearings (see below) and 
tDJough letter-writing. Congressional staff in Washington reported that they frequently 
heard about issues raised at the public hearings, and in one case had read through the 
transcripts of the public hearings, stating that this was an excellent way to stay in touch 
with constituent concerns. One Comnlission member summed up the impact of the 
hearings very well: "we helped to educate a diverse group of people while building a 
shared analysis of the problems." 

The Commission is now getting to a point where it can ((make policy recommendations" 
regarding trade-the third purpose cited in legislation establishing the Commission. 
Over the past two years, USTR has been negotiating a number of regional and bilateral 
trade agreements, in addition to the on-going talks at the WIO in Geneva on the Doha 
Development Agenda. Consequently, the COITill1ission has been in the position of 
making recommendations to its Maine's Congressional delegation as to votes on 
particular trade agreements. The Commission communicated quite forcefully to its 
Congressional delegation on the subject of the Central American Free Trade Agreement 
(CAFTA) and judging from the votes taken by Maine's delegation, that Inessage came 
through loud and clear. One Congressional staffer noted that they did not hear from the 
Commission about some of the less well-known agreements (eg., US-Oman, "normal 
trading relations" status for Vietnam); she suggested it would be useful for federal 
representatives to know if the Commission had looked at those agreements, whether it 
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had a position, and why. However, given the meeting schedule of the Con1mission, and 
the unpredictability of votes on particular agreements moving to Congress' calendar, this 
may not be possible, and the Commission may feel comfortable only commenting on 
those agreements that it has had a chance to study, or learn about from other Mainers at 
the Public Hearings. There was a great deal of discussion around CAFT A, which, given 
the seemingly negative experience ofNAFT A, appeared to strike an emotional chord 
with a number of speakers. 

ReCOlnnlendation. The Commission may consider adopting a basic policy stating that it 
would support trade agreements that include certain elements-binding labor and 
environmental standards, a "no preemption" mechanism, indemnification of states, etc. 
The present time is an important political moment for developing this "positive agenda." 

The CTPC was very active on another policy recommendation, concerning whether the 
Governor should con1illit Maine to the procurement chapters of various free trade 
agreements. It is in this policy realm where the influence of the Commission can be seen 
most clearly. In April of this year, the Governor articulated a coherent and clear set of 
policies regarding procurement chapters and state notification: 

• I cannot commit the state at this time ({because there is no way of predicting 
today how procurement needs and priorities will change in the future. " 

.. I an] concerned about any approach that would appear to pit states against each 
other, which is ({incongruous with the USTR's mission to ... encourage economic 
development for the nation as a whole. " 

• "State legislature and stakeholders, not just governors, must be kept informed 
and given the opportunity to participate in the negotiating process. " 

The question of state sign-offs on procurement has, in other states, pitted legislatures 
agaillst G-O\l'ernors, but in l'-viaine, the COlTllnisslon brol<ered an inclusi'le con\lersation that 
focused on policy outcomes (is it good for the state?) rather than political means (who 
gets to decide?). This example of inter-branch cooperation is a large part of the reason 
that Maine's concerns on trade are taken seriously in Washington. Other states grappling 
with tbe questions of political representation on trade have looked to Maine's experience. 

B. Communication with national associations and with other states 
In designing the roles, n1embership, and function of the Commission, public officials in 
Maine drew upon the state's own democratic traditions, the resources of a well-organized 
Fair Trade Campaign, and the concerns of organized labor, which had previously felt a 
bit stymied in getting its perspective aired. We have no evidence that Maine p lmmed to 
set itselfup as a "model" for other states; but indeed that's what has happened. 

In the coming year, Maine CTPC members-and staff assigned to the commission-will 
likely receive an increasing number of requests from other states for assistance and 
testimony, as n10re and n10re states review plans and develop mechanisms for trade 
oversight. While providing such assistance has implications in terms of the 
Commission's tilne allocation, this should be viewed as a strategic opportunity for Maine 
to work with states with which it shares COlnmon positions, and to advance the multi-state 
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networking that is most likely a precondition for any significant improvement in federal
state consultation on trade. 

Recomnlendation. Maine is well positioned to work with the Vermont International 
Trade Commission (established by statute last year), and with oversight committees in 
Massachusetts. It is possible that legislation to establish a trade oversight mechanism in 
New Hampshire will also be brought forward in early 2007. Two areas of strong 
common regional interest: health insurance and prescription drug purchasing in relation 
to the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS); and implementation of the 
Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). The New England region also has strong 
common interests in the next Farm Bill reauthorization, described in the report to the 
Natural Resources Subcommittee. 

Maine public officials have had prominent speaking roles in recent national association 
meetings, as exemplified recently by Linda Pistner's presentation at the National 
Association of Attorneys General (NAAG) Chief Deputies' meeting in May, and John 
Patrick's speaking role at the National Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL)'s 
Annual Meetirig this summer in Nashville. There are several other regional and national 
organizations where Maine could playa leadership role on trade issues, including: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

National Governors Association-after several years in which NGA was not 
particularly active on this front, there is increased staff and governor interest to 
see trade issues addressed by the association. 

New England Governors Conference - particularly on energy issues,·and 
addressing cross-border issues with Canada. 

Northeast Midwest Institute-this Washington DC based organization is 
advancing a reform agenda for the 2007 Farm Bill through its Farnl and Food 
Policy Project. The institute has strong links to members of Congress. 

Eastern Trade Council-a program of the Council of State Governments Eastern 
Regional Conference, Commission member Wade Merritt sits on the Council's 
Board of Directors. 

Finally it is worth noting that former Maine Attorney General James E. Tierney no\v 
directs the National State Attorneys General Program at Columbia Law School in l~ew 
York, and represents another avenue for networking amongst state attorneys general and 
their staffs. 

ReCOlnnlendation. The current InterGovernmental Policy Advisory Committee (IGP AC) 
roster does not include a representative from lviaine. This question was asked again at the 
most recent Con1mission meeting (5 January 07) and there does not appear to be an active 
process to get a Maine representative on IGP AC.Gaining representation on IGP AC 
should be a high priority for the Comlnission. IGPAC is the designated policy advisory 
committee providing state/local govenlment input to USTR's negotiating agenda. It has 
also taken the lead in a multi-state Services Working Group, asking detailed questions 
about GATS and playing an important policy role on GATS sectoral offers and the 
"domestic regulation" negotiations. 
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The Commission is also fortunate in having access to Maine's "State Point of Contact" 
(SPOC), housed at the Maine International Trade Center. MITC has been very forth
coming in sharing with the Commission information that has come through the SPOC 
system. 

USTR's utilization of the SPOC system has been inconsistent. For example, when USTR 
sent a notice of the new GATS request/offer process to SPOCs earlier this year, it 
included only a summary of new US offer, and omitted some of the key sectors under 
discussion, such as bulk storage of fuels, pipeline transportation of fuels, and brokering of 
electricity. It is unfair ofUSTR to ask SPOCs to be effective intermediaries if they are 
not given key information that is of interest to a broad range of stakeholders in the state. 
We have no specific recommendation on how to remedy this problem, it's been a source 
of frustration for "State Points of Contact," as well. It seems counterproductive for 
USTR to be providing some information to IGP AC, some to SPOCs, and some directly to 
states when asked by oversight committees and commissions. This piecemeal approach 
is inadequate, causes needless suspicion of USTR motives, and again makes clear the 
need for major changes in the way USTR communicates with states. 

c. Communication with USTR and l\laine's Congressional delegation 
The Maine Citizen Trade Policy Commission sent a number of important letters to its 
Congressional delegation, and directly to DSTR, in the past year. Governor Baldacci also 
communicated directly with USTR on several occasions-also in support of the 
Commission's role. The letters can be grouped into three areas of concern: procurement; 
new agreements (CAFTA); and on-going VVTO negotiations, particularly on services. 

ReC0111111endation. Congressional staff members were invited to speak directly before the 
Maine CTPC. Ideally this could be made an annual event, since Congressional stafr 
spoke positively about that experience, and found the interactions to be very fruitfuL In 
addition, the CTPC may wish to seek support for sending a delegation / subcommittee of 
Con1IDission members to Washington DC on an annual basis to meet with House 
members and Senators. This should be a high priority in the next six months, since 
Maine's Congressional delegation is likely to play important roles in the "Trade 
Promotion Authority" reauthorization debates. 

USTR is to be commended for sending GATS negotiator Chris Melly to Maine to answer 
questions at a Commission meeting. The exchange with Mr. Melly was paIiicularly 
useful, sinc'e the Maine CTPC was the first dOlnestic group to learn thatUSTR plans to 
drop "necessity tests" language from its services negotiating text with Malaysia and 
Korea. One could speculate that this was due to the questions raised by Maine and other 
states regarding the language on "necessity tests" in the WTO-GATS Working Party on 
Domestic Regulation. 

USTR staff should also be con1mended for indicating a willingness to speak with 
Commission members by telephone. However, some Comn1ission members expressed 
iiustration with the fact that USTR has not made any adjustments to its GATS offer as a 
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result of communications from Maine or other states-"the door is always open, but the 
answer is always no," is how one member characterized the interchange. 

With this in mind, it is worth noting that USTR did provide a detailed response to Senator 
Susan Collins in her letter regarding the text of CAFTA. Senator Collins "forwarded" the 
questions that the Maine CTPC had raised. The Maine CTPC may wish to ask itself, and 
Congressional staff, whether the most politically effective way to raise questions is via a 
Member of Congress. .LA..nything that can be done to regularize the contacts between the 
Maine CTPC, Hill staffers, and the Maine Congressional delegation is a high priority and 
a po sitive step forward. 

D. The Public Hearings 
Several Commission members told us that they were overwhelmed by the turnout and 
response to the Public Hearings. Attending a hearing or reading a transcript of these 
meetings should lay to rest any thought that trade and globalization issues are somehow 
outside the concern of ordinary American citizens. Indeed, the major impression one is 
left with is how articulate are the speakers who vo lunteered to come before the 
Commission to address issues of specific concern-whether it be a local issue, something 
that touches specifically on their business, something having to do with Maine's 
democratic practice, or whether the speaker is acting "in so lidarity" with peop Ie in the 
Global South who are negatively impacted by trade and investment agreements. This last 
point bears repeating: Maine's citizens repeatedly expressed interest in the effect of trade 
agreements on other countries, which is a far cry from the usual notion of "protectionist 
sentiment. " 

At the san1e time, it has to be acknowledged that the public hearings were often 
"grievance sessions,"And in many cases those frustrations were expressed in the form of 
powerful stories about plant closings, worker dislocations, and the continued hard times 
experienced by workers in Maine's manufacturing -dependent communities. But rather 
than dismiss these tales as one-off stories from aggrieved workers, not representative of 
larger trends, one has only to look at Maine Department of Labor statistics to realize that 
those who spoke at the CTPC public hearings were articulating a broader concern and a 
pervasive reality. Looking at the statistics on "Industries Projected to Gain or Lose Jobs 
at the Fastest Rate in Maine between 2004 and 2014," one sees that the industries 
expected to lose jobs are all n1anufacturing. Leather, down 44% iIi the number of jobs 
over the next ten years. Textile mills jobs-down 40%. Paper manufacturing-down 
18%. Apparel may lose another quarter of its total jobs. Plastics, wood product 
manufacturing, electrical equipment-·-all double-digit losses. Almost 8,000 jobs 
expected to be lost-and this using 2004 as the baseline. 

The challenge for the COlllinission is to acknowledge, and try to come to terms \vith, two 
distinct trends: that Maine as a state is now a "top ten" export performer, led by seafood 
and information technology and fmancial services and some specialty manufacturing, led 
almost entirely by small firms fmding sn1art niches in the global econon1Y; and on the 
other hand, with the rise of "global sourcing" and the ability of corporations to chase 
lower wages and worker standards around the globe, that industries which for decades 
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had provided not only good jobs but also an identity to Inany of Maine's towns and rural 
areas, are now vanishing. 

One can imagine that this bleak testimony to the Commission was hard to respond to, 
because to any observer of Maine's economy, it's a well-known story; and because the 
trends are not going to be changed or reversed by simple remedies in one or another trade 
agreement. Among the most powerful pieces of testimony were from workers who had 
visited communities in Mexico and Central America, to where "their" jobs had been 
relocated. There was no anger at the people who now held those jobs-just a sorrow and 
a dismay that the conditions in which they were asked to work, and the wages that they 
were paid, were so miserable. That Maine workers lost good jobs, but that didn't result 
in someone else getting a job that allowed them to raise a family and send their kids to 
school-this was a powerful experience for many of those who testified in front of the 
Commission. They understood that industries were mobile and that the unemployment 
which a generation ago would have been seen as just cyclical, the cOlnmunity just needed 
to hold on and soon enough, folks would be called back to the mill-those days are over. 
This unemployment represents a structural shift in the global economy and is permanent. 
Still, almost none of those who testified in front of the Commission were arguing for 
straight-up "protectionism" (although one speaker proposed a powerful remedy: "The 
United States should not be allowed to run a trade deficit with any country"). Instead, 
speakers asked about how they could manage, how to level the playing field; they asked 
about labor standards, and trade adjustment assistance programs, and fairness. "This 
state has some of the best craftspeople in the world. We just need a fair shake." 

But also iluportant in this equation is to acknowledge where Maine has benefited from 
integration'with the global economy. One story that should be told broadly is Maine 
International Trade Center's capacity-building role, and its chanlpioning of sn1all-
business interests. The Center has reached out to the small business corrlffiunity and 
'retailed' its services to the different needs of people in Portland, Bangor and around the 
state. Another part of that story is the Center's role in attracting investment into Maine. 
The labor subcommittee's proposal to work with MITC's Board of Trustees on cross
border issues with Canada is also an important step in extending collaboration. In SUfi, 

the Commission needs to make sure that both halves of this povlerful story about the 
global economy are being heard-and acted upon by its Congressional delegation in 
Washington. 

E. Comnl unica ting with the media. 
The Maine CTPC does not have a specific mandate to work with the Inedia, although one 
could argue that such a mandate does derive from the second of three purposes of the 
COlnmission as noted in statute: provide a mechanisl1'z for citizens and Legislators to 
voice their concerns and recommendations. The media is able to amplify and frame the 
Commission's concerns. The CPTC made the decision to beconle more comfortable in 
its own role before aggressively seeking out connections in print and broadcast n1edia. 
All of the suggestions that came out of the Commission's 20 July 2006 meeting, at which 
melubers conducted a "brain-storm" about outreach, are good ones: a brochure, 
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newsletter/articles to trade journals and newspapers, "one on one contacts" with business 
and opinion leaders, and the crafting of public service announcements. 

ReC0l111nendation. The COlnmission has accomplished remarkable things with a very 
limited budget. If it wants to expand its outreach to the media, it would benefit from a 
conscious strategy and consistent approach-and ideally, that would come from engaging 
a cOlTIll1unications specialist. Clearly this would be one of several competing priorities if 
the Commission had a slightly larger budget. 

Based on areas of likely growth/demand, the Commission will need to balance "in-state," 
"multi-state" and national priorities: 

a) support for developing a communication strategy, and support for Commission 
members to convene or attend meetings with editorial boards, etc. 
b) support for travel to neighboring states (VT, NH, Mass) in order to develop a 
strong multi-state platform for engagement on critical issues: GATS, health care, 
Farm Bill/forestry, greenl"sweatfree" procurenlent, etc. 
c) support for Commission members to spend time in Washington DC, 
particularly in the first half 0 f 2007, as key is sues 0 f trade promotion authority 
and trade adjustment assistance, etc., will come before the Congress. 

Of course how the COlTIll1ission allocates resources depends first and [or::IIlost on ho"v it 
defmes its workplan and political objectives for 2007. In the following pages, we layout 
a menu of the possible work items, based on upcoming events, the restart of\VTO 
negotiations, possible ratification of new regional agreements, and communications of 
interest fron1 Commission members and those taking part in the Public Hearings. 
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PART II: OPTIONS FOR FUTURE ENGAGEMENT ON TRADE 

A. 'Fast Track.' 
Over the past several years, WTO negotiators in Geneva have treated the expiration of 
the US President's "Fast-Track"/ Trade Promotion Authority (TPA) as the 'drop-dead 
date' for conclusion of the Doha Round of trade negotiations. TPA expires at the end of 
June, 2007. For practical purposes having to do with the 90-day period in which 
Congress reviews agreements submitted to it for ratification, the actual 'drop-dead' date 
for completion of the Doha Development Round is April 1st

, 2007. Similarly, other 
bilateral agreements now being negotiated with Korea and Malaysia would need to be 
completed by April in order to be considered under Fast-Track rules. 

Prior to the November 7 election, certain voices on Capitol Hill suggested that the 
President might seek a "Doha-Round-only" extension ofTPA'negotiating authority. 
Now, with a change in majority control of both houses of Congress, and continued 
pessimism in Geneva about the completion of a Doha text, this option appears to be off 
the table. The more important dynamic now at work was articulated by Senator Max 
Baucus, incoming chair of the Senate Finance Committee, which has committee 
jurisdiction over trade agreements in the Senate: "As a practical n1atter, whatever law 
reauthorizes fast-track authority ... will have to strengthen labor and environmental 
provisions in some way to win broader Democratic support." 

It is not necessary for the President to have fast-track authority in order to negotiate trade 
agreements-President Clinton's authority from Congress expired fo llowing the special 
session at which the WTO "Uruguay Round" agreements were approved, and this 
authority was denied him in 1998. But there is perception an10ngst US trading partners 
that United States' negotiating positions carry more vvcight vvhen the resulting negotiated 
text is seen as essentially binding on Congress, not subject to amendment. President 
Bush renamed Fast-Track as "Trade Promotion Authority" and received that authority 
from Congress in August 2002. 

Early indications are that the House and Senate will each take up new approaches to 
"Fast Track." Senate Finance, and House VI ays and tvieans, most likely will each come 
forward with their ideas regarding what would constitute a 'fair trade' agreement. 
Whether an actual bill will emerge from these committees-and then whether it will clear 
Congress and reach the President's desk for a signature or veto-remains to be seen. A 
new TPA bill could, however, articulate new conditions that the Office of the United 
States Trade Representative n1ust observe in its negotiation of new trade and investlnent 
agreen1ents. Consequently, the next few months will b~ a period of intense discussion 
and creativity about the content of "fast track" renewal-one in which the Maine 
Congressional delegation will be intensely involved, and consequently a critical 
0PPoliunity for the Maine GTPC to advance sonle of its own reforn1 proposals. Among 
the elements that are likely to be discussed: 
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a Binding labor standards. As Commission members heard repeatedly in the 
public hearings, binding labor standards in trade agreements are a key concern 
oflv1aine's citizens. There are different ideas about what would constitute a fair 
labor standard, but certainly rights of collective bargaining, strict rules on child 
labor, and stringent enforcement mechanisms would be part of the discussion. 
These provisions alone would be sufficient to put significant pressure on China, a 
country with which the United States has a large trade deficit. The United States 
could use International Labor Organization (ILO) Conventions as the basis for 
establishing what constitutes a "fair labor standard;" but, as Bjorn Claeson has 
pointed out, the United States has not ratified all of the ILO's core labor 
standards. Consequently, there is still much educational work to be done in this 
area. Maine's leadership in the "sweat free" procurement campaigns, the strong 
support for inclusion of labor standards among Maine's citizens as evidence in the 
Public Hearings, and Representative Mike Michaud's dedication to this issue 
suggest that engaging on labor standards is a "high-leverage" opportunity for the 
Maine CTPC. 

a Environmental protections. Again, there are a number of ways that the concern 
for environmental protections could condition USTR's negotiating approaches. 
One would be to state that trade rules "defer to" multilateral environmental 
agreements-such as CITES (endangered species), or the Montreal Protocol on 
OZ011e Depletiorl. Tile Ul1ited States has not signed t\\70 of the international 
agreements that are most often n1entioned in the trade context, nalnely the 
Convention on Biological Diversity (which has significant ramifications for trade 
related to intellectual property) and the Kyoto Protocol on global warming. The 
intent of strengthening environmental protections in trade agreements is usually 
seen as preventing countries from undercutting American manufacturing by 
"externalizing" then- environn1ental costs of production. Like labor standards, 
envirolnnental protections are seen as a major component of "fair competition." 
A great deal of creative thought will need to go into defining what are the 
environmental protections that must be observed in a trade agreement, and how 
such a mandate can be enforced in the international sphere. 

• Refonn of the federal inter-agency process. Many have remarked on the 
"inefficiency", or even the perversity, of a Fast-Track process whereby the key 
decision about a trade agreement-whether it will be ratified or not-comes after 
considerable 'sunk costs' of negotiation and the expenditure of 'diplomatic 
capital' just to bring the agreen1ent forward for Congressional consideration. 
Others have suggested that Fast Track was a suitable mechanism when trade dealt 
only v'hth at-the-border tariffs, \X/hen Fast Track could be used to prevent 
members of Congress from slipping in changes to the text which favored one or 
another domestic industry-but that Fast Track in its present guise has long 
outlived its usefulness. Should trade provisions that touch upon national 
security-for examp Ie, critical infrastructure and port security-be reviewed up
fiont by the Senate Committee on Hon1eland Security and Government Affairs? 
Is it n10re efficient for Congressional cornmittees with jurisdiction over particular 
econon1ic matters to provide specific instructions to USTR about the content of 
those negotiations, so that USTR would know in advance what would or would 
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not be acceptable to Congress? Also, how should the voices of other federal 
agencies-Commerce, Justice, Labor, the Environmental Protection Agency
be accounted for in the formulation of national trade policy? All of these 
questions are now under consideration. 

• Reform of federal-state consultation. States in particular are concerned that the 
new 'Uruguay Round' (1995) agreements on govenlment procurement, services, 
and (in NAFTA) investment bring new concerns about U.S. federalism-but 
those concerns are not reflected in fast-track consideration. This issue is a major 
concern for the Maine CTPC. The Commission is as well-placed as anv entity in 
the country to make recommendations about how USTR could better 
communicate with states, enshrine principals of federalism in their negotiating 
positions, etc. A quick listing of potential items for consideration: 

o Seriously implementing the "no greater rights" provision of international 
investment agreements, which would curtail the use of "investor-state" 
provisions in (for example) NAFTA Chapter II. 

o Indemnify states against possible damage awards in investment cases 
brought against state laws. (USTRlState had refused to indemnify 
California in the Me than ex case.) 

o No preemption of state law based on an international trade commitment; 
also no withholding of federal funds or permissions to compel compliance. 

o Review of existing procurement commitments for purposes of advancing 
"sweatfree" and sustainable developrnent objectives. 

o Subfederal measures protected in GATS domestic regulation disciplines. 
o Establishment of a federal-state commission on trade policy. 

Note that not all of these measures constitute directions/guidance given to USTR; 
the TPA bill can be used to articulate broader principles of trade policy pertaining 
to U.S. federalism and consultation, as well. 

In sum, the debate over "fast track" renewal is multi-faceted; there are many possible 
avenues for Maine CTPC engagement; and the Maine Congressional delegation is likely 
to be closely identified with some of the more creative, bipartisan reform proposals. 
This is probably the most important opportunity for advancing policy change that the 
Maine CTPC will see in 2007. 

B. WTO General Agreement on Trade in Services. 
WTO negotiations restarted in Geneva in mid-January 2007. There is no sign that there 
has been any breakthrough in the negotiating arena that led to last summer's collapse of 
the Doha Round-that is, in agricultural tariffs and subsidies. Nonetheless, United States 
negotiators like Chris Melly have already been quoted as saying that talks on services 
should forge ahead. Those negotiations will pertain both to sector offerings (energy, 
health, retail distribution services, etc.) as well as Domestic Regulation, whose 
disciplines are likely to apply to all "committed sectors." 

Because the mandate for negotiations on Domestic Regulation come out of the Uruguay 
Round, it is conceivable that disciplines adopted in this negotiating setting could become 
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binding without progress being made in other areas. USTR has been careful in answering 
questions about their authority to adopt such disciplines in the absence of an overall Doha 
agreement. One negotiator stated in front of an N CSL audience that USTR "would be 
crazy not to go back to Congress" to gain approval/recognition for new disciplines. This 
comment falls short of a commitment to actually do so, however. 

There is much speculation regarding the interplay between the United States' requests of 
other countries to make new sectoral commitments, and USTR's negotiating position in 
the Working Party on Domestic Regulation (WPDR) talks. Other countries have reported 
receiving a strong push from the U.S. to make 'unbound' (that is, full and unconditional) 
commitments on "distribution services"-with implications for alcohol and tobacco 
trade, and potentially for the 'rights' of large retailers, as welL If the U.S. persuaded a 
sufficient number of trading partners to make full commitments under "distribution 
services - retail," would the United States then possibly make accommodations to the 
'demanders' in the WPD R talks with respect to necessity tests? This is speculation, but 
the situation bears watching. 

The Governor of Maine has already indicated his position with respect to new GATS 
sectoral offers, and the Maine CTPC has directly registered its concerns about the 
domestic regulation negotiations. Chris Melly stated that USTR did not find Maine's 
reasons £Jf wanting to be caIV~ed out of newT G.A. TS offers as very compelling. It is not 
clear why this was so, but two thoughts come to mind. Mr. Melly did not address 
concerns in Maine regarding health insurance and other health-care related commitments 
in relation to GATS, choosing to focus on two areas where he thought it unlikely that a 
U.S. trading partner would mount a GATS challenge (outdoor billboards and the ban on 
new landfills). But it is false reasoning to suggest that the only risk invo lved is that a 
foreign trading partners would challenge these bans (although we do not share Mr. 
Melly's conviction that such a challenge is unlikely, particularly if it is directed at a state 
that appears to be in the vanguard of state-led change with respect to, for example, health 
care). 

Given that one interpretation of WTO rules is that the United States must take steps to 
bring non-conforming measures into compliance with U.S. trade commitments, and given 
that the federal government has yet to atiiculate a clear position against preemption of 
state laws pertaining to international trade commitments, there are a number of scenarios 
in which the federal government, and U.S. trading partners, can register their 
"displeasure" with a law passed by Maine or an ordinance adopted by one of its towns, 
and bring pressure to bear to have the offending measure removed. 

The other possible explanation why USTR choose to ignore Maine's request for a GATS 
carve-out is that it only came from one state, and it didn't come through Maine's 
Congressional delegation. Again, this is speculation, but it suggests two strategic 
actions. In fact, Governors from four different states requested some sort of carve-out or 
safeguard with respect to new GATS commitments. We are not aware that these states 
have communicated with each other. The other three states do not have oversight 
mechanisms lik~ the Maine CTPC. This may suggest that the Maine CTPC, in 
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consultation with the Governor, n1ay want to approach these other states (Iowa, 
Michigan, and Oregon) and see if a unified articulation of concern fron1 four states is 
more "compelling" than just letters from individual Governors. The other approach, akin 
to the process used by the Maine CTPC in asking hard questions about CAFT A, would be 
to engage Maine's Senators, and have them ask questions ofUSTR about the rights of 
states to seek a modification of the GATS schedule so as to adhere to the wishes of that 
state. Certainly Maine is in the position of being able to point to considerable open and 
public discussion of its concerns, in public hearings and in legislative settings, to indicate 
that the position articulated by the Governor had been arrived at through an inclusive 
democratic process. 

In sum, the Maine CTPC should continue to build on its very important 2006 actions with 
respect to the GATS negotiations. The restart of talks in Geneva means that services 
negotiations will be very active in the months to come. In particular, the negotiations on 
Domestic Regulation may not rely upon a reauthorization of Fast Track and ratification 
by Congress in order to become binding on states. USTR would like to fo ld Domestic 
Regulation in with the cOlnpletion of the WTO 'Doha Round', and it is not clear what 
will happen if Doha breaks down completely. For now and into the future, DOl1testic 
Regulation is the trade issue with the greatest implication for state and local 
governing authority. 
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PART Ill: SUB-COMMITTEE REPORT RECOMMENDATIONS 
Many of the recommendations made in the Subcommittee reports can be folded into the 
two proposed areas of major concern/engagement for the CTPC for next year-namely 
the work on "fast track" renewaL and on GATS negotiations. Ideas fronl each 
subcommittee report are summarized here. 

A. Natural Resources Subcommittee 
We recommended that the Maine CTPC think seriously about what leverage it has, and 
what leverage the state of Maine will have, in the upcoming debate on renewal of the 
Farm Bill. Although we described several possible approaches, our contention is that 
Maine would have to work regionally with other New England and mid-Atlantic states if 
it wants to have sufficient "throw weight" on critical Farm Bill reauthorization 
provisions. In the absence of a multi-state, collaborative approach leading to an 
articulation of regional priorities, it seems unlikely that Maine's particular needs will be 
addressed in this Farm Bill round, unfortunately. We argued that Maine might obtain 
more benefit from a renewed Farm Bill, and have more traction in reauthorization 
discussions, ifit focused on one particular Title of the Farm Bill, namely Forestry, where 
the Maine Congressional delegation already has considerable power and expertise. 

We also conducted a broad overview of water policy and trade rules in relation to 1"v1aine, 
concluding that the major areas of engagement should be in GATS negotiations-both 
sectoral commitments on environmental services, sewage services, etc., and on domestic 
regulation-as well as the investment provisions of the non-\\!TO trade agreements. 
With respect to investment, the paper suggests three possible reform measures: 

1. an interpretive note applying to current agreements; 
2. a general exception for water policy measures in future agreements; and 
3. a diplomatic revie\~" provision iLl future agreements. 

B. Labor and Economic Development Subcommittee 
In our report to the Labor and Economic Development Subcommittee, we focused on 
procurement issues. After reviewing the history and structure of the General 
Procurement Agreement in the WTO, and procurement chapters in other free trade 
agreements, we noted areas of leadership by the State of Maine, particularly in 
developing ideas for "sweatfree" (high-labor-standard) state procurement. We then 
looked at six areas of procurement that appeared relevant to Maine's current concerns: 

1. "Anti-Sweatshop". Maine will continue to playa leadership role in this area. 
rv1aine's use of a Code of Conduct could become a good point of discussionl 
negotiation with respect to provisions in a new approach to Fast Track, and more 
broadly the development of binding labor standards in future trade agreements. 

2. Outsourcing is a matter of ongoing political debate in Maine. If a legislative and 
administrative consensus develops on this issue, it would be an appropriate area 
for CTPC attention. We reviewed the range of approaches other states have used 
to condition the outsourcing of state contract work. 

3. Selective purchasing based on broad human rights considerations. We briefly 
reviewed the history of the 'Massachusetts Burma Law' and noted that a similar 
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concern, and set of divestment actions by states, has arisen in relation to the 
Sudan, and concern for Darfur. Because Maine is one of the eight states that have 
passed divestiture laws-laws that are being challenged in U.S. district court by 
the National Foreign Trade Council-it is not inconceivable that in future 
Maine's law could be cited in a WTO challenge. The Maine CTPC may wish to 
work with Offices of Attorneys General and Treasurers in other states to develop 
a strategy for responding to a possible WTO complaint. This is not an immediate 
priority until an initial decision in the domestic court challenge is reached. 

4. Local/ood procurement-states, local governments and school districts are 
experimenting with "buy local" programs, and we assert there is significantly 
more latitude for such preferences than is commonly understood. The chance that 
such purchasing preferences would be challenged under WTO GP A or other 
international procurement agreements is extremely remote. Maine's Congress
ional delegation may wish to argue for a major expansion in "farm-to-school" 
program money in the next Farm BilL 

5. Renewable energy procurement-this is an area of important multi-state work in 
implementing the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI), and more broadly, 
an area where the relation between trade rules and environmental preferences has 
yet to be clarified. The Maine CTPC may wish to raise the issue of renewable 
energy purchase preferences in the context of the environmental standards debate 
under Fast Trac,k. 

6. Prescription Drug Purchasing-The challenge to any state drug purchasing 
program is more likely to arise as a GATS issue or in response to non
procurement provisions in particular Free Trade Agreements. 

C. Health Care Subcommittee 
vVith colleagues at Harrison Institute, Georgetown University Law Center, we carried out 
a specific analysis of provisions ofDirigo health programs in relation to GATS rules. 
Our conclusion is that there is no immediate threat of a trade challenge to any component 
of the Dirigo system. 

In conclusion, the "Fast Track" and GATS debates are the two most significant 
opportunities for engagement on trade issues by the CTPC in the coming year. 
The "Fast Track" debate encompasses many of the concerns raised in Public Hearings
from the need for binding labor standards in trade agreements to the need for reform of 
"investor-state" provisions in regional/bilateral agreements such as NAFT A, CAFT A, 
and the US-Panama Free Trade Agreelnent proposaL Maine can work to advance a "first 
principles" discussion of federal-state communication on trade through the Congressional 
hearing process regarding reauthorization of the President's Trade Promotion Authority. 
The Commission should continue its important engagement with USTR services (GATS) 
negotiators regarding "domestic regulation" and state concerns about 'necessity tests' and 
references solely to 'national policy objectives.' 

The Commission is also encouraged to devote more attention to broader questions of 
federal-state communication on trade. Maine has demonstrated to other states a highly 
successful model for democratic discussion of trade, investment, and globalization issues. 
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It has demonstrated to USTR-and by extension the entire federal government-how 
states can, and why they should, be consulted on trade policy matters. Other states are 
eager to learn from your successes. Next steps would be to link more strategically with 
other states-through their oversight committees, through multi-state thematic working 
groups, and through national associations such as NCSL and NAAG. The other priority 
is working toward to gain Maine state representation on IGPAC, since IGPAC has also 
championed a set of ideas for improved communication between the federal government 
and the states. States seek improvements in the quality of consultation; the timeless and 
adequacy of information provided; the opportunity to weigh in on the scope and shape of 
U. S. commitments; support for creative export-promotion and small-business services 
administered at the state level; and better data collection to facilitate state/local economic 
development and investment. 

As is so often true in its history, Maine is again the bellwether state advancing an 
important principle of U.S. federalism, and has again demonstrated the importance of 
grassroots democratic deliberation on the key issues we confront as a nation. 



democracy & trade 

Report to the Labor and Economic 
Development Subcommittee of the 
Maine Citizen Trade Policy Commission 

December 2006. The Forum on Democracy & Trade analyzed "how Maine can 
effectively use state and local procurement to promote local and state economic 
development without conflicting with trade rules," as per instructions from the Maine 
Citizen Trade Policy Commission. This report contains three sections: 

1) Background on the issue of Govemment Procurement in Global Trade Agreements 
2) Notes on Maine's leadership in government procurement, and comparative notes on 
Maine's and other states' approaches to trade and procurement. Maine has been a 
national leader with respect to promoting and modeling standards for labor and human 
rights in its procurement practices. Increasingly, Maine is also attempting to use its 
procurement dollars to promote economic development in the state. 
3) Notes on particular issue areas pertaining to government procurement, remedies, 
opportunities/risk, and possible action items for the Maine CTPC. 

1) Background. 
Government procurement first surfaced as an issue of international trade negotiations 
during the Tokyo Round (concluded 1979) and led to the establishment of the GATT 
"Government Procurement Code." This code, covering central government procurement, 
was extensively revised in the Uruguay Round of negotiations, and resulted in the 
establishment of the WTO "Government Procurement Agreement" (GP A). The GP A is a 
"plurilateral" agreetnent. This nleans that unlike most other VITO agreements, in \vhich 
as a condition ofWTO membership the Party (country) is automatically subject to the 
disciplines of that agreement, not all WTO members are parties to the GPA. They can 
accede to the agreement separately from their WTO membership. Partly for this reason, 
"cross-retaliation" between the GP A and other WTO agreements is prohibited. At 
present, it is primarily wealthier countries that have signed on to the GP A. For example, 
Canada is a signatory of the GPA; Mexico is not. Both European trade negotiators and 
USTR have pushed hard to see China join the GP A as a part of its WTO obligations, 
without success thus far. 

Under WTO rules, the fundamental obligations of "covered entities"-that is, central and 
subfederal governments1--include: 

• Non-discriminatory treatment. Goods, services, and foreign suppliers of goods/ 
services must be treated Hno less favorably" than U.S. fIrms/suppliers. The VITO 
Secretariat and USTR have presented this "non-discrimination" standard as one 
simply to prevent discrimination against foreign bidders. In fact, the GP A goes 

1 U.S. local governments are not covered by the terms ofthe GP A, or any subsequent international trade 
agreements that include procurement chapters. 
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well beyond this. It limits the criteria for government procurement decisions to 
price and 'performance '-imp licitly using a presumption against any social 
criteria for awarding contracts. This question is explored more fully below. 
No use of offsets. The GPA "prohibits government entities from considering, 
seeking, or imposing 'offsets' as a condition for award of contracts .... 'Offsets' 
are measures used to encourage local development or improve the balance-of
payments accounts by means of domestic content, licensing of technology, 
investment requirements, counter-trade, or similar requirements." (Article XVI). 
Publishing obligations: States that have agreed to be listed in the GPA are 
required to publish their tender invitations on a federal-government website. 
Prohibits the use of technical standards whose purpose or effect is to create 
unnecessary obstacles to trade. The wording of this prohibition of technical 
standards has been controversial, as several WTO members have argued that the 
use of environment and laborlhuman rights "process" standards as criteria in 
government procurement is against WTO rules. 2 

Two other considerations also apply to the General Procurement Agreement: 

• Dollar threshold: For committed states, the threshold at which GPA rules on 
most goods and services come into effect is about $500,000. For construction 
services, the figure is about $6.8 million. 3 

!! General exceptions include: measures necessary to protect public rDorals, order or 
safety; to protect human, animal, or plant life and health; to protect intellectual 
property; or which relate to the products or services of handicapped persons, of 
philanthropic institutions, or of prison labor. How far such exceptions extend is 
subject to much debate in the WTO system. Thus far, none of the general 
exceptions have been given an expansive reading by WTO tribunals. Maine 
should continue to cite moral, environmental, and social values as reasons for 
particular purchasing choices, while realizing that there is little certainty in 
international trade law regarding what constitutes a "measure necessary to 
protect" such values. 

The most significant development concerning states and government procurement came 
in the Uruguay Round negotiations in the early 1990s, when the United States was 
pushing vigorously to make government procurement a stronger part of the WTO system. 

2 In FebruarylMarch 2000, several members of the WTO Committee on Trade and Environment (eTE) 
raised concerns about the use of eco-labels and their perceived inconsistency with another of the WTO 
agreements, the Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT). Several members insisted that "non
product related production and processing methods" were inconsistent with WTO rules. The WTO dispute 
panel in the "Tuna-Dolphin" case did not provide much clarification, as it chose to interpret the eco-label 
provision as a mechanism intended to counter "deceptive advertising practices"-rather than a positive 
statement about the good in question--and was therefore allowed. In sum, the extent to which "process" 
standards can be used to advance environment or laborlhuman rights concerns has not been definitively 
settled through the WTO or other international bodies dealing with commerce. 
3 The actual amount is 355,000 (and for construction, five million) "Special Drawing Rights," which is an 
accounting unit created by the International Monetary Fund that fluctuates somewhat in dollar terms since 
the unit is based on a basket of international currencies. The US level of Special Drawing Rights has 
remained unchanged since 1996. 
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At that time, US Trade Representative Mickey Kantor sent letters to Governors of all 
fifty states, emphasizing the new trade opportunities that would materialize from an 
international agreement on government procurement, and asking that Governors commit 
their states to be bound by the disciplines of the Government Procurement Agreement. 
USTR's ability to deliver state participation clearly strengthened the overall U.S. offer in 
the Uruguay Round, since well over half of all government procurement under the U.S. 
system of federalism takes place at state and local levels. As a result of Kantor's letter, 
the governors of thirty-seven states agreed to adapt their procurement procedures to the 
dictates of the WTO' s General Procurement Agreement. 

Maine was one of the thirty-seven states committed. Some states noted specific 
reservations; others listed only a subset of state agencies as being covered by the terms of 
the GP A. Maine listed the fo Howing departments for coverage: 

• Department of Administrative and Financial Services 
• Bureau of General Services (covering state government agencies and school construction) 
• Maine Department of Transportation 

USTR apparently just copied the list of states that had agreed to be COIILlTIitted as part of 
the WTO GPA when negotiating the procurement chapter of the Chile and Singapore 
agreements.4 

In September 2003, USTR sent out another letter, again asking Governors to commit 
their states to implementing the disciplines on government procurement then being 
negotiated in a range of regional and bilateral trade agreements. Maine did choose to 
become a signatory to the US-Australia Free Trade Agreement's procurement provisions. 
After initially voicing his willingness to become a signatory to such provisions in the 
Central American Free Trade Agreement (CAFT A), Governor Baldacci rescinded the 
commitment proposed under CAFTA in a May 2004 letter to USTR. In 2005, the Maine 
eTPC was active on issues pertaining to CAFTA and other, bilateral trade negotiations. 
Maine declined to make commitments under procurement in subsequent agreements, and 
the Governor's office communicated in some detail with USTR on these matters. Indeed, 
the Governor's 20 March 2006 letter to then-Ambassador Rob Portman demonstrates the 
care and consideration with which his office-in communication with the Maine CTPC 
-approached the procurement issue. This is discussed in more detail below. 

4 We find no evidence that Governor Angus King was ever asked to weigh in on the question of whether 
Maine was to be committed under the procurement chapter of these two bilateral trade agreements, signed 
in 2003. Certainly the Maine state legislature was not consulted on the matter. NAFTA is something of an 
anomaly in the process of covering state procurement. Annex 1001.1a-3 to the Government Procurement 
chapter ofNAFTA states that "Coverage under this Annex will be the subject of consultations with state 
and provincial governments in accordance with Article 1024." Article 1024 ofNAFTA, entitled "Further 
Negotiations," states that negotiations intended to lead to sub-federal coverage were to start "no later than 
December 31,1998." We have no evidence that such negotiations were ever undertaken. Mexico most 
likely was unenthusiastic about such negotiations, and under Canada's constitution, the federal government 
could not compel provincial participation in this international agreement. Consequently, there is no listing 
of US states under NAFTA's procurement chapter. 
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The European Commission continues to argue for the negotiation of a multilateral 
framework for the procurement of services, based on Article XIII:2 of the General 
Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS). The EU and the United States have taken 
different positions as to whether most favored nation, national treatment, and market 
access rules in the GATS would apply to procurement when the government purchases a 
utility service for purposes of supply/ selling to consumers. The EU has said that it 
"attaches great importance" to negotiations on GATS and procurement. While these 
negotiations on GATS and procurement do not appear to be moving at present, 
negotiations on domestic regulation in the GATS are moving, and such rules would apply 
to "qualification requirements"-including qualification for bidding on contracts. The 
United States has yet to state in its submissions to the Working Party on Domestic 
Regulation that it views domestic regulation rules as NOT applying to procurement. By 
contrast, the European Union has stated its position: namely, that domestic regulation 
disciplines DO apply to procurement. 

On 7 October 2004, USTR sent out a Federal Register notice regarding procurement, 
"request[ing] written public comments with respect to the expansion of market access 
opportunities in government procurement under the W orId Trade Organization 
Agreement on Government Procurement." USTR spokespersons have asserted that the 
United States' main interest in the WTO GP A at present is to extend its coverage to other 
ViTO member-countries (like China), rather than to "deepen" its coverage v{ithin the 
United States. On 8 December 2006 USTR released a Trade Facts sheet, "Provisional 
Agreement on Text of Revised WIO Government Procurement Agreement" indicating 
that parties to the GP A had revised its text. Some of the revisions noted by USTR are the 
re-ordering of provisions, removing ambiguities, and updating electronic tendering 
issues. It does not appear that the revisions lead to any new commitments or complica
tions for states. 

2) A comparative perspective on Maine's actions and areas of rvlaine's 
leadership on procurement. 

CAFT A was the flrst time in which a majority of states chose not to bind their state 
purchasing programs to the rilles of a trade agreement. Maine was part of that trend. 
Communications between the Maine CPTC and the Office of the Governor appear to 
have helped shape procurement policy during the past two years. 

In the spring of 2004, at a time when USTR was negotiating free trade agreements on a 
number of regional and bilateral fronts, the United States Trade Representative sent a 
letter to governors asking them to bind their states' procurement practices. 5 As noted 
previously, the initial impulse of the Governor was. to grant the assent requested by 
USTR. However, after discussions in the state, the Governor reversed his opinion v{ith 

5 Because some FTA negotiations had advanced farther than others, USTR sought a blanket agreement 
from states: " ... to be most efficient we are requesting that Maine consider coverage for all the countries 
with which the United States is currently negotiating~" 
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respect to the Central American Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA).6 Perhaps due to the 
fact that provisions on workers' rights were far less controversial in the US-Australia 
Free Trade Agreement, the Governor did sign onto the procurement chapter of that 
bilateral treaty. It does not appear that any formal consultation with the legislature took 
place regarding these decisions-although some in the state pointed out that traditionally, 
the legislature retains authority with respect to a range of spending and procurement 
decisions. 

By the time that USTR made another request to governors to bind their states in a new 
round of FT A negotiations in early 2006, it appears that the Governor had opted for a 
new approach to government procurement and trade agreements. This was probably due 
both to legislative developments-such as LD 1015 (HP 699) designed to increase small 
business access to state contracts-as well as to his own leadership role in developing the 
Governors' Coalition for Sweatfree Procurement and Workers Rights. 7 Among the 
principles advanced in Governor Baldacci's 20 March 2006 letter: 

• Concern that a "technical standard" designed to safeguard worker rights or the 
environment could be interpreted as causing an "unnecessary obstacle" to trade. 

• Concern that commitment to a procurement chapter would foreclose future policy 
options for the state. HI cannot jeopardize this state's ability to reevaluate its 
procurement policies in the future to respond to changes in social and 
environmental needs and priorities. " 

• Concern about threats to state sovereignty. Other trade agreements assert that the 
federal government must "take reasonable measures" to compel states to change 
"non-conforming measures.,,8 

• Concern about the lack of meaningful state/federal consultation. Governor 
Baldacci registered particular concern about the inadequacy of the "State Point of 
Contact" system, and the new policy of "reciprocity,,9 that is ((pitting states 
against each other" on procurement matters. 

6 A 23 March 2004 "Open Letter" to Governor Baldacci from PICA [Peace through Interamerican 
Community Action] and the Maine Fair Trade Campaign should also be noted in this regard. The reader is 
referred to this letter, which also contains a very readable summary of these organizations' concerns in 
relation to Maine's existing procurement laws/procedures. See also the response to PICA's "Open Letter" 
from the Maine International Trade Center, letter dated 5 April 2004, stating MITC's concerns. 
7 The State Division of Purchases sought to strengthen the terms and enforcement ofa 2001 "sweat-free" 
procurement law through enhancing labor rights provisions in the State Purchasing Code of Conduct. 
S At its most extreme, this has been interpreted to mean that the federal government is obligated to sue 
states in order to compel conformity with U.S. trade rules. However, the federal government might take 
other measures, such as withholding federal funds or federal permissions in order to compel compliance. 
9 Very briefly, this USTR policy, announced with the Andean and Panama FTA negotiations, would allow 
only those states that signed onto procurement chapters access to "sub-federal" procurement markets in 
those trade-partner countries. USTR Robert Zoellick's 2005 letter to governors announced: "This is how 
the new policy will work. If your state choose to participate in the new FTAs, our foreign trading partners' 
sub-federal entities will open their procurement to any supplier that: 1) offers goods substantially produced 
or services substantially performed in your state; or 2) has its principal place of business in your state." 
The InterGovernmental Policy Advisory Committee (IGPAC) and the National Association of State 
Procurement Officers (NASPO) both strongly criticized this new policy. IGPAC described it as "punitive" 
in a 2006 report on the Peru and Colombia FTAs, noting that the definition of "principal place of business" 
was so loose that essentially the new policy would discriminate only against small businesses-namely 
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Maine's engagement on the procurement issues is perhaps the most thorough-going and 
thoughtful response to the USTR request from any state. It reflects communication 
between nonprofit organizations, the Governor's office, the legislature, and the Maine 
eTPe. Issues of government procurement have also been raised at several of the Public 
Hearings conducted by the Maine eTPe. Maine's overall position demonstrates 
cooperation amongst the different branches of government, and also a level of prudence 
with respect to the maintenance of future decision-making powers, for both the 
legislature and administrative agencies, at the state level. 

(In addition to Maine's oversight on procurement, this model on engagement and 
communication is also relevant to other trade agreements that have schedules of 
commitnlents, such as the WTO General Agreement on Trade in Services, where 
according to the rules parties can review and change commitments.) 

Other states have taken different approaches. The state of Maryland has gone farthest in 
modifying its commitments. Maryland's legislature attempted to withdraw from the 
procurement chapters of all existing trade agreements, including those to which the 
state's governor had signed on. In 2005, the Maryland General Assembly passed Senate 
Bill 401 which "prohibits the Governor or any other State official, without explicit 
consent from the General Assembly, from: (1) binding the State to the government 
procurement rules an Llltemational trade agreement; .... The bill also declares h1}valid 
any consent previously given by the Governor or other State official to bind the State to 
the government procurement rules of an international trade agreement.,,10 The 
legislature overrode the Governor's veto of this bill, but the governor did not submit a 
letter withdrawing its commitment, and so Maryland is still listed as committed under the 
WTO General Procurement Agreement. USTR staff said publicly that it would not 
remove Maryland from any procurement agreements unless it received a letter from the 
Governor explicitly instructing USTR to do so. While the outgoing Governor in 
Maryland did not take that step, the change of leadership there may result in such a 
request now being forwarded to USTR. (Obviously, USTR's public comments on this 
matter raise the question as to whether a request by a Governor to be carved out of an 
existing procurement commitment would in fact be honored by USTR in a timely 
manner. USTR appears to have expressed some nervousness about the possibility of 
facing such a request. 11) 

those with operations in just one state. In a 9 February 2005 letter to Ambassador Robert Zoellick, 
NASPO's President John Adler commented on Zoellick's previous letter to governors, noting that 
"According to your letter, a state will not be required to 'change its current government procurement 
practices.' However, your letter further states, 'Specifically, U.S. negotiators will be asking Panama and 
the Andean countries to open their sub-federal procurement markets to suppliers from U.S. states that agree 
to participate in the FTAs.' These are contradictory statements, in practical terms." It appears that Maine 
already grants reciprocity to foreign suppliers, and thus the use of the term "reciprocity" in this FTA text
suggesting that by not signing on, Maine has shut out foreign bidders-is misleading. 
10 "Fiscal and Policy Note (revised), Senate Bill 401," Department of Legislative Services, Maryland 
General Assembly, 2005 Session. The bill took effect I June 2005. 
11 See USTR Trade Facts, "State Government Procurement and Trade Agreements: Sending a Positive 
Signal About Welcoming International Business and Investment," 31 March 2006, www.ustr.gov. 
Readers are also referred to the newly-reorganized "Benefits of Trade" heading of the USTR website. 
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The state of California (and specifically its Senate Subcommittee on International Trade) 
has also raised concerns regarding procurement chapters of Free Trade Agreements in 
letters to both USTR and the state's Governor. These concerns mirror n1any of the issues 
also raised by Maine, including: 

• California laws prohibiting purchasing from companies that use sweatshop labor 
• recycled content procurement requirements for paper and other products 
• preferences for California companies in contract bidding 
• pending legislation to address outsourcing of public sector jobs. 

This California legislative subcommittee also sought to remind the Governor of the 
legislature's traditional role in setting the state's procurement standards. Ultimately, the 
Governor did sign on to procurement chapters in recent FT As. 

Later, members of this legislative sub-committee were surprised by Governor 
Schwarzenegger's veto of another bill that the Governor himself acknowledged had 
substantial environmental/solid waste management benefits. The bill would have 
required road-building projects in California to utilize "crumb rubber" from used! 
abandoned tires in the state. The Governor noted potential conflicts with N AFT A 
agreements-basically, that California couldn't discriminate against potential suppliers of 
used tires from Canada and Mexico. While the decision itselfwas dismaying, equally 
alarming to members of the California Senate Subcommittee on International Trade was 
the implication that a Governor felt that the mere existence of a "potential" procurement 
conflict was sufficient to veto legislation that the Governor himself had characterized as 
an example of "sound public policy." States had assumed it unlikely that the federal 
government would take a state to court in order to enforce provisions in the WTO 
General Procurement Agreement; a Governor's veto 'accomplished' essentially the same 
preemptive :6.lllction. 

The examples from Maryland and California both describe situations where the 
legislature and the Office of the Governor were not 'on the same page,' and where the 
Governor asserted the right to make decisions on procurement through use of veto 
powers, at the expense of the legislature's prerogatives-with very different outcomes in 
the two states. Washington State also went through a process of consultation between 
the legislature and the Governor, which did not result in the withdrawal of Washington 
state from any procurement agreements. Instead, Governor Gary Locke wrote to USTR 
and conditioned the state's participation in any procurement chapter on the state's 
continued ability to use preferences to conform to international labor and human rights 
standards. However, USTR did not list the Washington governor's conditions in the U.S. 
schedule of commitments it uses to communicate with other WTO parties. 

r-Aaine is characterized by a somewhat different situation from these trilee states. A 
primary concern of the Maine CTPC has been-and should remain-interbranch 
coordination and the continued ability of the state to "speak with one voice" on trade 
policy matters. We now turn to a consideration of "offensive" and "defensive" strategies 
on state procurement strategies in relation to international trade agreements. 
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3) Government Procurement and Maine's future options. 

We will discuss six different facets of government procurement where trade rules and 
sociall environmental justice strategies loom large, and describe a range 0 f po licy options 
in each of these six areas. 

Before doing so, however, the basic question in relation to this report should be posed 
anew, namely: can Maine effectively use state and local procurement to promote local 
and state economic development, and to condition state purchases on moral 
considerations regarding labor and human rights standards, without conflicting with 
trade rules? 

The answer to this statement is equivocal. Maine can effective ly use state and local 
procurement to promote economic development without conflicting with trade rules. 
Maine has already evinced an appetite for advancing local economic development 
concerns through procurement strategies. Maine's approach does push into a "grey area" 
with respect to consistency with trade rules. The state has shown an interest in requiring 
that companies employ local workers when the state purchases goods and services-and 
doing so would appear to violate the non-discrimination principle by choosing to 
purchase products based on the identity oftbe bidder. The conscious purchase of 
renewable energy supplies-that is, energy purchases based on source of supply, rather 
than 'performance'-is also arguably a violation ofWTO rules. 

Maine's efforts to advance smart (and 'green') purchasing programs should be continued, 
while procurement officers, the attorney general, and the legislature remain aware of the 
fact that many points of potential conflict with trade rules-or federal preemption-. have 
not been settled. Rather than crafting a blueprint for action, then, this report simply 
acknowledges the series of political 'judgment calls' that Maine public officials and the 
CTPC face. 

A related question: If Maine were to withdraw from all its current commitments under 
international trade agreements (such as the WTO GPA), would this 'solve' the problem 
of potential conflicts? From one perspective, the answer is clear: withdrawing from the 
WTO GPA (for example) would clarify that Maine did not intend to be bound by the 
restrictions contained in that agreement. Some in the state had advocated for Maine's 
immediate withdrawal from the WTQ GPA, and this remains 'on the table' as a policy 
option. USTR would likely argue that the United States is already obligated under the 
GP A, and it cannot withdraw a state from an existing commitment. However, USTR did 
make a political commitment to states during the WTO Uruguay Round negotiations that 
they remained free to change their minds and that USTR would renegotiate procurement 
cOlnn1itments accordingly. It would also be instructive for the Maine CTPC to learn from 
Maryland's experience in this regard-noting also USTR's stated policy of only referring 
to the Governor's wishes with respect to coverage or non-coverage. 

On the other hand, one interpretation of the federal government's responsibility vis-a-vis 
our trading partners is that it is required to force states to change laws that do not comply 
with the United States' international trade commitments, including under procurement. 
From that perspective, seeking to withdraw from an existing procurement agreement 
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might be needlessly provocative ifno specific concern has been raised by a U.S. trading 
partner with respect to (for example) Maine's anti-sweatshop and recycled paper 
requirements, and its modest contracting preferences for in-state companies. Maine most 
likely does not face a situation in which the state's Governor might veto sensible 
procurement policies that are based on environmental or social-justice considerations, as 
was the case in California. At the same time, the Maine CTPC may wish to push for a 
"clarification," such as that advanced by Washington's governor, that the state will make 
reference to international labor and human rights standards as basic principles governing 
procurement by the state. Maine's particular concern should be captured in a footnote or 
some other clause in the U.S. schedule of "covered entities" for procurement agreements. 
As was noted in a 2005 letter from Alan Stearns to USTR Chief Procurement Negotiator 
Jean Grier, " ... my review of Maine law has shown that Maine has no barriers to state 
government procurement for companies from any country .... Maine law currently 
provides reciprocity and openness [in its procurement approaches]." Thus, Maine 
complies with general transparency requirements contained in the OPA. It takes 
advantage of some of the safeguards written into the OP A, and procurement chapters of 
other FTAs, for example preferences given to the disabled. 12 Maine does use a State 
Purchasing Code of Conduct (Title 5, § 1825-L) which conflicts with provisions of the 
WTO OP A as interpreted by some member-countries; 13 and Maine provides some 
bidding preferences to domestic companies. 14 But it has not shut the door to foreign 
companies who want to bid on state contracts to supply goods and services. 

It would appear that USTR has responded in a less than forthright manner regarding 
Maine's concerns about procurement safeguards. It remains important that those 
concerns be addressed. It is regrettable that failures of federal-state communication and 
USTR's punitive position on procurement have led to this impasse. It is suggested that, 
as the Maine CTPC works with the legislature and the Governor to advance a worker
friendiy, "green" procurement strategy for the state, these policy initiatives are 
connnunicated to its Congressional delegation and copied to USTR's procurement 
negotiators. The Maine CTPC should work to keep open the possibility of meaningful 
dialogue regarding Maine's attempts to balance its commitments to in-state economic 
development, sensible use of taxpayer dollars for state procurement, and international 
trade obligations. 

There is a practical difference between analyzing areas of potential conflict between 
Maine's state procurement authority and international trade rules-and as noted, such 
conflicts do exist-and stating the likelihood of an actual challenge being brought as a 
result of x or y action taken by the state. We will relnain mindful of those differences in 

12 See Maine Administrative Procedures and Services Title 5, §1826-A through §1826-D, found on-line at 
http://janus.state.me. us/legis/ statutes/ 5/title5 ch 155 secO .html. 
13 Developing countries frequently point to the WTO Singapore Ministerial Declaration of 13 December 
1996 in arguing that labor standards should not act as barriers to trade. That declaration reads in part: "We 
reject the use oflabor standards for protectionist purposes, and agree that the comparative advantage of 
countries, particularly low-wage developing countries, must in noway be put into question." 
14 Specifically, Maine has a "reciprocal preference law" that applies to businesses from other states that 
also have a domestic ("Buy American") purchasing preference. 
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the analysis presented below. The general principle observed here is that Maine's trade
related concerns are taken most seriously when they: 

• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

result from a process of in-state discussion based on democratic principles; 
reflect a consensus forged and maintained among the three branches of government; 
reflect a continued commitment to transparency and openness in public purchasing; 
proceed from analyses of specific actions that may be taken by the state or by local 
governments, be they legislative decisions or purchasing procedures; and 
are communicated to the state's Congressional delegation, and where appropriate 
directly to USTR, to the National Association of State Procurement Officials, etc., 
so that in each case Maine is educating a broader audience about its democratically
derived choices, while also educating itself about "best practices" in procurement. 

Finally, here are notes on six areas of procurement under discussion in Maine, as elicited 
in interviews with interested parties in the state or raised at a CTPC public hearing. The 
first three areas outlined below concern broad aspects of procurement that potentially 
cover a range of goods and services and relate to Maine's interest in economic develop
ment and in advancing a 'public morals' approach to state purchasing guidelines. The 
last three areas reference particular types of procurement, and as such, overlap with the 
concerns raised by the two other subcommittees of the Maine CTPC (Health Care and 
Natural Resources). 

a) Anti-Sweatshop. Maine has been the national leader in "anti-sweatshop" procure
ment through its frrst-in-the-nation adoption of a Code of Conduct on workers rights, 
and more recently with Governor Baldacci' s letter to other governors inviting them to 
join in a "new collaborative effort to level the playing field for ethical businesses and 
advance justice for workers.,,15 

As more states join onto the "Governors' Coalition for Sweatfree Procurement and 
Workers' Rights"-and as the enforcement provisions for implementation of these 
purchasing preferences are strengthened-it becomes correspondingly more likely 
that a U.S. trading partner may register a WTO (or other FTA) complaint regarding 
the conditions that this effort imposes. The WTO rules state that conditions for 
participation in bidding are limited to "those that are essential to ensure that the 
supplier has the legal, technical, and financial abilities to fulfill the requirements and 
technical specifications of the procurement." This phrase has been interpreted to 
mean that supp liers cannot be disqualified because of a company's labor or human 
rights record. A review ofWTO jurisprudence suggests that while this phrase has 
been subject to some interpretation with respect to environmental concerns, there has 
been no claim brought forward at the WTO to curb national or sub-national attempts 
to invoke labor standards as a reason for challenging a procurement measure. 16 

15 See Governor's 18 September 2006 press release on-line at www.maine.gov and www.sweatfree.org. 
16 Ironically, President Clinton did issue an Executive Order that sought to avoid the purchase of goods 
made with the worst forms of child labor, but that order exempts NAFT A and GP A member-countries 
because of concerns about inconsistency with U.S. trade commitments. Perhaps more relevant is 
Australia's national anti-sweatshop "code of conduct," which is much like that adopted by the state of 
Maine. To the best of our knowledge, Australia's code of conduct has not been challenged at the WTO. 
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At the same time, it is worth noting that the current administration has not been 
favorably disposed to highlighting labor concerns in its recent FT A negotiations with 
developing-country partners. One example concerns the labor provisions in the US
Oman Free Trade Agreement. The Senate Finance Committee offered an amendment 
that would have required the Bush Administration to suspend free trade benefits on 
imported merchandise from Oman made under 'slave labor' conditions. USTR 
argued again~t the inclusion of this amendment in the final bill implementing the 
Oman FT A, stating that the text of the FI A already required Oman to enforce its own 
labor laws, which include prohibitions on slave labor. Similarly, USTR vigorously 
defended its crafting of labor provisions in the Central American Free Trade 
Agreement, even issuing a "Fact Sheet" about labor and CAFT A. 17 However, 
leadership in the new Congress has already indicated to the administration that it may 
seek the renegotiation of trade pacts with Peru and Colombia to strengthen worker 
protections. At the same time, the administration is moving to submit these 
agreements to Congress for consideration. 

As the anti-sweatshop movement gathers force and moves from voluntary purchases 
made by private actors (universities, major league baseball, etc.) into binding 
municipal ordinances and state law, the question becomes whether the federal 
government win seek to preempt such actions; or whether a TJ.S. trading partner 
might bring a claim against "codes of conduct" and related measures. The Maine 
CTPC may wish to consider the following actions: 

• Remind Maine's Congressional delegation of the state's Code of Conduct, and 
its strengthened enforcement provisions, and suggest this as an applicable 
standard for advancing labor rights in any future Free Trade Agreements. 
This could be a very timely contribution to the early-2007 debate on renewal 
of the President's Trade Promotion Authority. 

• Request that USTR state or certify that nothing in the state's Code of Conduct, 
or in other legislative actions, executive orders, etc. pertaining to labor 
standards, conflicts with Maine's obligations under the WTO GP A; or, if such 
certification is not forthcoming, request a specific 'carve-out' pertaining to 
those elements of the code that appear to be inconsistent with the WTO GP A; 
or, if a specific carve-out cannot be granted, requesting that the state be 
withdrawn from the listing of states that have committed to observing WTO 
GPA dictates in state purchasing. Note that even ifUSTR is willing to certify 
that the state's Code 0 f Conduct were 'trade-rule-comp liant,' this certification 
has no force of law. USTR would need to seek assurances from U.S. trading 
partners, perhaps through an exchange of Interpretive Notes or a modification 
of commitments, for this assurance to have any meaning intenlationally. The 

17 See "The Facts About CAFTA's Labor Provisions," USTR CAFTA Facts, February 2005, online at 
www.ustr.gov/assets/Trade Agreements/Bilateral/CAFT AlBrieting Book/asset upload file504 7188.pdf 
The Maine CTPC, in its June 2005 letter to the Maine Congressional Delegation on CAFT A, noted the 
"overwhelming" opposition to DR-CAFTA voiced at public hearings, and in particular concerns about 
labor standards. 
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Maine CTPC may wish to inquire as to how it might seek a 'carve-out' on 
labor standards. It could ask USTR to describe the process for clarifying a 
commitment. It can work to ensure that Maine's limitations on GP A 
commitments are noted in legal texts. 

• In cooperation with other leaders in the Governors' Coalition for Sweatfree 
Procurement and Workers' Rights, seek an amendment to Annex II of the 
United States' Schedule to the General Procurement Agreement under the 
WTO (which covers sub-federal entities), possibly in the form of a "General 
Note," indicating that U.S. states and municipalities retain the right to pursue 
procurement policies that require certification of goods/services suppliers with 
respect to labor standards. 

• State a position on the use of binding labor standards in the negotiation of 
future Free Trade Agreements. 

b) Outsourcing. Concerns about the possible offshoring of state contract work led 
to the proposing of a bill to prohibit "any Maine Government department, agency, or 
bureau from conducting business with any entity that outsources its services outside 
the United States." The bill was later amended to a study of contracting and out
sourcing practices. I 8 Concerns regarding outsourcing may arise in future legislative 
sessions, depending in part on the results of the data obtained through the study 
provisions found in LD 471. 

As with the "anti-sweatshop" legislation, constitutional and WTO GPA questions 
with respect to state "anti-outsourcing bills" have been raised by those opposing such 
legislation. 19 And again, it does not appear that either the federal government or the 
W o rid Trade Organization would relish the fight that a challenge to these state laws 
would entaiL 20 Federal "anti-outsourcing" legislation appears unlikely at this time. 
With this in mind, states will remain the key drivers of innovation (Of, depending on 
one's point of view, punitive action) with respect to outsourcing and government 
procurement. 

Aside from outright bans on outsourcing of state contract work and privatizing 
services performed by state employees, other states have enacted a variety of 
restrictions, including: 

18 See text ofLD :1-71, signed by the Governor 12 May 2005. 
19 See "Exporting the Law - A Legal Analysis of State and Federal Outsourcing Legislation," Shannon 
Klinger and M. Lynn Sykes, National FOlUldation for American Policy, April 2004, on-line at: 
www.nfap.com/researchactivities/studiesINFAPStudyExportingLaw0404.pdf.This study summarizes 
why "state and federal legislation to restrict outsourcing may violate the U.S. Constitution and jeopardize 
U.S. obligations under international trade agreements," and argues that "prohibitions on state contract work 
being performed overseas are the most legally suspect category of proposed outsourcing legislation." 
20 In several states, Governors were persuaded to veto anti-outsourcing bills, and they cited potential trade 
conflicts as a reason why. In California, Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger vetoed three bills in 2004 that 
would have placed serious restrictions on outsourcing. Vetoing the bill on state contracting, AB 1829, the 
Governor noted that the bill would "restrict trade, invite retaliation or violate the United States constitution 
and our foreign trade agreements." 
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Protecting the privacy of medical or financial information. The California 
legislature has passed several laws that forbid sending medical or fmancial 
information offshore to jurisdictions that do not have sufficient privacy 
protections. The European Union has also enacted very strict laws on the transfer 
of data to countries outside the EU.21 Other states have addressed this question 
using a consumer "right to know" approach, which doesn't ban such work from 
being done offshore, but requires notification of the affected person. 
Public reporting of the location of work performed offshore. This type of 
legislation requires contractors and subcontractors to report where work on state 
contracts is performed. Such information is made accessible to citizens through a 
state website. 
Certifying that work is done in the United States. Requires, as part of a bid, 
that a contractor certify that it has the ability to perform the contract with workers 
located in the United States. 
Restricts the ability of companies that send work offshore work to bid on 
state contracts or to receive state subsidies. Again, this is short of a ban on 
offshoring, but does create economic disincentives for companies. Note that such 
measures may be taken with respect to any offshoring, not just work contracted by 
the state, and thus is potentially a very powerful too1.22 Another approach is just 
to require companies to communicate to state authorities any outsourcing/ 
"'++" h"'r~n ..... A+ ~A h" ~n -:> ..... ;ua.n 'Ha.-:>r 
,-, .. L.i.iJJ..J.V.i.liJ.b VJ... jVVu .Ll .. ..L U. 5.L \ . ..... l.~ )'-""1. '" 

• Designation of "critical infrastructure." Finally, while this is primarily a 
federal matter, questions have been raised as to whether it is a good idea, from a 
national security perspective, to allow for international competitive bidding on 
projects that concern U.S. port, water,energy, telecommunications, or transport
ation infrastructure. Governors from several states affected by the "Dubai Ports" 
merger/takeover bid raised concerns about such contracting. Maine was not 
directly affected by this controversy.23 

Issues of outsourcing in relation to state contract work/procurement in Maine, and the 
legislative basis for addressing such concerns, are still in flux. With state legislation a 
moving target, it would be premature to make recommendations or suggest a policy 
menu for engaging on outsourcing questions in relation to procurement and 
international trade. As a study item for 2007, the Maine CTPC could communicate 
with public officials from states that have trade oversight mechanisms and have taken 
up the issues pertaining to the outsourcing of state contract work. The states where 

21 See EU Directive 95/46/EC, Articles 25 and 26. The United States subsequently concluded a "Safe 
Harbour Agreement" with the European Union allowing for the transfer of information to American 
companies, although US banks are not eligible for this scheme. 
22 It also raises a host of constitutional issues. See "Exporting the Law," supra Note 19. 
23 The "Dubai Ports" controversy was not an outsourcing/contracting issue per se; rather, it had to do with 
the takeover of Peninsular & Oriental, a British company that provides logistical/management services for 
six U.S. ports, by the company Dubai Ports World. In her role as the Chair of the Homeland Security and 
Govermnental Affairs Committee, Senator Susan Collins introduced a resolution that called for an 
expanded review of this proposed deal. See press release, "Senator Collins Introduces Resolution Calling 
for Thorough Review, Congressional Consultation Before Dubai Ports World Deal Could Proceed," Office 
of Senator Susan Collins, 27 February 2006. The press release does not mention Maine. 
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state oversight committees have conducted oversight hearings on this topic are 
California, North Carolina, and Washington. Closer to home, Connecticut and New 
York are two states that have adopted legislation restricting state contracting and 
limiting development assistance to companies that outsource overseas. This remains 
an area of fruitful public engagement by the Maine CTPC and therefore should be a 
2007 priority for the commission. 

c) Selective purchasing based on broad human rights considerations. A third 
area of human and labor rights concern is that of "selective purchasing," in which a 
state or municipality chooses not to do business with--or, in the case of state pension 
funds, divests from-a corporation that also does business with countries or in 
countries that are known as egregious violators of human rights. Such "selective 
purchasing" laws were pioneered during the 'anti-apartheid' movement. Building on 
an in-state history of anti-apartheid activism, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
passed a law in 1996 that effectively prohibited companies that do business with the 
Union of Myanmar (Burma) from providing goods and services to Massachusetts 
state agencies. The first such selective purchasing law passed by a state in the WTO 
era, it resulted in a WTO challenge brought by Japan and the European Union. These 
WTO members argued that Massachusetts' procurement policy violated the supplier 
qualification rule under the WTO GP A by imposing conditions of a political nature, 
not essential to fhlfilling the contract. 24 

The WTO challenge was suspended when a domestic plaintiff, namely the National 
Foreign Trade Council, sued to block Massachusetts' measure in the U.S. District 
Court on several grounds.25 Eventually the U.S. Supreme Court held that the 
Massachusetts law was preempted by the federal sanctions on Burma; it did not rule 
on the other constitutional claims.26 Consequently, the WTO dispute involving 
provisions of the GPA did not move forward to consideration by a dispute panel, and 
so the 'legality' of these GPA provisions pertaining to the use of human rights criteria 
in state purchasing decisions has yet to be interpreted at the WTO. Several munici
palities, including entities as large as the City of Los Angeles, seem to have kept 
Selective Purchasing Laws in place without sustaining court challenges. 

Issues of divestment and selective purchasing are back in the news, this time with 
respect to Sudan, a country that stands accused of genocide in Darfur. Maine's 
legislature passed, and Governor Baldacci signed LD 1758, which calls for Maine to 

24 In all, the EU and Japan challenged three articles of the General Procurement Agreement. See "United 
States - Measures Affecting Government Procurement, Request for Consultation by the European 
Communities," \VTO/DS**l, GPAlDS211, 26 June 1997. See also "Basic Human Rights Tools Eliminated 
by WTO Procurement Rules," fact sheet prepared by Public Citizen. 
25 The NFTC claimed that the Burma law was preempted by federal sanctions on Burma; violated the 
Commerce Clause; and infringed on federal foreign affairs power. 
26 This narrow verdict begs the question as to whether state-level programs ofthis type would be legal in 
the absence of federal sanctions. See "Preliminary Analysis of Supreme Court Decision: Impact on 
Options for Free-Burma Legislation," Robert Stumberg and Matthew Porterfield, Harrison Institute for 
Public Law, Georgetown University Law Center, 20 June 2000. 
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divest from all companies doing business in Sudan.27 In so doing, Maine joins a 
number of other states that have also pursued divestment from Sudan. 

In August of this year, the National Foreign Trade Council sued the State of Illinois, 
naming the State Treasurer and Attorney General specifically in its complaint. The 
complaint argues that "the Illinois Sudan Act compels fmancial institutions to choose 
between refusing to make loans to borrowers engaged in dealings with Sudan that are 
lawful under federal law, on the one hand, and abjuring the receipt of Illinois state 
funds, on the other.,,28 This law has a more limited reach than the "Massachusetts
Burma" law. However, NFTC has made arguments similar to those advanced in the 
Massachusetts-Burma law case, namely that the existence of federal government 
sanctions "pre-empts" any state or local sanctions. 

There are federal sanctions in place against the government of Sudan. Those 
sanctions were reauthorized in September of this year. Versions of the bill that 
include provisions that supported state divestment issues passed both the House and 
the Senate-but in conference, this language was removed, at the request of the Bush 
administration. 29 

The National Foreign Trade Council, in lobbying against the inclusion of state 
divestment language, argued that the lawsuit in Illinois should be allo\ved to run its 
course. Should the NFTC prevail in that case, Maine's law would likely also come 
under attack. However, should Illinois prevail in the case, there is the possibility that 
the sort of case that was shelved at the World Trade Organization concerning the 
"Massachusetts-Burma law" might be brought forward with respect to the case of 
Sudan. 

Issues of divestment and Sudan were raised at one of the tv1aine CTPC's public 
hearings, and this is of clear concern to ~1aine's citizenry. Options open to the Maine 
CTPC include: 

• Urging the new Congress to take up the question of sanctions against Sudan, and 
revisiting the question of support for state divestment actions. While this would 
not prevent a possible WTO challenge to state actions, the inclusion of such 
support into the federal program of sanctions would certainly "raise the bar" on 
any such challenge being brought forward from a U.S. trading partner. 

• Analyzing the legal differences between the state's divestiture law on Sudan and 
the "Massachusetts Burma Law" from the perspective of a potential WTO 
challenge. Specifically, is it possible that a challenge could be made through the 
General Procurement Agreelnent? Or through WTO-GATS provisions on "non
discrimination," given U.S. scheduling of commitments under "Financial 

27 ." ... Baldacci said the order would require the Maine State Retirement System to divest itself of more 
than $50 million in holdings from companies doing business in Sudan." Bangor Daily News, 19 April 06. 
28 See complaint registered in the United States District Court, Northern District of Illinois Eastern 
Division; on-line at www.nftc.org/defaultisudan%201awsuitINFCT%20v.%20Topinka%20compliant.pdf. 
29 "Divesters lose skirmish in Sudan battle," The Hill, 27 September 2006; on-line at 
www.thehill.com/thehjH/export/TheHilllBusiness/092706 biz3.htmL 
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Services"? Could companies or financial institutions domiciled in a N AFT A or 
CAFT A country bring an investment claim against US state divestiture laws? 

• Working with the divestiture movement, and with Offices of Attorneys General 
and Treasurers in other states with divestment laws on the books, to develop a 
joint letter to Congress and/or USTR outlining concerns that Maine's LD 1758, 
and similar legislation in other states, could become the subject of a WTO 
challenge. A multi-state strategy which sought to clarify the relation between 
human rights concerns and the extent of "non-discrimination" provisions in WTO 
agreements would raise the profile of human rights concerns in relation to trade. 

d) Local food procurement. In this section we expand on questions raised in the 
Forum on Democracy & Trade's report to the Natural Resources Subcommittee of the 
CTPC, which analyzes international trade commitments/negotiations in relation to 
Maine's agriculture and forestry sectors. Maine is not a major beneficiary of the 
federal system of crop supports-a system which has been challenged at the WTO by 
Brazil with respect to one crop (cotton), and which has been under attack generally by 
US trading partners in the WTO Doha Round of negotiations. We have suggested 
that shifting federal rural-sector spending to more trade-compliant forms of support 
might help alleviate these trade tensions, and most importantly, shifts to "Green Box" 
and other non-distorting forms of support could provide much greater economic 
benefits to Maine's rural sector in a revamped Farm Bill. 

Among the non-trade-distorting strategies considered was greater support for "farm to 
school" and other local food purchasing programs, connecting Maine farmers with 
local markets and institutional food buyers. In this section we briefly consider the 
procurement issues surrounding local food purchasing. 30 We believe that the prospect 
of a "trade conflict" arising with respect to the way that local food procurement is 
practiced in Iv1aine-now or for the foreseeable fut'ure-is extremely remote: 

!!I Maine does not have a central entity coordinating statewide local food 
procurement efforts. To date, procurement appears to have been carried out by 
individual school districts and local governments, with assistance from the State 
Departments of Agriculture and of Education. As noted above, local governments 
are not subject to the rules of the WTO GP A or other procurement agreements. 

• Even if the Maine Department of Agriculture became the "procuring entity" for 
local food purchases, the dollar thresholds at which GPA rules come into play are 
generally beyond the dollar amount used for most local food purchases. 

• Even if the state of the Maine became the "procuring entity," and contracts were 
large enough to trigger WTO GPA disciplines, bid contracts are likely to specify 
"freshness" as a performance criteria relevant to the goods concerned. 31 

While not a question specific to trade rules on procurement, it is worth clearing up a 
common misperception that states cannot use USDA funds to implement local 

30 We would like to thank I-Ieather Albert-Knopp for her assistance in understanding "Fann to School" 
purchasing issues in Maine. 
31 A conflict is marginally more likely if Maine were to use local-preference criteria for the purchase of 
substantial quantities of processed foods for use in Maine's schools and correctional facilities. 
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purchasing preferences. The 2002 Farm Bill did create a program for local 
purchases. 32 Congress noted that institutions can craft purchasing preferences for 
local foods, "to the maximum extent practicable and appropriate." Given that 
Congressional "green light" in the 2002 Farm Bill, the Maine CPIC may wish to 
argue for dramatic increases in federal support of "farm to school programs" as part 
of its advocacy around 2007 Farm Bill reauthorization. A new "farm to school" 
listserve coordinated by representatives from the Maine state departments of 
education and agriculture should assist in informational exchange about the important 
economic development issues pertaining to "Farm to School" efforts at the local 
level. For purposes of this report, we simply note that, with respect to trade rules, 
Maine faces few 'downside risks' in aggressively expanding local food purchasing 
preferences. If the State of Maine became a significant "procuring entity" of 
foodstuffs in future, and vigorously pursued local preference programs in its 
procurement, then trade rules might become an issue at that future time. 

Renewable energy procurement. In 2003, the Maine legislature asked the 
Department of Environmental Protection to develop an "action plan" for reducing 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions contributing to global warming. This resulted in 
the release of the Climate Action Plan in 2004.33 Maine is part of the Regional 
Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI), a plan involving eight states that will reduce the 
"carbon footprint" of1'Je\X! England and other eastern-seaboard states. 
Maine has also: 

• 

• 
• 

• 

Adopted GHG emissions targets of 1990 levels by 2010, and 10% below 1990 
levels by 2020 
Adopted California's vehicle greenhouse gas emissions standard 
Developed a voluntary public benefits fund dedicated to supporting energy 
efficiency projects 
Developed a renewable energy portfolio standard. 

This set of programs/mandates suggests that Maine takes seriously its efforts to 
combat climate change. Among the "Recommended Options" found in the Maine 

32 Found in the 2002 Farm Bill at Section 4303, "PURCHASES OF LOCALLY PRODUCED FOODS": 
"Section 9 of the Richard B. Russell National School Lunch Act (42 Us. C. 1758) is amended by adding at 
the end the following: 
"0) Purchases of Locally Produced Foods.-
"(1) In general.--The Secretary shall--
"(A) encourage institutions participating in the school lunch program under this Act and the school 
breakfast program established by section 4 of the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 (42 Us. C. 1773) to 
purchase, in addition to other food purchases, locally produced foods 
for school meal programs, to the maximum extent practicable and appropriate; 
"(B) advise institutions participating in a program described in subparagraph (A) of the policy described 
in that subparagraph and post information concerning the policy on the website maintained by the 
Secretary,' ... " 
The 2002 Farm Bill Conference Committee report noted that "The Senate amendment requires the 
Secretary to: encourage institutions participating in the School Lunch and Breakfast programs to purchase 
locally produced foods, to the maximum extent practicable and appropriate and in addition to other food 
purchases; .... The Conference ... adopts the Senate provision. " 

33 For an overview of the plan and link to documents, see http://www.state.me.us/dep/air/greenhouse. 
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Climate Action Plan are such items as carbon offset requirements, renewable energy 
benefit charges, energy efficiency measures for state buildings, and low GHG 
preferences for fuels used by the state vehicle fleet. If these GHG abatement options 
were aggressively implemented; if Maine made state purchasing decisions based on 
the Climate Action Plan; and if, through adopting a renewable energy portfolio 
standard, Maine showed a clear "process" preference for some technologies based on 
their low-emission characteristics, this would suggest that Maine was making 
procurement choices that incorporated specific performance characteristics. 
Consequently, it could be argued that these measures conflict with Maine's 
undertakings as part of the WTO GPA. 34 

Here again is a situation where a particular reading of the WTO rules suggests that 
Maine's aggressive action on climate change-including the use of GHG emissions 
as an evaluative lens for state procurement choices--could lead to a trade conflict. 
However, we feel that a trade challenge based on the WTO-GP A or the procurement 
chapter of another FTA is unlikely. 

To begin with, most of the signatory countries of the WTO GPA are also signatories 
of the Kyoto Protocol, and have evinced a level of alarm on climate change similar to 
that shown by the New England states. Generally, the countries that have committed 
to substantial GHG emission reductions have also applauded the actions of U.S. state 
and local governments to come to grips with climate change, and appreciate the role 
played by sub-federal governments in pushing a national discussion on this issue 
within the United States. Consequently, it is unlikely that they would instigate any 
action designed to dissuade states from taking this issue seriously. 

As a practical matter, Canada is the only country affected by Maine's choices with 
respect to electricity procurement, since it shares grid interconnections with rv'Iaine 
and because utilities in the Atlantic provinces of Canada do sell electricity to MaL.l1e. 
Maine's Renewable Portfolio Standard is constructed in such a way so as to exclude 
power from most major Canadian hydropower installations (only hydropower from 
facilities less than lOOMW in size 'count' under RPS definitions). Consequently, it is 
at least theoretically possible that HydroQuebec or other suppliers might persuade the 
federal government of Canada to bring a claim under the WTO GPS (or GATS, or 
NAFTA's Services Chapter), arguing that Maine's laws are "discriminatory" with 
respect to its purchase of electricity (including purchase for resale to consumers). 
However, these Canadian utilities are working to bring more renewable energy 
options on-line; there are regional processes to deepen the integration of New 
England's electricity Inarkets with those of eastern Canada; and Governor Baldacci 
has stated an interest in exploring greater power purchases and grid interconnection 

34 The use of criteria that may not be "necessary to ensure the quality of the service" with respect to 
electricity services, for example, may also run afoul of proposed rules now under discussion in the WTO 
General Agreement on Trade in Services' "Working Party on Domestic Regulation." This issue is 
extensively discussed in the Working Group on Trade and Energy Policy's "Interim Report on GATS and 
Electricity," and will not be discussed further here. See the report, released 15 April 2005, on-line at: 
http://www.forumdemocracy.net/public leadership/documents/gatsandelectricity0405.pdf 
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from Quebec and the Canadian Maritime provinces.35 Under such circumstances, the 
filing of a WTO claim on government procurement of energy would be disruptive. 
Of course, circumstances could change, and the situation bears monitoring by the 
Maine CTPC. It is also conceivable that a Canadian corporation could "freelance" 
and bring a 'minimum treatment' or expropriation claim against the United States 
under NAFTA's Chapter 11, if it felt that its access to the American market was 
hampered by the actions of states to give contracting and purchasing preferences to 
suppliers of low-emission fuels and electricity services. 

Beyond the monitoring of possible threats, however, lies a much broader question, 
having to do with the "general exceptions" allowed under the WTO GPS and other 
FT A procurement chapters. Would a procurement strategy that evinced a major 
concern for combating climate change be considered as a set of "measures necessary 
to protect human, animal, or plant life and health"? To what extent can the rules of 
the international trading system be made to respond to, or at least not impede 
responses to, the threat of climate change? Is carbon accounting an example of a 
disallowed "offset" under the GP A? While several institutions have attempted to 
come to grips with the conflicts and compatibilities between international trade rules 
and international GHG abatement regimes, for the most part debates about the rules 
governing trade and climate change have run on parallel tracks. 36 As the Regional 
Greenhouse Gas Initiative gathers momentum, and as states that have adopted an 
aggressive stance on combating climate change increase their mutual interaction and 
sharing of information, there are two possible actions to consider: 

• Work with other states, and possibly with the International Trade Commission 
(lTC) in Washington DC, to address the ways in which trade rules mayor may 
not "defer to" policies designed to combat global climate change. In particular, 
examine whether procurement strategies and domestic regulations that do not 
specifically discriminate against foreign suppliers of goods and services, but 
nonetheless change the conditions of competition to disadvantage those suppliers, 
would nonetheless be safe from challenge. Clarify the scope and extent of 
coverage under the WTO GPA's "General Exceptions" protecting human, animal, 
and plant life. Understand the set of policy responses-safeguards, interpretive 

35 Maine's Public Utility Commission recently appealed a Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
decision to raise rates in the state. Maine feels that these rate increases respond primarily to demand 
increases in southern New England. Governor Baldacci suggested that Maine might even wish to 
reevaluate the state's continued participation in ISO-New England. See "FERC raises electricity rates," 
Mal Leary, Bangor Daily News, 3 November 2006. 

36 See for example "International Trade and Climate Change Policies," Duncan Brack et aI., Royal 
Institute for International Affairs, 1999; "Project on Sustainable Energy Transition, Climate Change, and 
International Trade," International Center for Trade & Sustainable Development, Geneva, project 
description at http://www.trade-environment.orglpage/ictsd/projects/energydesc.htm. Note that the 
European Commission recently commissioned a paper that suggests levying border tariffs on goods 
produced in countries that do not use a CO2 cap on their industries, as a way to make the EU carbon offset 
scheme more competitive: http://www.euractiv:com/en/sustainabilityleu-moots-border-tax-offset-costs
c1imate-action/article-158641; and still more provocatively, the political stance of the New Zealand Green 
Party, which argued last month at global climate talks that nations that have not signed onto the Kyoto 
Protocol should have their rights of WTO membership revoked. 
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notes, etc.-that could be used to clarify that government procurement decisions 
reflecting a concern for climate change are 'protected.' The United States could 
shape its commitments in the WTO GPA, GATS, and FTAs in ways that reflect 
concerns about climate change, and states need to playa role in defining those 
actions and commitments. 

• Work with other states to develop cooperative purchasing mechanisms designed 
specifically to address climate change and advance renewable energy usage. 
Smaller states have used cooperative purchasing arrangements to maximize 
economies of scale for particular purposes. Such sharing of information could 
reduce costs, accelerate the growth of renewable energy businesses, and create a 
"best practice" set of responses to climate change.37 

1) Pharmaceutical purchases. Maine is a recognized national leader in managing 
prescription drug costs and expanding access to medicines for low-income and 
disabled citizens. Some of its cost-control measures have already been extensively 
litigated, for example in the landmark case PhRMA v. Walsh. One major concern 
with respect to drug purchasing is the relevance of the "government authority 
exclusion"-whether programs in which the state purchases drugs for resale would be 
deemed as a "service provided in the exercise of government authority" or not, and 
consequently excluded/rom GATS disciplines on distribution services. Also rele
vant are negotiations on GATS and services prOCUrelTIeut iTIentioned in the fIrst 
section of this report-if such negotiations move forward. Negotiations in this part of 
the GATS could lead to new trade rules for procurement and subsidization of 
services, affecting Preferred Drug Lists, the regulation of Prescription Benefit 
Managers, and in general how the state purchases tnedicines on behalf of its citizens. 

The Forum's report to the Health Care Subcommittee of the Maine CTPC looks at 
GATS in relation to health insurances services. Since a pharmaceutical benefit is 
usually part and parcel of an insurance service, issues pertaining to drug benefits 
within health insurance are relevant here. The potential conflict between trade rules 
and prescription drug purchasing by states and towns is not usually framed as one of 
procurement. Analysis of potential conflicts between trade rules and drug purchasing 
programs such as Maine Rx should probably draw from the GATS analysis already 
completed for the Health Care Subcommittee. Further, the new federal Congress may 
substantially change how various drug benefits are handled and how prices are 
negotiated, with significant impact on state programs, as well. As the Maine CTPC 
deepens its analysis of GATS and health programs generally, issues pertaining to 
pharmaceutical purchasing will arise. The recommendations found in the Health Care 
Subcommittee report are suggested as ideas for possible further research and action 
with respect to pharmaceutical purchasing by the state. 

37 See "Strength in Numbers: An Introduction to Cooperative Procurements," National Association of 
State Procurement Officials, February 2006. 



Report to the Natural Resources and 
Environment Subcommittee of the 
Maine Citizen Trade Policy Commission 

December 2006 - January 2007. The Natural Resources/Environment Subcommittee of 
the Maine Citizen Trade Policy Commission asked the Forum on Democracy & Trade to 
look at agricultural strategies and policies favorable to Maine in light of current WTO 
and Farm Bill discussions. This paper fIrst discusses why international trade is important 
to Maine's agriculture and how trade agreements impact three of the state's most 
important resource sectors. The second section of this report focuses on policy responses 
that may help Maine benefit from changes in Farm Bill legislation, with reference to 
dairy, forest products, and "specialty crops. " We focus on how enhanced spending in the 
conservation and rural development titles, and changes to spending approaches used in 
the nutrition title, might yield substantial benefits for all Mainers. We briefly note the 
existence of significant organizing efforts on Farm Bill reform already taking place in 
Maine. Leaders in these efforts would be appropriate speakers to the Commission, and 
could co llaborate further on state-based advocacy. 

1. Why is international trade an issue for Maine's agriculture sector? 
Agricultural exports-particularly of apples and berry crops, vegetables, seafood/aqua-
culture products, and specialty preparations (jams and jellies, etc.)-form an important 
part of Maine 's overall international trade in goods. By value, dairy products and 
potatoes have each accounted for about 20% of commodity receipts in the state. 
Continued tariff barriers in Canada, plus increasing competition from imports, have made 
it more diffIcult for Maine farmers to market these primary commodities abroad. In 
potatoes and to some extent dairy, the average size of operations has increased: "get big 
or get out" has been the watchword in these sectors. Consolidation throughout the food 
production and retail chain has accelerated dramatically in the last decade-some of the 
changes facilitated by provisions in international trade agreements 1 

, and some due to 
overall processes of globalization and structural changes in the U.S. economy. There has 
also been considerable conso lidation in the forest products industry-some of it driven by 
po licy instability and international disputes. 

International trade is also an issue for Maine's agriculture sector because cOlnmitments 
made by the United States as part of the WTO Agreement on Agriculture are now putting 
considerable pressure on current U.S. farm programs contained in Farm Billlegislation.2 

The existing Farm Bill is scheduled to be reauthorized in 2007. In the fIve years since 

1 Note in particular the United States broad commitment in its WTO General Agreement on Trade in 
Services (GATS) schedule, in the category of Distribution Services, defined as "wholesaling, retailing, and 
franchising services." 
2 The Forum on Democracy & Trade, with colleagues at Harrison Institute, Georgetown University, has 
analyzed the potential impact of WTO commitments-and the dynamics of current "Doha Round" 
negotiations-for the Farm Bill reauthorization process as a whole. See "The Implications of the 
Expiration of the WTO's Peace Clause for U.S. Farm Subsidy Programs," Matthew Porterfield, manuscript 
in press and available from the Forum on Democracy & Trade. 
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the last Farm Bill was passed by Congress, three important events have occurred to 
increase the significance of international trade for discussion of domestic farm policy: 

1. Expiration of the "Peace Clause." In 1995, at the conclusion of the WTO 
Uruguay Round of trade talks, the European Union and the United States 
negotiated a nine-year "phase-in" period for new commitments intended to 
discipline their use of trade-distorting agricultural subsidies (called "Amber Box" 
domestic supports in the jargon of the WTO). During this phase-in period, at the 
end of which EU and US subsidies were supposed to be reduced to a level where 
they did not have distorting effects on international trade, the subsidies were 
shielded from attack through the WTO dispute resolution system. This 
compromise became known as the "Peace Clause." However, neither the United 
States nor the European Union could overcome domestic political resistance to 
making those changes in the nine-year "Peace Clause" period-indeed, the 2002 
Farm Bill increased total trade-distorting subsidies in the United States by more 
than 70%. Consequently, there is a mismatch between U.S. trade commitments 
and the content of domestic farm support programs. After the expiration of the 
Peace Clause in 2004, all domestic supports are now "actionable" under WTO 
rules. 

2. Brazil brings a trade dispute on cotton to the WTO-and wins. Brazil 
argued that several domestic programs used by the United States to support 
cotton crops, including export subsidies and various direct payment programs, 
were illegal under its 1995 WTO commitments. Brazil won this case and last 
year the WTO Appellate Body fully affirmed Brazil's arguments. Congress and 
the administration did make some changes to existing pro grams, including the 
repeal of an export subsidy program. In September 2006, the WIO Dispute 
Settlement Body agreed to Brazil's request to establish a Compliance Panel to 
revievi whether the United States has in fact complied with the vVTO ruling. 3 

Brazil has already floated the idea of targeting non-agricultural goods and 
services-as well as intellectual property rights-as part of its retaliatory action 
against the United States.4 

3. Collapse of Doha Round negotiations. A failure to agree on agricultural tariffs 
and subsidy disciplines sunk the most recent round of international trade 
negotiations. 5 While no one single country or negotiating bloc is to be blamed 
for the lack of progress in the trade talks, it is clear that there will be no 
movement in the Doha Round unless the United States and the European Union 
table more "ambitious" proposals to cut domestic supports (and in the case of 
Europe, to cut more of its agricultural tariffs, as well). 

These three factors mean that the demands of the international trading system will be a 
new and critical driver in domestic discussions of Farm Bill reauthorization. 

3 See www.wto.org/english/newse/news06e/dsb28sept06e.htm. viewed 11 November 2006. 
4 Ken Cook and Chris Campbell from the organization Environmental Working Group explore this issue in 
an on-line essay at www.ewg.org/issues/agriculture/20050609/index.php. 
5 See www.forumdemocracy.net/trade negotiations/WTO Doha Round trade talks suspended.html. 
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Changes in current Farm Bill programs present both threats to and opportunities for 
Maine's rural producers. Ifspending in Farm Bill Title I (the "commodity title") were to 
be slashed, and not restored in other Farm Bill titles, dairying operations in the State of 
Maine would suffer. If Farm Bill Title VI (forestry) were eliminated, this could also 
present hardships to a number of Maine's woodlot operators and wood product industries. 
These threats are described in the following sections. 

Understanding Dairy in the WTO context. 
There are continued pressures on all U.S. crop-support programs in the current round of 
WTO trade talks, and dairy is no exception. As is the case with most dairy producers 
globally, the United States has used a variety of policy instruments to provide assistance 
to dairy operators and to bolster prices. These include limits on the import side through 
use of tariffs, as well as price supports and direct payments to domestic producers.6 

These two mechanisms have generally kept dairy prices in the U.S. at or above the world 
market price. Still, a marked increase in the price of inputs as compared to the 
guaranteed market price for Class I and Class II milk has meant that dairy producers in 
Maine continue to struggle, and the long-run viability of the industry is very much in 

. 7 
questIOn. 

As noted above, the policy environment for dairy could become more complicated in the 
next Farm Bill: 

• End to the Export Incentive Program. At the Hong Kong WTO Ministerial in 
December 2005, the United States joined with the European Union and others in 
agreeing to a full phase-out of all export subsidies by the year 2013. This will 
necessitate an end to the Dairy Export Incentive Program, which was designed to 
subsidize U.S. exports. 

• Market-access concessions to trade partners. As part of the United States' 
WTO commitments, and through its bilateral Free Trade Agreement (FT A) with 
Australia, foreign milk and dairy product suppliers have received expanded access 
to the U.S. market. Commitments in the Uruguay Round mean that the United 
States must gradually expand the v~ lume 0 f dairy products that can be imported 
duty-free through the Tariff Rate Quota (TRQ) scheme. Dairy producers in 
Australia received additional market access equal to about $41 million, according 
to the Office of the U.S. Trade Representative. That duty-free TRQ for imports 
from Australia expands between 3 and 6% annually, depending on the category of 
dairy product. 

• No increases in access to the Canadian market. Unfortunately, the North 
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFT A) did not do much to create market-

6 Under Uruguay-Round WTO rules, the United States set up "tariff rate quotas" (TRQs) that allowed a 
certain volume of imports of dairy products at a very low or zero-tariff rate. Imports beyond those IRQ 
amounts were subject to very high tariffs. Price supports have come through federal milk marketing orders, 
price supports, and dairy market loss payments. See "ERS Analysis: Dairy Programs," and "2002 Farm 
Bill: Commodity Programs," ERS Features-Farm Bill 2002; and the Dairy Policy Briefs ofthe Dairy 

. Policy Analysis Alliance, Food and Agricultural Policy Research Institute (F APRI), University of 
Wisconsin-Madison, for a complete overview of U.S. dairy-sector support programs. 
7 See for example "Issues in Maine's Natural Resources Industries: Maine Dairy Industry," College of 
Natural Sciences, Forestry, and Agriculture White Papers #4, University of Maine, March 2003. 
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access opportunities for Maine dairy producers, as Canada continues to provide 
substantial protections to its dairy industry. 8 Currently, the United States and 
Canada provide approximately equal levels of subsidization to their national dairy 
herds. 9 A breakout for the regional fluid milk market meaningful to Maine 
producers is not available. 

• Dairy is a big part of United States' Aggregate Measure of Support (AMS). 
Price-support programs are not prohibited under the WTO rules, but their use is 
limited. The amount of trade-distorting spending is strictly calculated. The 
United States negotiated a total of $19.1 billion in trade-distorting spending under 
the Uruguay Round agreement. This figure is known as the "Aggregate Measure 
of Support" (AMS). Price supports for other 'program crops,' including corn, 
wheat, rice, and cotton, are also included under that AMS cap of$19.1 billion. 10 

USDA researchers have calculated that support to dairy producers has comprised 
55% of total AMS spending since 1995-more than the amount for com, cotton, 
or other program crops. I I In October 2005, the United States Trade 
Representative put forward a proposal to the WIO that would have further 
reduced U.S. "Amber Box" spending. In sum, if the AMS cap is taken seriously 
(and Brazil's successful challenge to certain subsidy programs suggest that it 
must be), and if the U.S. proposes a lower AMS limit in order to get the Doha 
Round talks moving again, then other commodities will be competing vigorously 
with dairy for (J ]arger slice of (J dwindling subsidy "pie." The strategic 
compromise that resulted in the continuation of key dairy programs in the 2002 
Farm Bill may not materialize in the new legislation. 

A further negotiating dynamic in Doha Round talks on agriculture is the extent to which 
countries can designate particular tariff lines as "sensitive products," which could allow 
these products to be excluded from further tariff reductions. One can thus imagine a 
"food fight" similar to the fight over subsidies, but this time with different comn10dity 
groups seeking to have their product designated as "sensitive," which would enable the 
U.S. to maintain TRQs and other market-access restrictions for that particular tariff line. 

8 For a more detail discussion ofNAFTA and dairy, see "Free Trade Agreements and the Doha Round of 
WTO Negotiations-Implications for the U.S. Dairy Industry," W.D. Dobson; Babcock Institute 
Discussion Paper No. 2005-2, University of Wisconsin-Madison. 
9 The United States won a WTO case against Canada on its past export subsidies for dairy products in 
2003. Canada promised to end such practices. www.usinfo:state.gov/eilArchive/2003/Dec/31-635626.html. 
10 In fact, it is likely that the United States has exceeded this $19.1 billion level in recent years. See 
"Boxed In: Conflicts between u.S. Farm Policies and WTO Obligations," Daniel A. Surnner, Cato 
Institute Center for Trade Policy Studies, December 2005. The United States has not reported its 
subsidy levels to the WTO since 2001, even though Uruguay Round disciplines call for "timely 
notifications" to the WTO of all trade-distorting supports. Some nations have cited the lack of timely 
reporting of subsidies as one obstacle in the current round of trade talks. 
11 Trade Liberalization in International Dairy Markets: Estimated Impacts, Suchada Langley, Agapi 
Somwaru, and Mary Anne Normile; Economic Research Report 16, USDA, February 2006. Proposed 
Doha Round rules do call for countries to adopt product-specific spending caps, which could impact the 
dairy sector-since those products that are most heavily subsidized would be subject to larger proportional 
cuts. 
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Understanding Forest Products in the WTO and NAFTA contexts. 
Unlike the Agreement on Agriculture, there exists no WTO agreement specific to 
forestry. Prior to the 1999 Seattle ministerial of the WTO, there was an attempt to 
negotiate a "forest practices agreement" to govern worldwide trade in wood products. 
This portion of the Seattle agenda was controversial, insofar as it included no 
accompanying environmental protections; and because modeling of the proposed 
agreement's impacts suggested it would result in a four percent increase in global 
deforestation. Negotiation 0 f this agreement collapsed along with other items on the 
Seattle agenda, and there does not seem to have been any serious attempt to revive it for 
the current round of trade talks. Consequently, forest products trade remains primarily 
regulated by the GATT, the major WTO agreement covering all goods. 

The signing ofNAFT A had greater impact on forestry trade between Mexico and the 
United States than between the US and Canada, because the United States and Canada 
had previously negotiated a set of agreements outlining trade and tariff duties between 
the two countries. 12 These agreements, however, did not lead to orderly trade in wood 
products, and disputes on softwood lumber tariffs between the United States and Canada 
have been brought forward in both NAFT A and GATT / WTO settings. After twenty 
years of conflict, this dispute is headed toward resolution. A 12 October 2006 Press 
F"elease frorrl tIle Office of tIle United States Trade Representativ'c described the 
outcomes of the last round of negotiations, and the coming into force of the U.S.
Canada Softwood Lumber Agreement: 

For Canada, based on current market prices for softwood lumber, this will 
require the immediate collection of an export tax. With respect to the United 
States, this will result in revocation of the antidumping and countervailing 
duty orders on softwood lumber from Canada, an end to the collection of 
duty deposits on imports of Canadian softwood lumber, and the initiation of, 
the process to refund duty deposits currently held by the U.S. Customs and 
Border Protection. 13 

While this has been a major issue in overall US-Canada trade relations, the softwood 
lumber dispute has been of less importance to Maine, because ofprovisions stating that 
logs originating in the Canadian Maritime provinces or in Maine are exempt from its 
conditions. 

Farm Bills since 1990 have contained programs on forestry, and the 2002 Farm Bill 
included a separate forestry title. Both Senate and House versions of the 2002 Bill 

12 The North America Commission for Environmental Cooperation-which was set up because of 
concerns about the environmental impacts ofNAFTA-has never released a comprehensive study of the 
impacts of North American forest trade on the environment. This may be due to the sensitive nature of the 
topic, given the long history of disputes between the United States and Canada on softwood lumber tariffs. 
13 "U.S. Trade Representative Susan C. Schwab Announces Entry into Force of U.S.-Canada Softwood 
Lumber Agreement," USTR press release 12 October 2006. The original 1996 text of the Softwood 
Lumber Agreement can be found at www.dbtrade.com/caseworklsoftwoodI175976w.htm. 
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contained more provisions on forestry than were included in the final version produced 
by conference cOlllinittee. 14 One of the most important programs included in this title, 
the Forest Land Enhancement Program (FLEP), was eventually provided with just 350/0 
of the $100 million "guaranteed" in the Farm Bill. It expires at the end ofFY2007, and 
there is speculation that FLEP might not be renewed in a subsequent Farm Bill. 

The Maine Forest Service has been a regional leader in drawing attention to the 
particular needs of North em Forest states in relation to the Farm Bill, and has participated 
in a number of the USDA Farm Bill "listening sessions." A 5 September 2006 letter to 
Senator Olympia Snowe, co-signed by state officials from Maine, New Hampshire, 
Vermont, and New York, as well as several important forest conservation groups in 
Maine, laid out a "consensus policy agenda" for the 2007 Farm Bill, including: 

• Increased support for state forest stewardship and research programs; 
• Increased funding for cost-share and incentive programs that support good forest 

stewardship and that slow the parcelization of forest land; 
• Support for the Forest Legacy Program; 
• Grant support for value-added production and marketing. 

In sum, there has been considerable work done at a regional level, as well as within 
Maine, to think about forestry components in the next Farm Bill. 

IT nderstanding Specialty Crops in the '''TO Context. 
Unlike the European Union, which has spread out support payments to a huge range of 
crops and farm enterprises, US Farm Bill Title I subsidies are concentrated in a handful 
of "program crops"-grains, dairy, and cotton. Because the threshold for whether or not 
such subsidies are "actionable" under WTO rules is whether the subsidies have an impact 
on market prices or displace another country's product from domestic or third-country 
markets, the concentrated nature of U.S. subsidies is of particular concern, as has already 
been seen in cotton. Because of the value of these subsidies, commodity groups 
representing "program crops" have been particularly vociferous in Farnl Bill 
reauthorization debates. 

Recognizing the increased importance of specialty crops in the overall US agricultural 
economy, and in particular the increasing contribution of specialty crops to export 
performance, specialty crop producers-including potato growers, as well as growers of 
fruits and vegetables-have recently become much more active in advancing their 
interests through legislation. Earlier this year, a "Specialty Crop Fann Bill Alliance" was 
formed,15 and other legislation passed in the 10gth Congress created special progranls to 
increase the competitiveness of specialty crops. These programs would appear to be 
"Green Box," non-trade distorting supports. 

14 Forestry in the Farm Bill, Ross Gorte, CRS Report to Congress, Congressional Research Service; 
22 November 2005. Some forestry programs were included in a controversial 2003 bill, the "Healthy 
Forests Restoration Act" (HFRA). A voluntary conservation program of the HFRA allowed for registration 
of acreage with respect to a range of biodiversity objectives. A June 2006 "fact sheet" from the Natural 
Resource Conservation Service states that "the primary focus of the Healthy Forests Restoration Program 
in Maine is to manage boreal forest to promote the recovery of Canada lynx." 
15 For an example of the Alliance's engagement on recent legislative proposals, see the press release at 
http://www.competitiveagriculture.org/news/supportslegislation.html. 
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It is quite clear, however, that there is no chance that Title I-style subsidies will be 
extended to specialty crop growers. (To do so would in fact be "illegal" under WTO 
Uruguay Round rules.) Secretary of Agriculture Mike Johanns noted as much in a recent 
speech: 

the specialty crop farmers ... are not coming to me and saying they want to be 
treated the same as the program crop producers. They are arguing instead that 
we should address needs that they have by strengthening our support for 
research, voting resources to sanitary and phytosanitary issues, and boosting 
market promotion dollars. 16 

Specialty crop growers also have a defensive interest. In the 1996 and 2002 Farm Bills, 
Congress included a provision stating that recipients of "program crop" supports are 
restricted from growing fruits and vegetables on land counted in the "base acreage" for 
calculating support payments. However, in the US-Brazil WTO cotton case, it was 
precisely these planting restrictions which led the Dispute Panel and Appellate Body to 
conclude that subsidies that the United States had argued were "Green Box," non-trade
distorting, were in fact actionable "Amber Box" subsidies. Naturally, specialty crop 
producers are strenuously opposed to the removal of such planting restrictions, fearing 
that acreage currently devoted to cotton, rice and other "program crops" may be shifted 
into fruits and vegetables. This is of particular concern to Maine, where fruits and 
vegetables and other specialty crops are amongst the highest-dollar components of 
agricultural exports. 

2. Suggestions for the Maine Citizens Trade Policy Commission 
and the Natural Resources and Environment Subcommittee 

The climate in which renegotiation of the Farn1 Bill will take place in 2007 differs 
dramatically from that prevailing in 2002. Three major factors are different in this round: 

1. The Deficit. Probably the best that rural America can hope for in the 2007 Farm 
Bill is to preserve current spending levels. Increases are extremely unlikely. 
Urban legislators and "deficit hawks" argue that the new Farm Bill should be 
much smaller, and should therefore contribute to paying down the overall 
national deficit. The possible use of "PAY GO" rules-which mandate that any 
new spending or tax changes not add to the federal deficit-may further sharpen 
the conflict between spending levels in different titles of the Farm Bill. 

2. Trade Pressures. The 2004 expiration of the "Peace Clause," the collapse of the 
Doha Round, and the prospect of retaliation from Brazil on cotton subsidies 
would suggest, at a minimum, that the need for the U.S. to comply with its 
existing WTO commitments will playa more prominent role in Farm Bill 
debates. Subsidy cuts become even more relevant should there prove to be 
enthusiasm in Congress for U.S. leadership in reviving the Doha talks. 

16 "Transcript of Remarks by Agriculture Secretary Mike Johanns at the National Milk Producers Federa
tion," USDA Press Release 0443.06, 2 November 2006. 
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3. Increased public awareness of current inequities in subsidy programs. The 
availability of an on-line database detailing subsidy payments (www.ewg.org), 
combined with multi-part articles over the past few months in many metropolitan 
dailies (New York Times, Washington Post, Atlanta Constitution-Journal, etc.) 
has increased public awareness of the market distortions that subsidies cause (or 
exacerbate). Public attention has also focused on the ways in which subsidies 
can spur agribusiness conso lidation, and subsidies' inequitable geographic 
distribution. I7 

Maine at present does not have a member of its federal Congressional delegation on 
either a House or Senate Agriculture Committee, where the Farm Bills are written. 
Historically, delegations from New England have been under-represented on these 
committees-although Senator Patrick Leahy of Vermont played a very active role in the 
2002 negotiations to broker a deal on dairy that provided benefits to smaller-scale milk 
producers in this region (the MILC program). 

Maine benefits comparatively little from the current structure of the Farm Bill-because 
of its diverse cropping base, low acreage levels of "program crops" and because of the 
insignificant amounts of money contained in the Forestry Title. To be sure, Maine dairy 
farmers, and (to a lesser extent) potato growers who are rotating acreage with grain crops, 
have henefited from federal supports/ 8 and Maine farmers and woodlot owners received 
$34.2 million in conservation program payments over the past decade. But it is also clear 
that Maine could derive more benefit if the current Farm Bill was restructured to focus on 
rural development, on building regional food and nutrition systems, on sustainable 
forestry, and on biofuels development. 

More generally, it is probably in Maine's best interest to focus on developing regional 
economies of scale and in-state areas of economic comparative advantage. To date, a 
broader focus on rural development concerns has not driven US negotiating strategy at 
the WTO. By contrast, in past WTO negotiating rounds, the European Union and Japan 
focused on a concept called "multi-functionality," which the WTO defines on its website 
as the "[i]dea that agriculture has many functions in addition to producing food and fibre, 
e.g. environmental protection, landscape preservation, rural employment, food security, 
etc." The United States and the "Cairns Group" of major agricultural product exporting 
countries have resisted this negotiating concept. For states such as Maine, however
where the health of farm and forest landscapes are taken as important quality of life 
indicators, and also contributes to tourism and other non-agricultural sectors-a 
negotiating approach emphasizing "multi-functionality" as a key value might speak more 
directly to Maine's particular interests for its rural sector. 

17 As the Environmental Working Group notes on their website, "Over the past decade, U.S. taxpayers 
have spent over $112 billion on commodity subsidies, but just seven states took in half of the money. Why? 
Because four commodities-corn, wheat, rice and cotton-account for 78 percent ofthe subsidies, and a 
handful of states produce most of the subsidized crops." 
18 Environmental Working Group's database shows that Maine producers received $41.9 million in 
subsidies between 1995-2004, with dairy programs accounting for about $15 million of that totaL 
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The Maine CTPC (and in particular its Natural Resources Subcommittee) could, as part 
of its 2007 Workplan, devote attention to working with Maine state agencies, rural-sector 
businesses, producer associations, local governments, and nonprofit groups to identify 
and advance a set of priorities for a reformed Farm Bill: 

Continue payments to dairy producers through a combination of "Green Box" and 
capped "Amber Box" supports. As noted above, dairy occupies much of the United 
States' trade-distorting "Amber Box" spending. Other commodity groups, which 
understand that they are now competing for a limited volume of "Amber Box" spending, 
may attempt to eliminate USDA's price- support programs for mille From another direc
tion, there may be a strong push from producers in other parts of the country, where 
average herd sizes are much larger than in New England, to remove the current cap on 
MILe payments (in which producers receive supports up to a maximum of 2.4 million 
pounds of milk produced per year19

). Either of those outcomes would be disadvan
tageous to Maine's producers. Ironically, it can be argued that MILC is an example ofa 
less-trade-distorting subsidy, precisely because of the cap; nonetheless, because of the 
way subsidies are calculated at the WTO, dairy price supports occupy a particularly large 
proportion of U.S. Amber Box spending as compared to what it "costs" the federal 
treasury in terms of actual outlays. 20 

The ~.1aine CTPC may '.vish to address the fo llovving strategic questions regarding dairy 
and the Farm Bill, arranged from "minimalist" to "maximum" reform approaches: 

a) Argue for replication of the 2002 Farm bill status quo on daily, including retention of 
the current MILe cap (and a reevaluation of benchmark prices). 

Pro: relatively predictable, understood by producers, and modestly responsive to the 
particularities of Maine's dairy sector (i.e., smaller average herd size). 

Con: liable to be 'at risk' due to attacks from other 'program crop' commodity groups in 
the Farm Bill reauthorization process; vulnerable to WTO challenge; does not directly 
assist producers with income diversification. 

b) Argue for the continuation of some price-support mechanism (still ((Amber Box"), 
with any reductions in overall supports made up for with other types of support through 
non-trade-distorting ((Green Box '') payments. This could include payments to assist 
with environment/nutrient-management compliance costs. This could be achieved 
through use of a state (or regional) "community capital displacement fund," perhaps 
funded through the rural development title, whereby communities/counties/states that 
have a particular reliance on dairy as part of their economic base have decreased funding 
for commodity-specific production made up to them through different "Green Box" 

19 Rates for MILe payments are established on a monthly basis based on the difference between a "trigger 
price" and the actual price for Class I milk in Boston. Producers receive a payment equal to 45% of the 
difference between those two prices-up to 2.4 million pounds of milk per producer. 
20 To simplify somewhat, this is because WTO subsidies are to be calculated and notified in relation to the 
global price for milk during the years 1986-88, whereas the MILe program is calculated with reference to 
the price of milk in Boston, which is a higher price, because it reflects the existing tariff and U. S. market
access restrictions. 
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mechanisms. Funding made available through the Rural Development Title provides 
one avenue for administering such an approach. 

Pro: indicates flexibility by the dairy sector in responding to the Amber Box caps 
proposed in the United States' October 2005 proposal to the WTO; provides a 
mechanism for "subsidy conversion" toward conformity with existing trade 
commitments while strengthening environmental compliance incentives; less likely to be 
challenged through the WTO dispute resolution system. 

Con: subject to the vagaries of the appropriations process; will inevitably create new 
winners and losers, and increase compliance costs; possibility of greater price volatility 
for milk; probably increased administrative costs at the state level. 

c) Argue for across-the-board cuts in all commodity programs, freeing up significant 
resources that can be used in other Farm Bill titles, including (for example): 

• conservation-major increases in Environmental Quality Incentives Program 
(EQIP), Conservation Reserve, and working lands programs, and possibly the 
introduction of new "Ecosystem Services" payments; 

• nutrition-aggressive implementation of "Farm to School" and other purchasing 
programs to guarantee supply and minimum prices for Maine dairy products in 
local markets; ensuring that producers capture more of the "per-food-dollar" spent 
in federal/state procurement programs; ensuring that families qualifying for food 
stamp programs can get vouchers to farmers' markets; etc. 

• energy-major investments/tax credits etc. to advance installation, and integration 
into the electricity grid, of methane biodigesters and other emerging technologies 
that utilize poultry, cattle and mill wastes for electricity and biodiesel. 

• rural development-block grants, or other funding mechanisms, to states and 
local governments for a variety of economic development activities. These might 
include: small/medium scale processing facilities and other specialty-product 
value-added supports; infrastructure development assistance tor on-fann opera
tions, or improvements in rural-urban food-system linkages; support to rural 
health treatment and insurance services; promoting organic certification, etc.; 

• farm credit; and 
• trade-increased funding to enable small/ medium businesses with particular 

specialty food/nursery products to participate in inten1ational trade and marketing 
activities. 

Pro: WTO compliant; embraces the concept of 'multifunctionality' that foregrounds 
regional rural innovation strategies for economic development while assisting in the 
diversification of income streams and improving risk management for producers; helps 
move Maine and other states in the direction of more sustainable food systems, which 
Inany organizations and individuals have expressed as a very high priority for the state. 

Con: runs counter to the current direction of discussions on Farm Bill reauthorization. 21 

Ivfaine's lack of representation on Congressional agriculture committees makes this a 

21 At the time of this writing, it is not decided who will chair the House and Senate Agriculture 
Committees in the 110th Congress, but the likely candidates are Rep. Collin Peterson of Minnesota and 
Senator Tom Harkin of Iowa. Peterson has already expressed his enthusiasm for, essentially, a 
continuation of the 2002 Farm Bill; his Congressional district is the ih-largest recipient of agricultural 
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much greater challenge for the Commission than would be the case if Maine had a voice 
on one or both of the Congressional committees responsible for writing the Farm Bill. 

On the other hand, there are a number of vehicles for discussing multi-state strategies on 
Farm Bill reform, including several in which 11ainers playa very prominent role. These 
include the Northeast States Association for Agricultural Stewardship (NSAAS); the 
National Campaign for Sustainable Agriculture; the Northeast Sustainable Agriculture 
Working Group; and others. 

Focus attention on the Forestry title of the Farm Bill, since this is arguably where 
Maine can achieve greatest gains within the most-likely structure for the 2007 bill. 
Perhaps because it is a smaller and thus far less contentious Farm Bill title, a number of 
important consensus documents on forestry have already been produced that outline a set 
of principles and strategies for the 2007 Farm Bill. And whereas the term "sustainable 
agriculture" is still contentious in the overall Farm Bill, there appears to be agreement 
about the use of the term "sustainable forestry" in describing the appropriate goals of a 
Farm Bill title. 22 Further, a "Northern Forest Farm Bill Summit" convened earlier this 
year resulted in an excellent letter to Senator Olympia Snowe, dated 5 September 2006, 
and signed by numerous state forest associations and nonprofits, which described this 
region's set ofpriorities.23 

As noted above, a majority of the "mandatory" spending in the 2002 Farn1 Bill Forestry 
Title never reached intended recipients; and current Forest Land Enhancement Program 
(FLEP) grants to Maine are beginning to expire. Maine's Congressional delegation 
arguably enjoys a higher profile on forestry issues than is the case for agriculture as a 
whole. 24 It may therefore be easier for the Commission to connect to its Congressional 
delegation on issues specific to forestry. 

A further consideration is the fact that Maine has been a state leader in the area of "forest 
certification," responding to the demand for timber that has been grown according to 
specific "sustainability" and labor rights criteria. 25 The Maine Forest Service and the 

subsidies. Iowa ranked second among states (behind Texas) In overall subsidy supports. Data are from 
Environmental Working Group, based on 1995 2004 numbers. 
22 See, for example, the ''National Association of State Foresters Principles for Sustainable Forestry in the 
2007 Farm Bill," on-line at: http://www.stateforesters.org/reports/2007FarmBillPrinciples. pdf. The 
statement's first principle is "Meeting the goal of sustainable forestry is best achieved through a Forestry 
Title." 
23 Copy ofletter provided by Jad Daley, Campaign Director of the Northern Forest Alliance. The lead 
signature on this letter is R. Alec Griffin, Director of the Maine Forest Service. 
24 Representative Mike Michaud is a member of the U.S. House of Representatives Forestry Task Force; 
Representative Tom Allen spearheaded a Congressional sign-on letter intended to increase funding for 
various forest land conservation programs; and Senator Susan Collins has sponsored legislation to amend 
the Cooperative Forestry Assistance Act of 1978, "to establish a program to provide assistance to States 
and nonprofit organizations to preserve suburban forest land and open space and contain suburban sprawl." 
25 See www.mainegov-images.informe.orgl doc/mfs/ certification/pubs/forest cert brochure. pdf and final 
report of "The Maine Forest Certification Initiative" dated 28 January 2005. The brochure provides 
examples of economic development and contracts won/retained as a result of the state's push on sustainable 
forestry. An analysis of the different forest certification schemes used in Maine is beyond the scope of this 
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Maine Technology Institute also looked at this product "branding" issue as part of its 
Maine Future Forest Economy Project, with one consultant's report concluding that "the 
[Maine] brand should be positioned to highlight the principles of sustainability and local 
economic development as well as accomplishments in these areas.,,26 

In sum, Maine is in a position to show leadership in developing a stronger and better
funded Forestry Title in the 2007 Farm Bill, with possible attention to: 

• market linkages for building a sustainable wood products industry through 
certification and branding; 

• arguing for the importance of developing new markets for Ecosystem Services; 
• "Cooperative Conservation," including methods/programs for bringing together 

groups of private landowners to achieve "economies of scale" with respect to 
watershed values, biodiversity conservation, and working lands approaches; and 

• utilization of forest biomass for renewable energy production. 

The Commission is well-placed to support such arguments and connect to Maine's 
Congressional delegation on these matters. 

Focus attention on increasing "Green Box" supports to Specialty Crops to U.s. 
agriculture, through the nutrition, trade, and rural development titles. Maine is 
primarily a "specialty crop" state, with production and export of brown eggs, fruits, 
vegetables, syrups, and potatoes making the major contribution to the state's agricultural 
economy. As noted above, specialty crop associations nationally are organizing to be 
"players" in the 2007 Farm Bill in ways that have not been seen before.27 At the same 
time, specialty crop producers have a defensive interest-a concern that planting 
restrictions on fruits and vegetables may be removed as part of the Brazil cotton dispute 
settlement. 

Various legislative proposals-some in the Farm Bill, some in other legislation28-have 
sought to address the concerns of Specialty Crop producers and increase funding levels. 
Among the approaches that have been considered for block grant funding, and which 
arguably could benefit from expanded support: 

report. 1'1 the past, eco-Iabels have been controversial at the WTO because ofthe perception among some 
member-states that they constitute disguiseq protectionist barriers to trade. However, no challenges to 
forest certification schemes have been brought forward through the WTO dispute resolution system. 
Nonetheless, this is an aspect of international trade that the Maine CTPC may wish to monitor closely
also because certification issues are very much at play in debates on government procurement. 
26 "Branding Maine Forest Products," pp. 288-290 of the report, Maine Future Forest Economy Project 
- Current Conditions and Factors Influencing the Future of Maine's Forest Product Industry, 
prepared by Innovative Natural Resources Solutions, March 2005. "Brand" commentary by Robert Bush. 
27 "[Stakeholders] ... point out that specialty crop producers are not beneficiaries of the $23 billion in 
USDA spendi.ng (in FY 2005) on price andincome support programs for grains, oilseeds, peanuts, sugar, 
upland cotton, and dairy, although the value of specialty crop sales accounts for roughly 50% of all U.S. 
farm crop cash receipts." Specialty Crops: 2007 Farm Bill Issues, CRS Report to Congress, by Jean 
Rawson; 6 July 2006. 
28 These include the Specialty Crop Competitiveness Act of 2004, and three bills introduced in the 109th 

Congress that will inform the 2007 Farm Bill debate. Provisions of the 2004 Act are subject to the vagaries 
of the annual appropriations cycle, and were never fully funded. The recently-introduced bills seek as 
much as a ten-fold increase in funding for specialty crop block grants. 
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Product market development and expansion, including support for value-added 
programs 
Pest and disease prevention, including support to University of Maine programs 
Organic certification pro grams 
"Farm to School" programs, increasing the amount of fresh fruits and vegetables 
supplied by local farmers to school districts, as well as to other state/local 
institutions (hospitals and nursing homes, prisons, etc.) 
Conservation programs to assist with specialty crop soil/water management and 
environmental compliance. 

As can be seen, this list overlaps with many of the elements described in a previous 
section regarding "Green Box" and the shifting of payment types out of trade-distorting 
"Amber Box" programs. The nutrition, rural development, and conservation titles are all 
relevant to this effort. While some WTO member countries have raised concerns about 
use of the green payments, none of the types of programs outlined here have led to 
specific objections. 29 

In sum, the problem of current U.S. non-compliance with its WTO commitments on 
agriculture can be addressed in several ways that can be grouped under three main 
headings. All of these should be seen as partial solutions rather than panaceas: 

1. Payment Caps--ofwhich the MILC dairy program provides one possible model; 
2. "Box shifting"-moving payments from current "Amber Box" to "Green Box" 

categories of spending. It will be incumbent on the United States for reasons of 
its trade commitments-as well as for the success of such programs at the local 
level-to identify specific environmental, 10 cal-food-system/nutritional, or 
economic developn1ent objectives associated with these payments; and 

3. Transforming subsidies-through greater attention to the Rural Development 
title30 in the Farm Bill. The states should work \\lith USDA to develop program 
implementation partnerships, and create flexibilities in funding and 
implementation that will allow local institutions to experiment. 

29 The G-20 group of advanced developing countries, led by Brazil and India, has expressed concerns 
about a range of developed-country subsidy payments in its public statements. Current WTO rules in the 
Subsidies and Countervailing Measures (SCM) Agreement, however, only preclude domestic support 
subsidies that cause significant price suppression or displace another country's market share. None of the 
measures proposed here would like lead to significant price distortion of markets at regional or intema
tionallevels. In fact, there appears to be a rather significant "North-South" consensus regarding the 
importance of local food security. In many ways, the current WTO negotiating dynamic on subsidies and 
tariffs cuts across the grain of this tacit consensus. Members of the Maine CTPC, and speakers at public 
hearings, have expressed concerns about the impacts of U.S. negotiating actions with respect to local, 
national, and global food security. Attention to issues of food sovereignty could be part of the CTPC's 
future work plan. 
30 The transcript of the USDA "Listening Session" in Maine, in which Undersecretary for Rural 
Development Tom Dorr and Congressman Mike Michaud were both involved, provides further insights 
into the interests and priorities of Maine farmers in relation to the Farm Bill and rural development. This 
fifty-page document is on-line at www.usda.gov/documentsIFBFMEl01105.pdf 
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As part of its workplan, the Maine CTPC will decide how much attention it may devote 
to assisting with the process of organizing and communicating Maine's priorities for the 
2007 Farm Bill and other legislation that deals with specialty crops. Specialty producers 
have their o,:,,"n perspective on the mechanics of, and potentials for, writing a "WTO
consistent" Farm Bill. 

Support the ability of Maine's Specialty Food Product Producers to take part in 
national and international trade fairs/shows. Finally, the Farm Bill includes a title on 
Trade that funds a variety of marketing initiatives. The Maine Department of Agriculture 
and the Maine International Trade Center (MITC) have devoted substantial resources to 
assisting seafood and specialty food producers to take part in trade fairs where Maine 
products can become better known. Maine is home to a "Gourmet and Specialty Foods 
Producers Association," which was strengthened through a $38,000 Federal-State 
Marketing Improvement Program grant in 2002. 31 Conversations with producers in 
Maine suggest that this assistance has been extremely useful, as has been outreach to the 
tourism industry, restaurant associations, and specialty-food publications. 32 The Maine 
Citizens Trade Policy Commission may wish to engage specialists from MITC, from 
specialty food flrms, from seafood exporting businesses, and from the University of 
Maine to better understand the regional, national, and international marketing and 
"awareness" barriers that these producers continue to face, and how the Maine CTPC 
might assist in this area of rapjd growth and development. MITe reports that a big part 
of any such push should be to assist in making as many companies as possible "export
ready." 

31 "Strengthening the Organization of Maine's Value-Added Food Producers," Jane Auidi, November 
2003, final report on this USDA-FSMIP grant at www.ams.usda.gov/tmdlFSMIP/FY2002/ME0357.pdf. 
32 The Forum is grateful to Mary Ellen Johnson from the Commission for her assistance in connecting 
Forum staff to state officials who could speak knowledgeably on these topics. 



mocracy & trade 

Water in International Trade 
and Investment Agreements: 
Report to the Natura} Resources Subcommittee, 
Maine Citizen Trade Polic Commission 

December 2006. The Maine Citizen's Trade Policy Commission has asked the Forum on 
Democracy and Trade to analyze the effect of international trade and investment agree
ments on Maine's capacity to manage its water resources and water services, and to 
suggest options for the Commission's future activity in this issue area. 

What is the scope of Maine's interest in water policy? 
Water is essential to life and necessary for economic well-being. Maine and other states 
regulate and manage water resources in order to protect the public health and the health 
of the environn1ent, as well as to ensure adequate and sustainable supplies of water at a 
reasonable and fair price for individual consumption and for industrial, commercial, and 
agricultural use. Maine is blessed with an abundance of water, but if its water resources 
are not managed carefully, the ecological system may be irreparably harmed and the 
private interests of commercial users and distributors may trump the public interest of all 
the people of Maine. 

The debate in Maine about how to appropriately regulate (if at all) the drinking water 
bottling industry illustrates the difficulties inherent in seeking the right balance between 
private and public interests and between commercial and environmental interests in water 
policy. 

For example, the producer of Poland Springs bottled \vater, ]\.Jestle \Vaters "North 
America, Inc.- a subsidiary of an Italian companyl -was recognized by Governor John 
Baldacci at the Maine International Trade Day in 2006, and given the "Foreign Direct 
Investor of the Year" Award. 

Nonetheless, Nestle Waters' practices have been challenged as not always in the public 
interest, and perhaps not environmentally sustainable. U.S. bottled water companies have 
sued Nestle Waters alleging false labeling, i.e. that Poland Springs bottled water is not 
always spring water and it is not always pure. Nestle Waters also has been sued by 
landowners of lots adjacent to its properties or its suppliers' properties. Most significant 
of all, in response to concerns about the sustainability of water pumping and belief that 
Mainers are not being fairly compensated for depletion of a valuable natural resource, a 
group called H 20 for Maine is proposing a 20 cent per gallon tax on water pumped by 
drinking water bottlers like Nestle Waters. This tax would fund a trust for investing in 
~v1aine 's economic development. 2 

1 While Nestle's parent company is Swiss, research conducted by the Forum suggests that it was Nestle's 
Italian affiliate that was the locus of investment into Nestle Waters North America. See "Poland Springs 
Issues," by Craig Waugh, unpublished document on file with the Forum on Democracy and Trade. 
2 For more information, see the Maine International Trade Council and Nestle websites, 
www.mitc.comJPDF;www.waterdividendtrust.com; and www. nestle-watersna.com/PressCenter.html 
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Why should the Maine Citizen Trade Policy Commission monitor 
WTO negotiations on water services? 

Of greatest concern to state and local management of water resources is the WTO' s 
agreement on services, the General Agreement on Trade in Services. The GATS covers a 
wide range of economic activities. The GATS uses a "positive list" approach for sector
specific commitments; that is, countries make offers on individual sectors that they agree 
to include within the scope of GATS rules. The United States has not made a 
commitment under "drinking water services" to GATS disciplines, and the United States 
Trade Representative (USTR) has assured states that the United States has no plans to 
make such a commitment. But the United States has other types of commitments under 
water services. The United States made sector-specific commitments such as sewage 
treatment "contracted by private industry," and also to water-related sectors such as 
"other environmental services," plus engineering and construction services (which 
include waterworks). 3 

European water companies have targeted the United States as an important market for 
expansion. European multinationals account for more than 50% of the private water 
market globally. The three major multinationals are Veolia (formerly Vivendi), RWE, 
and Suez. Each has grown through aggressive acquisition campaigns in the United 
States, in Europe, as well as in Central and South America. 4 

The private water industry based in Europe in the past has been keen to see the United 
States commit water services under the GATS. The European water industry has 
specifically urged the European Community to make this request of U.S. negotiators. But 
to the surprise of many observers, the EU has declined at present to renew this request of 
the United States-perhaps an ackno\vledgement that corr.mitments on drinking water 
services are extremely unlikely. Thus for the near term, drinking water services ("water 
for human use") appear to be off the table at GATS negotiations in Geneva. 

Nonetheless, the United States has made sectoral commitments for "distribution 
services," "wastewater services," and "environmental services" that might allow a WTO 
challenge to the United States based on water policy in IvIaine. Bottled water operations 
in particular might be regarded as a "distribution service." The Maine Citizen Trade 
Policy Commission, therefore, may still want to closely monitor GATS negotiations in 

3 A good discussion of the number of GATS sectors where water usage might be implicated is found in 
"The GATS and Regulatory Autonomy: A Case Study of Social Regulation of the Water Industry," 
Andrew Lang, Journal of International Economic Law, Vol. 7 No.4; 2004; at pages 812-816. 
1 Keeping track of mergers and acquisitions in this sector is practically a full-time job itself. 
Bloomberg.com notes that in the last three years, its index of U.S. water stocks has surged by 150%--three 
times faster than companies on the S&P 500 overall. 
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Geneva related to sectoral commitments, and to seek clarification with respect to 
"distribution services" at both wholesale and retail levels. 5 

Of even greater concern to the Maine Commission should be the recent resumption of 
WTO negotiations on general GATS obligations related to "domestic regulation." 

IfWTO negotiations on GATS and domestic regulation are successful, the disciplines 
thus adopted under the GATS could become substantially more intrusive for Maine and 
other jurisdictions, not only in the area of water policy but across the board. 

The potential intrusiveness of the general obligations covering domestic regulations will 
depend on the test used for determining if they constitute a barrier to trade. It was 
originally proposed that these standards, requirements and procedures should be "not 
more burdensome than necessary to ensure the quality of a service." Such a "necessity 
test" could put a range of water policy measures and a range of other regulatory measures 
in the State of Maine and in other jurisdictions at considerable risk of conflict with GATS 
obligations. Further, these domestic regulation negotiations are intended to ensure that 
state and local measures do not create trade barriers with respect to "qualification 
requirements and procedures, technical standards, and licensing requirements.,,6 

Parties to the domestic regulation negotiations in Geneva are now looking for a 
compromise-a less intrusive formulation than the necessity test-for identifying a 
domestic regulation violation. However, one WTO member-state was quoted recently as 
saying that "any deal on services must include strong linkages between market access 
commitments and a domestic regulation component.,,7 The outcome 0 f these negotiations 
will be vital for Maine and all other U.S. states and localities. 

Should a necessity test or something equivalent to it be agreed upon in Geneva, the 
Center for International Environmental Law has identified several areas where water 
po licy could be threatened: 

• qualifications of water service providers; 
• the use of licenses, permits, and technical regulations and standards related to 

pollution discharges, operating permits, and other water policy measures; 
• the use of environmental criteria related to water services in awarding concession 

contracts or assessing licensing fees; and 
• requirelnents for water sustainability impact assessments before issuing licenses.8 

5 For more information see the discussion of "Water Services" on the Forum on Democracy & Trade 
website at http://www.forumdemocracy.net/trade topics/water services; for more on the EU's recent 
actions also see Christina Deckwirth, "Water almost out of GATS," A Corporate Europe Observatory 
Briefing, March 2006, available at http://www.corporateeurope.org/waterigatswater2006.pdf. 
6 Center on International Environmental Law (CIEL), "GATS, Water, and the Environment," October 
2003, p.17, available at http://www.ciel.org/Publications/GATS WaterEnv Nov03.pdf. 
7 "A 'Green Light' to Restart DDA [Doha Development Agenda]", Washington Trade Daily, 17 November 
2006, Vol. 15 No. 229. 
8 CIEL, supra, p.2. 
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As noted above, a number of other GATS sectors may implicate Maine's water services 
and management of water resources, particular with respect to, for example, water 
treatment plants and sewer systems (construction, architecture, engineering, project 
management services, technical testing services, etc.). 

How can Maine raise concerns about GATS and water services? 9 

• The Maine CTPC has already communicated to USTR and Maine's congressional 
delegation its concerns about the domestic regulation negotiations in Geneva
negotiations suspended in July 2006 but recently restarted. Continued dialogue 
with USTR about the status of negotiations, and US proposals to the Working 
Party on Domestic Regulation, should be a priority for the Maine CPTC. Maine 
has sought to ensure that no 'necessity tests,' including operational necessity tests, 
are included in domestic regulation disciplines. 

II The resumption of WTO negotiations on GATS and domestic regulation and the 
already-existing U.S. commitments on distribution services and on sewage 
services and environmental services bear very close watching and in the long run 
may threaten Maine's authority over water policy more generally. Maine 
regulates a number of professions that pertain to water and environmental health. 
The qualification requirements used for service supp liers could be challenged as 
"more burdensome than necessary"; also possibly at risk are fees charged in order 
to obtain a license to practice a professional services in the state. 

• Governor Baldacci' s April 2006 letter regarding GATS negotiations mentioned a 
number of sectors of concern to Maine, but did not mention water, as this was not 
seen as being part of a new GATS offer. The Maine CTPC may wish to again 
seek assurances that USTR does not intend to make further sectoral commitments 
on water services. 

• Maine may wish to argue that a number of its water and sanitation projects are 
excepted from GATS disciplines because they "supplied in the exercise of 
government authority."lo To date, there is no WTO jurisprudence, or any clear 
international consensus, regarding the scope and extent of the "government 
authority exception." How this term is interpreted is crucial to the degree of 
regulatory flexibility that governments will be accorded in the water sector. 

II Finally, Maine may wish to raise the issue of taxation as a limitation to specific 
articles of the GATS. In 1995, the United States Trade Representative assured 
states that he would seek a "carve-out" in the GATS to protect state taxing 
authority. Other WTO members rejected that carve-out, arguing that the use of 
different tax treatment in different states amounted to a violation of GATS 'non
discrimination' principles. While no cases have been brought forward in the 
GATS to challenge US tax measures, the possibility that Maine will adopt a tax 

9 The Forum on Democracy & Trade has not undertaken an in-depth study of Maine's water laws and 
regulations as part of this assessment. For more detail on water services in relation to the GATS, the reader 
is referred to www.forumdemocracy.net. under "Trade Topics: Water." 
10 See GATS Article I 3:(b) and (c). 
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on bottled water exports suggests that the Maine CTPC may want to ask USTR 
about the status of state taxation measures vis-a.-vis the GATS. 

Why should Maine be concerned about the effect of international 
investment agreements on its capacity to manage water resources? 

While GATS water issues should be monitored closely, recent developments such as the 
European Union's decision not to seek inclusion of "water for human use" as a sector of 
economic activity that should come under the scope of GATS regulation suggest that a 
conflict between GATS rules and Maine's authority to regulate drinking water services is 
unlikely in the near term. I I The possibility of a challenge under an international 
investment agreement to Maine's authority to regulate its water resources, however, 
cannot be discounted--even in the short term. 

Two major NAFT A chapter 11 cases challenging the capacity of state and local govern
ment regulation to protect the safety of drinking water have already been adjudicated. 
The NAFT A tribunal in Methanex v. United States soundly rejected Vancouver-based 
Methanex Corporation's claim for nearly a billion dollars in compensatory damages for 
California's phase-out of the gasoline additive MTBE, which\vas polluting lakes and 
groundwater and endangering the public health. But in an equally important case, 
Metalclad v. Mexico, an international tribunal found a violation ofNAFTA's Chapter 11 
on investment when state and local governments took regulatory action to stop operation 
by U.S.-based Metalclad corporation of a hazardous waste disposal facility that was 
believed to be a threat to drinking water safety and the environment. Neither the 
Methanex or Metalclad cases are formally precedential in NAFTA or other international 
investment litigation; future panels may cite the reasoning used in either case, or not refer 
to them at all. 12 But the existence of such litigation suggests that there is some risk that 

11 However, the European Union (for example) could challenge the regulation and taxation of bottled 
drinking water enterprises based on the current U.S. commitment under "distribution services," and not as 
part of the service category "water for human use." 

12 One encouraging trend in international investment litigation can be seen in the "Counter-Memorial" 
recently filed by the U.S. State Department in another NAFTA case, this one brought by the Glamis Gold 
Corporation of Canada. The Counter-Memorial sought to remind the tribunal that "United States law on 
the whole provides a high level of protection for investment, consistent with or greater than the level 
required by intemationallaw," and directed the United States to negotiate agreements that: "[ do] not accord 
greater substantive rights [to foreign investors] with respect to investment protections than United States 
investors in the United States [are accorded under U.S. law] ..... United States law does not compensate 
plaintiffs solely upon a showing that regulations interfered with their expectations, as such a showing is 
insufficient to support a regulatory takings claim. Tellingly, despite Glamis's heavy reliance on domestic 
jurisprudence throughout its Memorial, Glamis nowhere cites U.S. legal authority to support its proposition 
that an interference with one's expectations alone is compensable. It is inconceivable that the minimum 
standard of treatment required by international law would proscribe action commonly undertaken 
by States pursuant to national law. " (emphasis added; internal footnotes omitted) Glamis is seeking 
compensation for expropriation of investment and a violation of minimum treatment through a NAFT A 
tribunal because of a California law whose purpose is environmental protection and the protection of sites 
of cultural significance. The Glamis case is still working its way through the dispute resolution process. 
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new international investment claims may be brought seeking compensation for regulation 
of water resources by Maine or other U.S. states or localities. 13 

It also suggests that the Maine Citizen's Trade Policy Commission may want to work 
with the U.S. Trade Representative's office and with the Maine congressional delegation 
to seek an official interpretation ofNAFT A Chapter 11 and to clarify language in future 
agreements regarding investment agreements. This could include the codification of 
parts of the Methanex decision to protect bona fide government regulations, including 
water regulations, from any Metalclad-type claim that might be based on the actions of 
the State of Maine or one of its subdivisions (i.e., a county, town, or water service 
territory). As noted in note 12 above, it would appear that the U.S. State Department has 
taken a line of argument suggesting that non-discriminatory environmental regulations 
cannot be judged as a violation of the "minimum standard oftreatment"-at least with 
respect to the facts in the Glamis Gold case. Thus far, however, the NAFTA countries 
have not agreed to any interpretive statement clarifying the rights of states and provinces 
to take actions to protect natural resources, or to codify parts of the Me than ex decision. 

What are the options for reform of 
international investment agreements? 
The Maine Citizens Trade Policy Commission may want to consider the options 
for reforming U.S. policy related to international trade and investment litigation to 
preclude a challenge to state or local water policy. The primary options are: 

• Renewed consultations with USTR to seek interpretive notes for current 
agreements and to carve coverage of water policy and regulation out of 
future agreements; 

• Congressional action to carve out water po licy from existing and future 
agreements, or at least prevent the enforcelnent of adverse tribunal 
decisions against states and localities under U.S. implementing legislation. 

Renewed consultations with USTR. Such consultations might focus on three 
possible reform measures: 

(1) an interpretive note applying to current agreements; 
(2) a general exception for water policy measures in future agreements; and 
(3) a diplomatic review provision in future agreements. 

13 The risk of international investment litigation is not limited to challenges to state and local anti-pollution 
or drinking water safety measures; hypothetically it might extend to other water policy measures such as 
production limits, siting regulation, or taxation of bottled water pumping operations, for example. 
Although the United States does not have bilateral or regional investment agreements or treaties with Italy, 
France, Germany, or Britain (the home base for most multinational water corporations), Nestle, Violia, 
RWE, and Suez do have in some cases foreign subsidiaries or could quickly create them in countries that 
do have such agreements with the United States. This phenomenon was observed in the case of a U.S. 
company, Bechtel, reorganizing its investment in Cochabamba, Bolivia, through its subsidiary in the 
Netherlands, ih order to take advantage of an existing Bilateral Investment Agreementbetween Bolivia and 
the Netherlands. 
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(1) An interpretive note: NAFTA article 1131(2) provides that an 
interpretation of a provision of Chapter 11 on investment by the Free Trade 
Commission (consisting of the three parties to the NAFTA agreement) "shall 
be binding on a Tribunal established under this section." CAFTA and some 
other agreements incorporate similar language allowing the parties to 
officially interpret the text of investment agreements. Therefore, the Maine 
Commission may want to consider the pros and cons of supporting an official 
interpretation of international investment agreements in order to incorporate 
and expand upon the central holdings of the Methanex case, i.e.: 

• a non-discriminatory regulation for a public purpose, which is enacted 
with due process, cannot constitute an expropriation or a vio lation of 
minimum treatment under international law; and 

• the "'in like circumstances" test for discovering a national treatment 
vio lation must be read narrowly. The test does not encompass a 
comparison between two different products that are only generally in 
economic competition. 

(2) A general exception. Another potential starting point for consultations with 
USTR might he to discuss including in future international investment agreements 
and treaties a general exception for water policy and land use measures. 

There is considerable precedent for including such as exception in future 
investment agreements and treaties. NAFTA article 2102, for example, provides a 
general exception for national security measures. In addition, the WTO 
agreements including the GATS provide a long list of general exceptions, 
including measures protecting human and animal health and life, protection of 
consumers and workers, protection of national treasures of artistic, historic, or 
archeological value, and maintenance of capacity to collect income and property 
taxes, among others. 14 

(3) Diplomatic review. Diplomatic review of investor clain1s would allow either 
country connected to an investment dispute to stop a claim from proceeding. 
There is precedent for a diplomatic review provision. Claims involving tax 
measuresare currently subject to diplomatic review under NAFTA article 2103.6. 

14 One prominent Canadian trade lawyer, Steve Shrybinan, has noted that "while the GATS does allow 
government measures to protect human, animal, or plant life, .. .it does not allow the other critical WTO 
environmental exception for measures relating to the 'conservation of exhaustible natural resources.'" 
Shrybman argues therefore that "no government can use conservation to justifY interfering with the rights 
of foreign service providers." Crafting a general exception for conservation in the GATS might be one 
approach to addressing this. See "The Impact of International Services and Investment Agreements on 
Public Policy and Law Concerning Water," Steven Shrybman, January 2002, originally published by the 
Council of Canadians. www.canadians.org. 
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A diplomatic review article in a future international investment agreement could 
simply state that no investor could bring a claim, until such time as the competent 
authorities (e.g., the Attorney General) in both countries agree to allow the claim 
to proceed. 

Congressional action. As an adjunct to renewed consultations with USTR, the Maine 
Commission may want to consider calling for congressional action to carve out 
water po licy and land use measures from existing and future agreements, or at least 
to prevent the enforcement of adverse tribunal decisions against states and localities 
under U.S. implementing legislation. Three types of congressional action might be 
considered: (1) an anti-preemption/cost shifting bill; (2) an appropriations rider; 
and (3) a comprehensive, "stand-alone" bill that addresses the relationship between 
natural resource management at state/locallevels and international trade rules. 

Beyond water policy issues, should Maine be concerned 
about international investment agreements? 
International investment agreements, such as Chapter 11 of the North American Free 
Trade Agreement (NAFTA), establish systems of investor-to-state dispute resolution: 

• which allow foreign investors to circumvent domestic courts, and 
e yTlhich allovT

" foreign in\lestors to file claims against ilatiollal goverrlrnellts seeking 
money damages in compensation for economic regulation by state and local 
governments, including water-policy regulation. 15 

In addition to the unusual rules with respect to who has standing to bring and defend 
international investment casesI6

, consider thesecharacteristics of the arbitrators who sit 
on the tribunals: 

15 These tribunals operate on the model of international arbitration of commercial contracts. Each of the 
two parties to the dispute picks one arbitrator, and the third is either mutually agreed upon by both parties 
or appointed by a World Bank official. International investment agreements are unique in providing a 
private right of action for foreign corporations to initiate claims for economic damages against a national 
government. Multinational corporations and other investors are placed on an equal footing with nation
states in a process for resolving an issue of public policy. Investors no longer have to work through trade 
ministries to pursue a claim. As a result, the volume of cases increases, and the claims themselves may be 
brought without the restraint that nation-states exercise when dealing with issues of international relations. 

16 In contrast to the standing afforded foreign transnational corporations, U. S. state and local governments, 
although consulted, have no direct right to represent themselves before these international investment 
tribunals when a state or local law is alleged to be in violation of the United States' international 
obligations, even in cases where the state/local policy conflicts with the interests of the federal government 
or the Administration's political position. The inability of states and localities to represent themselves is a 
particular concern because international investment tribunals can effectively enforce their decisions by 
ordering the federal government to pay money damages to the foreign investor. The federal government has 
refused, so far, to assure states and localities that it will not seek reimbursement of any monies paid from 
the U. S. treasury to satisfy international tribunal judgments. Moreover, the federal government is 
authorized to sue to preempt any state or local measure that is a violation of a tribunal decision or that is 
otherwise inconsistent with an executive-legislative investment agreement. 
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• Arbitrators are appointed by executive branch officials to hear one case, and thus 
do not enjoy tenure and are not subject to confirmation by the legislative branch. 

• Arbitrators are typically international commercial lawyers who may alternately 
serve as arbitrators in one case and plaintiff s counsel in the next, thus raising 
questions of conflict of interest. 

• Arbitrators may have little or no familiarity with the U.S. constitutional principles 
of federalism and separation of powers, and are in any case forbidden to apply 
U.S. constitutional principles in rendering an opinion. 

• Arbitrators make their decisions based on the text of an international investment 
agreement and customary international law, both of which are to be interpreted in 
light of the purpose of the agreement: to promote international investment. 

Fortunately, the international rules for resolving international investment disputes about 
water policy and other state economic regulations are at an early stage of development. If 
state and local officials are passive, those rules are likely to expand at the expense of state 
autonomy. But if Maine continues its active engagement with USTR and Congress and if 
other states follow Maine's lead: 

• new official interpretations ofNAFT A, CAPT A, and other existing agreements 
can be adopted; 

• new provisions could be negotiated as part of international investment agree
ments to protect the sovereignty of Maine and the 49 other states; and 

• Congress can pass new legislation to protect the states' authority over water and 
other regulatory policies. 
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Appendix A: What was the Metalclad case about? 
The possibility exists that under a bilateral or regional investment agreement like 
N AFT A's Chapter 11, Maine's authority to regulate its water resources could be 
challenged. The decision in Me talc lad v. Mexico suggests this is a real possibility. 17 

This dispute arose over the use of a plot of land originally owned by a Mexican company 
(COTERIN), located near the municipality of Guadalcazar, in the state of San Luis 
Potosi, Mexico. In 1990, the Mexican federal government granted COTERIN a permit to 
build and operate a hazardous waste landfill on the land. But, in 1991 and 1992, the 
municipality denied COTERIN such a building permit. In 1993 the U.S. corporation 
Metalclad bought COTERIN and its permits, after receiving assurances from Mexican 
federal government officials that the project could go ahead. 

In October, 1994, the City of Guadalcazar ordered a halt to construction of the Metalclad 
landfill because Metalclad had not obtained proper municipal building permits. 
Metalclad applied again for a municipal permit and immediately resumed construction, 
completing the project in March 1995. That same month, Metalclad attempted to open its 
new facility for operations. But angry local protestors, allegedly with the aid of state 
troopers, blocked the opening of the new facility. The landfill remained closed until 
November 1995. In November 1995, Metalclad entered into an agreement with two 
federal agencies, and the facility began to operate. The Guadalcazar city council 
responded in December 1995 by denying Metalclad's last petition for a municipal 
building permit and shortly thereafter obtained an injunction barring Metalclad from 
operating the facility. 18 Finally, in September 1997, the Governor of San Luis Potosi 
issued a state-level decree which established the landfill site as a protected natural area. 
Thus, without any reference to the lack of a municipal building permit, the state 
government entirely prevented the landfill from operating. 

Earlier on January 2, 1997, Metalclad had already demanded arbitration under NAFTA's 
Chapter 11. In its claim against the Mexican federal government, Metalclad argued that 
the nation of Mexico was responsible under international law for the conduct of its 
governmental subdivisions, and that both the state of San Luis Potosi and the 
municipality of Guadalcazar had violated NAFTA section 1105's" minimum treatment" 
standard, and N AFT A section 1110's "expropriation" prohibitio n. 

17 Metalclad v. United Mexican States, ICSID Case No. ARB (AF)/97/l , Award (Aug. 30,2000), available 
at http://www.worldbank.orglicsid/cases/mm':'award-e.pdf (also available at www.naftalaw.com). For a full 
version of this analysis of the Metalclad case, see the Forum on Democracy & Trade website at: 
http://www.forumdemocracy.net/disputes/nafta cases/metalc1ad v mexico. 

18 Guadalcazar brought action against the federal government in Mexican court to challenge the agreement 
the federal agencies entered into with Metalclad. Pending resolution of this suit, Guadalcazar successfully 
obtained a preliminary injunction barring further operations at the landfill site. While the action was 
pending, the same federal agencies granted Metalc1ad a further pennit which authorized a substantial 
expansion of the landfill site. 
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In August 2000 the NAFT A tribunal issued a decision and found that Metalclad was 
entitled to monetary reliefin the amount of$16.9 million from the nation of Mexico. The 
Metalclad tribunal found that Mexican state and local authorities-in seeking to assure 
the safety of drinking water supplies-had violated two important investor rights 
protected by NAFT A: Article 1110 on expropriation and Article 1105 on minimum 
treatment under international law. 

• Compensation for expropriation. NAFT A requires member nations to 
compensate investors if national or subnational governments "directly or 
indirectly nationalize or expropriate" an investment of the other countries' 
investors in its territory. Expropriation includes measures "tantamount to 
nationalization or expropriation." The Metalclad tribunal had to decide not only 
the scope of expropriation, but also what the open-ended references to 
"tantamount to expropriation" and "indirect" expropriation meant. The Meta1clad 
tribunal broadly read the term "tantamount to expropriation" and "indirect 
expropriation" in NAFTA's article on expropriation. This broad reading granted 
to investors a set of property-right protections that extend beyond the protections 
granted to property owners under the Fifth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. 

In interpreting the Fifth Amendment "takings" clause, the U.S. Supreme Court 
''usually has applied the regulatory takings analysis only to regulations of specific 
interests in property." Expected or future economic benefits are not considered 
property under the Takings Clause. By way of contrast, the Meta1clad tribunal 
read N AFT A's expropriation article to include not merely the seizure of property 
or its regulation tothe point that its economic value is extinguished, but also 
"covert or incidental interference with the use of property which has the effect of 
depriving the owner, in whole or significant part, of the use or reasonably-to-be
expected economic benefit of property ... " In its Metaiclad opinion, the "tribunal 
made it clear ... that the relevant 'investment' for purposes of its expropriation 
analysis was Meta1clad's broader interest in operating a particular type of 
business, not merely its interest in its real property." 

• Minimum treatment under international law. NAFTA article 1105(1) requires 
member nations to provide other members' investors with treatment in accordance 
with customary international law, including fair and equitable treatment and full 
protection and security. Article 1105 is intended to serve roughly the same 
purpose as "due process" norms in U.S. constitutional law, but because article 
1105's terms are largely undefined, especially when compared with the extensive 
U.S. case law on procedural and substantive due process, international investment 
tribunals exercise great discretion when they make inherently subjective 
judgments about when government action violates fundamental principles of 
procedural or substantive justice. 

According to the Metalclad tribunal, Mexico breached article 1105(1) because it 
"failed to ensure a transparent and predictable framework for Metalclad's 
business planning and investment." 
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Appendix B: What was the Methanex case about? 
Methanex v United States was one of the first cases brought against the United States 
under the investment chapter ofNAFTA. 19 NAFTA's investment chapter provided the 
Methanex corporation, a Vancouver-based multinational firm, with a private right of 
action before an international tribunal to seek an award of economic damages against the 
U.S. federal government in compensation for California's phase-out of the gasoline 
additive MTBE that was poisoning the groundwater and lakes of California. 

The Methanex case drew wide public attention because the Canadian plaintiff was 
seeking nearly $1 billion in compensation for lost "future profits." Methanex claims that 
billion-dollar loss resulted from California's regulation ofMTBE. California argued that 
it was responding to a clear, scientifically-documented threat to public health and the 
environment. 

• MTBE - aluel additive. MTBE belongs to a group of chemicals called 
oxygenates. According to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), 
when oxygenates like MTBE are added to gasoline, they produce a cleaner 
burning fuel, thereby reducing tailpipe emissions and air pollution. The 1990 
Clean Air Act Amendments require oxygenates to be blended into reformulated 
gaso line that is used in high-smog areas and in areas with high carbon monoxide 
levels in Viinter rl1onths. The act does not stipulate the use ofMTBE, but most 
refiners chose to use MTBE rather than other oxygenates because of its price. 
About 26 percent of the gasoline sold in the United States in 2000 was blended 
with MTBE. Ethanol is the other widely-used oxygenate . 

., MTBE - a public health threat. Although it helps improve air quality, MTBE 
unfortunately presents a serious risk to drinking water supplies. MTBE is 
hydrophilic, meaning it is chemicaily attracted to water molecules. As a result, it 
spreads quickly over great distances into groundwater and will persist there. Once 
it is in the water supply, MTBE is very difficult to clean up. It does not readily 
bind to particles of soil. It does not degrade easily. MTBE may persist in the 
groundwater for decades. No inexpensive technology now exists to remove 
MTBE from drinking water. 

MTBE has a foul taste, and slnells like turpentine. Even in low concentrations, it 
is easy to smell and taste MTBE in drinking water. MTBE has been shown to be 
carcinogenic in rats and mice. MTBE is also a potential cause of cancer in 
humans, and may be associated with memory loss, asthma, and skin irritation. 

MTBE contamination of ground and surface water has been widely reported in 
California and across the nation. Leaking underground storage tanks are by far the 
most significant source ofMTBE pollution. Pipeline leaks, spills at gas stations, 
and car accidents also contaminate the groundwater with MTBE. One study 

19 For the unabridged and fully footnoted version of this analysis of the Methanex case, see the Forum's 
website at http://www.forumdemocracy.netldisputes/nafta cases/methanex v united states. 
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estimates that MTBE has polluted 10,000 shallow groundwater wells in 
California. Another report, by a research team at the University of California at 
Davis (UC Davis), estimated that 3,486 groundwater sites in California are 
contaminated with MTBE. California reported detecting MTBE in 30 public 
water systems. In Santa Monica, the city shut seven of its wells because ofMTBE 
contamination, thus losing half its water supply. In South Lake Tahoe, 12 of 34 
wells were closed. MTBE was found in northern California lakes such as Tahoe, 
Donner, and Shasta. To the south, MTBE was detected in lakes and reservoirs 
including Castaic, Pyramid and Perris. 

• California phases out the use of MTBE. Responding to complaints about MTBE 
contamination of groundwater, lakes and reservoirs across the state, the California 
legislature passed S.B. 521 (Mountjoy), the MTBE Public Health and Environ
mental Protection Act of 1997. The act authorized a comprehensive study of the 
health effects ofMTBE. It also authorized the governor to act by regulation to 
phase out the use ofMTBE as a gasoline additive, if the study proved were to 
prove the chemical as harmfuL Governor Gray Davis acted in 1999 to phase out 
MTBE, based on the UC Davis report. The report showed that the cost of using 
MTBE as a gasoline additive outweighed its benefits. 

Importantly, other states-and then the federal government-followed 
California's lead in curbing MTBE use. 

After lengthy proceedings and deliberations, a NAFTA tribunal ruled that all of 
Methanex corporation's claims had failed. The tribunal then assessed the corporation for 
substantial litigation costs incurred by the United States.20 Methanex is a landmark 
decision because of two key holdings: 

• with some caveats, a non-discriminatory regulation for a public purpose, which is 
enacted with due process, cannot constitute an expropriation; and 

• the "in like circumstances" test for discovering a national treatment vio lation must 
be read narrowly. The test does not encompass a comparison between two 
different products that are only generally in economic competition. 

20 Methanex v. Un ited States, Final Award, available at http://www.state.gov/s/l/c5818.html. (also available 
at www.naftalaw.com). 



Report to the Health Care Subcommittee 
Maine Citizen Trade Policy Commission 

I. Introduction 

December 2006. The Health Care Subcommittee of the Maine Citizen Trade Policy 
Commission asked the Forum on Democracy & Trade to analyze insurance elements of 
Maine's Dirigo Health Program with respect to provisions of the WTO General 
Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS). This report is primarily based on analysis 
carried out by specialists at the Harrison Institute for Public Law, Georgetown University 
Law Center. These specialists note the comp lexity of the GATS commitments, 
particularly as it pertains to a multi-faceted public policy issue like "health care," since 
health care programs may fall into a number of categories in the United States' GATS 
schedule. Here we focus specifically on Dirigo and GATS in order to enable the Maine 
CTPC to: 

• 

• 
• 
• 

Understand potential trade conflicts serious enough to bring to the attention ofU.S. 
trade negotiators and the Congress 
Raise questions about the meaning of vague GATS provisions on coverage 
~v1ake suggestions for improving state-federal consultation on health and trade policy 
Identify potential safeguards for Dirigo and similar state-level health programs. 
Safeguards could take the form of: 
>- avoiding implementation of new GATS disciplines on domestic regulation, or 
>- avoiding coverage through limits on U.S. sector commitments in the GATS. 

At the outset here, we note that there do not appear to be any foreign service providers 
active in Ivlaine's health insurance market today. Only foreign govemnlents, on behalf of 
their service companies, can instigate a GATS challenge, and so there are absolutely no 
imminent trade-law threats to Dirigo Health. 

The potential for future GATS conflicts will depend on whether foreign service providers 
will seek to enter U.S. health insurance markets, and whether existing U.S. companies 
might reorganize their corporate domicile in order to take advantage of particular trade
law provisions. Certainly the U.S. market is attractive. Compared to other wealthy 
countries in the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), the 
United States is a "statistical outlier" with respect to the provision of health services for 
its population. According to the OECD, only 44% of total health expenditures in the 
United States comes from public sources, and the 35% share of tot a! health costs 
accounted for by private health insurance programs is more than double the figure for that 
of the closest OECD country (Netherlands, at 15% provided by private suppliers).! Most 
OEeD countries have aging populations, and health care is taking up a larger share of 

1 Francesca Colombo and Nicolas Topay ,"Private Health Insurance in OECD Countries: The Benefits and 
Costs for Individuals and Health Systems," OECD Health Working Paper #15, 2004. The OECD 
average is 6% for total health expenditures paid by private health insurers. 
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government spending. This has led to a proliferation of new supplementary health 
insurance products in the European Union in recent years. Will foreign suppliers seek to 
move aggressively into US markets? Here are the scenarios under which GATS and 
other trade rules become increasingly important with respect to state health care choices: 

• Foreign fIrms might enter the market to take advantage of new government programs 
(subsidies and stable administrative payments). 

• Domestic fIrms might change their corporate domicile to take advantage of evolving 
trade rules. This scenario might also involve countries that have Free Trade 
Agreements (FT As) with the United States, which include chapters on services or 
investment that constrain government authority more than GATS. 

These scenarios would depend on how much of a legal advantage the trade rules would 
provide to a foreign frrm, as well as whether another country would threaten a trade 
dispute in order to support such a frrm. It should be borne in mind that domestic 
insurance and pharmaceutical companies have shown they are willing to spend resources 
to try and invalidate Dirigo services in the U.S. courts. 

Still, by itself, Maine is unlikely to provoke an international trade dispute. But if Maine 
continues to be a leader in state-level health policy innovation, and if other states begin to 
emulate innovations in Maine's insurance market, the threat of a trade dispute involving 
ivfaine's policy (along with others) would grow. 

Another possible scenario is that the federal government might use its unilateral powers 
to enforce trade rules through preemption; or exercising a coercive option such as 
withho Iding federal funds through the Medicaid waiver process in order to limit the 
options available to Maine in experimenting with different types of health care coverage. 

Finally, the trade rules are changing. The most likely source of GATS conflict that was 
identified involves proposed disciplines on domestic regulation that are presently being 
negotiated at the WTO. The Maine CTPC has already communicated with services 
negotiators at the Office of the United States Trade Representative regarding the Working 
Party on Domestic Regulations, and indeed Chief Services Negotiator Chris Melly has 
appeared before the commission. It is recommended that in addition to asking questions 
about new GATS health-sector commitments, the Maine CTPC also continue to monitor 
the domestic regulation negotiations very carefully. 

It was recently announced that services negotiations are starting up again at the WTO, 
after the five-month suspension following the collapse of the Doha Round. A recent 
article in the Washington trade press2 notes that 

During a 'Friends of Services' meeting ... , lead US negotiator Chris Melly 
pressed for a clear strategy - starting with ambassadors fIrst and ministers 
later - that would get to the nitty-gritty 0 f bargaining. " 

2 "A 'Green Light' to Re-start DDA [Doha Development Agenda]," Washington Trade Daily, 17 
November 2006. 
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Mr. Melly's statement might be evaluated in light of two comments he made in front of 
the Maine CTPC at the commission's 18 September 2006 meeting: fIrst, that USTR 
considered the Working Party on Domestic Regulation's Chairman's Text to be 
"horrible"; and second, that he doubted there would be any serious negotiations on 
services "before the end of the year. One would assume that the Chairman's Text is the 
basis for the "nitty-gritty of bargaining." Has Mr. Melly (and by extension USTR) 
shifted from the previous assertion that there would not be significant negotiations on 
services before the end of2006? 

In response to CTPC questions, Mr. Melly stated again that USTR was not willing to 
honor the Governor's letter/request carving the State of Maine out of new GATS sector 
commitments. He stated that USTR did not see such carve-outs as necessary because 
Maine laws on roadside billboards or library services were unlikely to be challenged. Mr. 
Melly did not mention health care in his remarks before the Commission. And yet in the 
case of health care and pharmaceuticals, the recent history of domestic lawsuits suggests 
that it would be prudent to carve out health and pharmaceutical policies from coverage 
under GATS in order to reduce the risk of trade conflicts in the future. The fact that there 
are no foreign service suppliers in the market suggests that the negotiating cost of such a 
carve-out is low at the present time. 

The expansion and growth of private health care programs in Europe and other major 
trade-partner countries does suggest that foreign suppliers might seek to enter Maine's 
health insurance market in the future. Under these conditions, the cautions noted by 
Maine CTPC, as well as Governor Baldacci in his 5 April 2006 letter, seem very 
reasonable. Maine is fully justified in seeking further clarification from USTR with 
respect to that part of the U.S. GATS schedule where domestic legal challenges have 
already been brought by domestic actors. Maine is identified as a national leader in 
health care reform, and has been targeted accordingly. Maine's concerns are 
appropriate insofar as the rapid growth of private health care provides in Europe 
who may wish to enter the U.S. market makes a challenge to Maine law more likely. 

The remainder of this report follows the format and analysis provided by the Harrison 
Institute for Public Law. It is divided into four parts: 

• Part II provides an overview of the relevant Dirigo elements. 
• Part III addresses general GATS coverage ofDirigo Health. 
• Part IV outlines the risk of conflict between Dirigo and GATS. 
• Part V presents the potential safeguards that CTPC could recommend to protect 

Dirigo from conflict. 
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II. Brief Introduction to Dirigo 

Before detailing specific GATS questions, this section provides (1) an overview ofDirigo 
terms, (2) a summary of how the program operates, and (3) a mention of three specific 
Dirigo provisions that are most likely to conflict with GATS obligations. 

a) Dirigo Terms 

The Dirigo program is a bundle of services that include insurance coverage provided by 
Dirigo to individuals, sole proprietors and small businesses. Employers and employees 
both pay Dirigo for the package. Dirigo, in tum, uses these and other funds available to it 
to cover its obligations for health care and prescription drug coverage through a group 
contract with Anthem. The Dirigo statute and its website describe the related services, 
which include prevention and wellness programs. 3 Three Dirigo terms could easily be 
confused if not explained. The relevant terms are: 

II Dirigo Health Act (the "A.ct")-the actual statute that created Dirigo Health, 
which is codified at ME. REv. STAT. ANN. tit. 24-A, § 6901 et seq. (2006). 

II Dirigo Health (the "Agency")-an independent executive agency created by the 
Act "to arrange for the provision of comprehensive, affordable health care 
coverage.,,4 The Act creates the framework for the Agency to provide health 
services to Maine residents and minimize health care costs. 

• Dirigo Health Program (the "Program") and DirigoChoice-The Act 
authorizes the ft .. gency to create and manage a specific kind of health insurance 
within the Dirigo Health Program. The Dirigo web site refers to the insurance 
element as DirigoChoice. 

DirigoChoice is available to: 

• Small Business Employees (2-50 employees); 
II Sole Proprietors (self employed / business of 1); and 
• Individuals who: 

o Are unemployed 
o Work for a Small Business that does not offer insurance 
o Own a Small Business but cannot get enough employees to join a Small 

Group plan 
o Work less than 20 hours a week for any single employer 

3 See <http://www.dirigohealth.maine.gov/index.html>. viewed January 12, 2007. 

4 ME. REv. STAT. ANN. tit. 24-A, § 6902. 
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o Are early retirees whose employer does not contribute to health benefits. 5 

Dirigo Health operates under a board of directors and an executive director. 6 The Act 
delegates rulemaking power to the Agency7 and requires the Agency to arrange for the 
provision ofDirigo Health Program coverage. 8 

Section 6910 outlines requirements for Dirigo Health to create DirigoChoice. In short, 
Dirigo Health contracts with insurance carriers to provide coverage and with eligible 
businesses to arrange for coverage under the Program. The Agency may also permit 
eligible individuals to purchase coverage for themselves and their dependents.9 

The Act authorizes the Agency to establish subsidies for "eligible individuals or 
employees whose incon1e is under 300% of the federal poverty level,,,lo The subsidies 
are funded by savings offset payments, which are the amount saved by insurance carriers 
and third-party administrators as a result of the operation of the Dirigo Health Program. 
The Act authorizes the Agency to calculate this amount and co Hect it from non-Dirigo 

.- 11 
carrIers. 

In sum, the Act creates a new Dirigo service and subsidizes its consumers. The Act also 
imposes some regulatory requirements (including a medical loss ratio for the fIrst time on 
small group policies and some reporting requirements), but it does not place any 
restrictions on the type or amount of health insurance that may be offered by non-Dirigo 

5 See Dirigo Fact Sheet: Agency Presentation to the Governor's Blue Ribbon Commission, at 6 (2006) 
[hereinafter Dirigo Fact Sheet], available at < 
http://www.dirigohealth.maine.gov/agency Fact Sheet Final 091506.pdf>. 

6 See id. §§ 6904, 6909. 

7 See id § 6908. 

8 See id § 6910. The Act authorized Dirigo Health to create a nonprofit health care plan ifhealth 
insurance carriers did not apply to offer Program coverage. See ME. REv. STAT. ANN. tit. 24-A, § 
6910(2). Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield prevented the nonprofit option by becoming the first 
company to negotiate for business under Dirigo Health. See Healthcare Coverage; Survey shows 
businesses shunning state health plan, HEALTH & MED. WK., Aug. 2, 2004, at 549. Anthem is the only 
provider offering Dirigo Health Program coverage and recently renewed its contract for one more year. 
See Dirigo Health Agency Reaches Agreement with Anthem on DirigoChoice (2006), on-line at: 
http://www.maine.gov/governorlbaldaccilhealthpolicyinews/92206.htm. 

9 See ME. REv. STAT. ANN. tit. 24-A, § 6910(4). 

10 I d. § 6912. 

11 The constitutionality ofthe savings offset payments of the Act and the validity of the methodology 
employed to determine savings in 2005 were recently upheld by the Cumberland County Superior Court. 
See lv/aine Assoc. of Health Plans v. State, No. Civ.A. AP-05-090, 2006 vVL 2959744 (Me. Super. Ct. 
Aug. 4, 2006); Dirigo Health Wins Court Case: Savings Confirmed (2006), at http://www.maine. 
gov/governor/baldaccilhealthpolicy/news/8 _7 _ 06.htm. The petitioners have filed a notice of appeal, 
which is limited to the statutory interpretation question of which savings can be counted in calculating 
the savings offset. On December 28, 2006, the Dirigo Health board imposed a savings offset payment 
for the second year of the program. Dirigo Health Agency, Minutes of Board of Directors Meeting 
(December 28, 2006) 4. 
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carriers. 12 The Act's most direct impact on the private market is that it requires carriers 
to pay back their savings attributable to the Dirigo program, and it may lead to a the shift 
of some customers to the Dirigo supplier. 

b) Specific Dirigo Provisions 

This section highlights the specific Dirigo provisions that are most likely to risk conflict 
with GATS. 

1. Savings Offset Payments 

The Act authorizes Dirigo Health to analyze the total savings in the health insurance 
market attributable to the presence of the Program and seek to recover these savings from 
private carriers. 13 In authorizing the Agency to determine the total savings to private 
carriers the Act provides standards but also arguably delegates the authority to the 
Agency to determine standards not listed in the statute. A Maine trial court recently 
upheld this statutory delegation to the Agency as not being unconstitutionally vague. 14 

w'hile the statute is silent, the DirigoChoice carrier is required to make the savings offset 
payment. I5 The Dirigo board recently voted to impose a savings offset payment for the 
second year of the program. Meanwhile, a Governor's Blue Ribbon Commission 
continues to seek an alternative source of funding for the Dirigo Health Program. 16 

2. Subsidies 

The Agency arranges for subsidies for those "eligible individuals or employees whose 
income is under 300% of the federal poverty level.,,17 The Act either brings new 

12 See Public Laws 2003, chapter 469, available at 
http://janus.state.me.us/legis/rosllom/LOM121stllOPub451-500/Pub451-500-108.htm#P7772 816250, 
viewed January 12, 2007. 

13 See ME. REv. STAT. ANN. tit. 24-A, § 6913. 

14 See Maine Assoc. a/Health Plans, 2006 WL 2959744, at *3 nA. 

15 The Act also exempts certain other carriers from making the payments. The relevant portion of the Act 
states: 

The board shall determine annually a savings offset amount to be paid by health insurance 
carriers, employee benefit excess insurance carriers and 3rd-party administrators, not 
including carriers and 3rd-party administrators with respect to accidental injury, specified 
disease, hospital indemnity, dental, vision, disability income, long-term care, Medicare 
supplement or other limited benefit health insurance. 

ME. REv. STAT. ANN. tit. 24-A, § 6913(2). 

16 See supra note 11. See also, Governor Applauds Decision to Table Dirigo Savings Offset Payment, 
available at http://www.maine.gov/governor/baldacciihealthpolicY/news/8806.htm. viewed January 12, 
2007. 

17Id. § 6912. 
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consumers to the market-those who might not otherwise consume health insurance--or 
pulls those on the margin over to the Dirigo supplier. The subsidies increase the base of 
possible consumers for Dirigo Health Program coverage-and decrease consun1ers of 
non-Dirigo services. 

Approximately 40% ofDirigoChoice members were uninsured prior to enrolling,18 which 
means that 60% of DirigoChoice consumers were insured by a private market company 
before switching to Dirigo coverage. DirigoChoice is attracting more than half of its 
consumers away from private market providers. With 19,352 members in enrolled in 
DirigoChoice in August 2006, DirigoChoice attracted 11,000 consumers away other 
service suppliers. 19 

3. Contracting Authority (Qualification Requirements) 

The Act outlines the manner in which Dirigo Health may exercise its contracting 
authority and powers to administer Dirigo Health services. The contracting authority 
provisions include the qualification requirements for carriers who wish to offer Dirigo 
coverage. 20 Some relevant provisions are: 

• Dirigo Health is required to issue bid proposals. 21 

• Dirigo Health may lnc1ude cost-containment provisions in contracts vvith 
insurance carriers.22 

• Dirigo Health may set the allowable rates for administration and 
underwriting gains for the Program. 23 

• Dirigo Health may limit the number of eligible individuals who enroll in 
the Program. 24 

Ill. General GATS Coverage of Dirigo Health 

The Dirigo Health program is covered by GATS. Under Article I, GATS covers 
measures that affect trade in services. Clearly, Dirigo affects trade in health insurance 
services. The one exclusion from general GATS coverage is for "a service supplied in 
the exercise of government authority." This "government authority" exclusion takes a 
measure out of GATS coverage only if both of two tests are satisfied. The measure must 

18 See Agency Fact Sheet, supra note 5, at 14. 

19 See id at 12. 

20 The Contracting Authority provisions cover contracts with insurance carriers, contracts with eligible 
businesses to cover employees, and authority to permit individuals to purchase DirigoChoice for 
themselves and their dependents. See ME. REv. STAT. ANN. tit. 24-A, § 6910(4)(A)-(C). 

21 24-A MRSA Section 691O(4)(A)(1). 
22 Id. § 6910(4)(A)(2). 

23 Id. § 6910(4)(A)(5). 

24 Id § 6910(4)(C)(6). 
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be (a) not supplied on a commercial basis and (b) not in competition with one or more 
. l' 25 servIce supp lers. 

As noted below, over 60% ofDirigo consumers are drawn from unsubsidized competitors 
ofDirigo. While it may seem obvious that Dirigo provides a commercial product and 
competes with commercial providers of health insurance, we raise this question about 
GATS coverage for one important reason. U.S. trade negotiators have repeatedly said to 
state officials that any government service is excluded as an exercise of government 
authority. 

This is the line taken in a 13 April 2005 letter from Assistant USTR for Congressional 
Affairs Matt Niemeyer to Senator Susan M. Collins. Unfortunately, Mr. Niemeyer's 
interpretation would appear to misapprehend the nature of Dirigo, and relies on a very 
expansive notion of the "government authority exclusion." 
In response to questions raised by Senator Collins, Niemeyer writes: 

Based on the description of Maine's Dirigo Health Plan, we understand 
that the plan operates under the auspices of the Maine government and 
receives some state funding for the first year as well as public funds 
through Medicaid. We understand that the plan has several objectives, 
including working with insurance companies and hospitals to find 
voluntary means of reducing the cost of insurance and health care and 
ensuring that poor citizens are able to obtain insurance. Dirigo appears to 
have a unique governmental role and is not intended to compete directly 
with private sector suppliers of insurance and related services or health 
care services (italics added). 

The Dirigo customer statistics suggest that Dirigo competes on the margin with private 
insurance suppliers, and indeed, some degree of competition is unavoidable given 
Dirigo's objectives. The Maine CTPC may therefore wish to pursue further this issue 
with USTR. Knowing whether or not USTR misunderstood or misrepresented the 
purposes ofDirigo in its letter to Senator Collins is less important than obtaining a 
written clarification ofUSTR's understanding of general GATS coverage of state
initiative health care pro-grams, with respect to this question: Does USTR believe that 
GATS does not cover a government-:-subsidized program, even when it takes customers 
away from commercial companies? 

IV. Dirigo's Risk of GATS Conflict 

For each measure, this section comments on potential conflicts and raises questions about 
interpretation of GATS. Any potential conflict assumes the existence ofa foreign service 
supplier in the market: either a domestic supplier incorporating abroad, or a foreign 
supp lier attempting to enter the market. 

25 General Agreement on Trade in Services art. I:3(c), Apr. 15, 1994,33 LL.M. 44 (1994) [hereinafter 
GATS], on-line at: http://www.wto.org/English/docs e/legal e/legal e.htrn#services. 
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a) Savings Offset Payments 

The Act only requires non-Dirigo providers to make the savings offset payments and 
leaves calculation of the payments to the discretion of the Agency. These provisions 
implicate the domestic regulation and national treatment obligations. 

1. National Treatment 

In service sectors a Member has specifically scheduled, the national treatment obligation 
requires the Member to treat domestic and foreign service suppliers equally.26 A measure 
conflicts with the obligation if it "modifies the conditions of competition in favour of 
services or service suppliers" of domestic frrms compared to foreign firms. 27 
Nevertheless, the national treatment obligation is limited in that equal treatment only 
needs to be extended to "like" services and services suppliers; thus, if suppliers are not 
"like," a measure treating them differently does not vio late national treatment. 

A "likeness" test has yet to be fully flushed out by WTO dispute resolution, though two 
panels have taken the general approach that service suppliers that offer the same services 
are "like.,,28 More complex service sectors or situations may require comparison of a 
number of relevant criteria and "greater attention may need to be paid to external factors 
such as competitive relationships and the circumstances in which services are being 
supp lied. ,,29 

? Likeness. What is the meaning of "likeness" in this Dirigo market? 
Are non-Dirigo insurance providers "like" Anthem, which is the sole Dirigo 
provider? 

Following the test from one WTO decision, the Dirigo and non-Dirigo providers could be 
"like" to the extent that they all offer the same service. However, looking at the 
circumstances in which the services are offered illuminates external factors that 
distinguish the two providers. A dispute panel determining likeness will probably ask: 

• Is a Dirigo provider different because it offers services to a low-income population? 

26 See GATS art. XVII: lea) ("In the sectors inscribed in its Schedule, and subject to any conditions and 
qualifications set out therein, each Member shall accord to services and service suppliers of any other 
Member, in respect of all measures affecting the supply of services, treatment no less favourable than 
that it accords to its own like services and service suppliers.") 

27 See id art. XVII: 3. 

28 See European Communities - Regime for the Importation, Sale and Distribution of Bananas, Panel 
Report, WTIDS27/RlUSA ~7.322 (May 22, 1997) (declining to find banana distributors with different 
origins of the bananas to be different service suppliers and stating "to the extent that entities provide 
these like services, they are like service suppliers"); Canada - Autos, Panel Report, WT/DS142/R 
~10.248 (Feb. 11,2000) (same). 

29 Eric H. Leroux, From Periodicals to Gambling: A Review of Systemic Issues Addressed by WTO 
Adjudicatory Bodies under the GATS, at 29 (Paper presented at the World Trade Forum 2006, Bern, 
Switzerland). 
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• Is a Dirigo provider different because it is directly accountable to a government 
agency? 

• Is a Dirigo provider different because it actually saves the market money and is 
subsidized by those savings? 

Ifnon-Dirigo suppliers do not supply a "like" service as Dirigo suppliers, or if the two 
are not "like suppliers," then the two provisions may be safe from conflict with national 
treatment. 

2. Domestic Regulation 

There may also be a risk of conflict between the savings offset payments provisions and 
the requirements of the domestic regulation obligation. GATS requires measures that 
relate to "qualification requirements and procedures, technical standards and licensing 
requirements" to be "based on objective and transparent criteria ... [and] ... not more 
burdensome than necessary to ensure the quality of the service,,3o 

A Maine trial court recently rejected an argument that the savings offset payment was 
unconstitutionally vague.31 The plaintiffs-the Maine Association of Health Plans, the 
Maine Automobile Dealers, and the Maine State Chamber of Commerce-argued that the 
Act did not provide clear direction for the Agency to determine the savings offset amount 
and that the Agency measured savings using factors not enumerated in the statute. The 
Act requires that: 

[T]he board shall determine annually ... the aggregate measurable cost 
savings, including any reduction or avoidance of bad debt and charity care 
costs to health care providers in this state as a result of the operation of 
Dirigo Health and any increased MaineCare enrollment due to an 
expansion in MaineCare eligibility occurring after June 30, 2004.32 

The plaintiffs argued that defining cost savings with the term "including" was 
ambiguous, allowing the Agency to limit the factors to those stated or alternatively 
adding factors not enumerated in the statute. The Agency board of directors originally 
calculated $136.8 million in cost savings, though the superintendent reduced that amount 
to $43.7 million, disapproving several factors used by the board.33 The plaintiffs 
challenged the superintepdent's calculation, but the trial court upheld the $43.7 million, 
stating "that the Superintendent's determination is supported by substantial evidence in 
the record. ,,34 

30 GATS art. VI:5(a)(i). 

31 See Maine Assoc. of Health Plans, 2006 WL 2959744, at *3 11.4. 

32 ME. REv. STAT. ANN. tit. 24-A, § 6913(l)(A) (emphasis added). 

33 See Maine Assoc. of Health Plans, 2006 WL 2959744, at *4. 

34Id. 
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While dismissing the argument because it had not been originally raised at the agency 
level, the trial court also rejected its merits, stating that "[a ]lthough, the legislative 
scheme is complex, a person of general intelligence would understand that a number of 
factors determine these kind of savings, such as hospital savings, uninsured savings, 
health care provider fee savings, certificate of need and capital investment fund savings, 
and insurance carrier savings. ,,35 

Domestic causes of action are often analogous to GATS claims. A trade conflict could 
arise if the domestic regulation requirement used in the GATS is stricter than the one 
applied under Maine law. That is to say: 

• if the application of non-statutory standards by the agency may not be 
"objective and transparent" as required by GATS; 

• the use of the payments may not be the least "burdensome" means to ensure 
the quality of Dirigo insurance; and 

• if there is a less burdensome alternative to fund the program--for instance, 
through the general tax base-

then the saving payments could violate the domestic regulation obligation in the GATS. 
Consequently, two domestic regulation questions arise: 

? Transparent and Objective Delegation. How strict is the transparent and 
objective requirement o}-domestic reguiation? Can statutory delegation to an 
administrative agency be considered objective? In the "domestic regulation" 
negotiations, will USTR argue for a softer standard, one that is more in line with 
the kind of analysis used by the Maine trial court? 

The domestic insurance industry has already shown that it is willing to spend resources to 
litigate against Dirigo, making the argument that the Dirigo Act is unconstitutional 
because it vaguely delegated authority to the Agency to determine how to calculate the 
savings payn1ents. The industry argued the statute was ambiguous because the Agency 
was able to consider factors not enumerated in the statute in making its calculation. The 
Maine trial court determined the statute was not void for vagueness because "a person of 
general intelligence would understand that a number of factors determine these kind of 
savings.,,36 In conclusion, then: would the G.A .... TS standard be as lenient as the Maine trial 
court's "general intelligence" test? Or, will the GATS require more specificity in the 
terms of the authority/cost calculation powers delegated to an administrative agency? 

? Transparent and Objective Regulations. If the agency promulgates clear 
regulations, do those regulations cure any objectivity problem with the statute? 

One further issue should be raised with respect to the Savings Offset Payments. The 
1\1aine trial court described the savings offset payment as a licensing fee rather than a 
tax. 37 However, in the WTO negotiations on domestic regulation, several nations have 

35 Id. at *3 n.4. 

36 See id 

37 Id. at *3. 
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proposed a new discipline to ensure that licensing fees are not more burdensome than 
necessary to pay for costs of administering licensing requirements. 38 In fact, the Dirigo 
statute excludes the cost of administration from the savings offset, and charges licensed 
carriers the much larger cost of calculation of savings generated by the existence of 
Dirigo Health. 

? Burdensomeness of licensing fees. Would the Dirigo savings offset be a 
licensing fee under GATS? If so, would it violate proposed disciplines that limit 
such fees to only cover the costs of administration? 

b) Subsidies 

Subject to the same "likeness" and national treatment test described above, the subsidy 
provisions also risk conflict with the national treatment obligation. If a subsidy for 
Dirigo consumers "modifies the conditions of competition" in favor of the domestic 
Dirigo provider-and subject to the same "likeness" analysis above-there may be a risk 
of conflict between the subsidies provisions and the national treatment obligation. 

It is clear that the Maine legislature intended for Dirigo subsidies to change the 
conditiohs of competition, at least for Dirigo consumers. These consumers are either 
people without health insurance before Dirigo, or consumers on the margins who are 
pulled away from non-Dirigo insurance providers because Dirigo is now offered at a 
lower price. These subsidy questions are implicitly tied to those firms that have access to 
this new subsidized market, which leads to the question of who can meet the 
requirements to qualify as a Dirigo provider. 

c) Qualification Requirements 

Disciplines developed in the GATS intend to limit the ability of governments to use 
qualification requirements for service suppliers trying to enter a market. The risk of 
conflict between the qualification requirements for Dirigo and GATS obligations is less 
clear, depending on whether or not the qualification requirements under Dirigo are 
deemed to be sufficiently explicit. 39 The requirements could conflict: 

38 Most recently, the chair of those negotiations proposed: 

11. Each Member shall ensure that any licensing fees have regard to the administrative costs involved 
and do not in themselves represent an impediment to engaging in the relevant activity. This shall not 
preclude the recovery of any additional costs of administering licensing requirements and any other 
administrative activities related to the regulation of the relevant services. 

WI~, Note by the Chairman, Disciplines on Domestic Regulation Pursuant to GATS Article VI:4 
Consolidated Working Paper, Working Party on Domestic Reguiation, JOB(06)/225 ~11 (July 2006). 

39 See ME. REv. STAT. ANN. tit. 24-A, § 6910(4)(a). Under the Act, the only explicit requirements of 
providers who wish to qualify to be Dirigo providers are that they licensed to sell health insurance in 
Maine and that they qualify as health plans in Medicaid. See id § 6910(3),(4). There may be other 
requirements contained in the Request for Proposals issued by the Dirigo Health agency on May 7,2004. 
See Dirigo Health, Timelines & Milestones, http://w.Vvw.dirigohealth.maine.gov/dhspOlc.html. 
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• with Domestic Regulation rules if the requirements are "more burdensome 
that necessary." An assessment of burdensome ness would entail analysis of 
licensing requirements for domestic suppliers, which is beyond the scope of 
this report. 

• with Market Access if there is a limit on the number of Dirigo providers. On 
its face, the statute does not limit the numer of Dirigo providers, and in 
practice, Anthem is the only company to bid for a Dirigo contract. 

• with National Treatment if foreign health insurance providers are not 
eligible to become Dirigo providers. Had there been a foreign provider in the 
market, it would have been entitled to compete for the Dirigo contract. 

v. Potential Safeguards 

In addition to asking for clarification on the GATS questions posed above, the Maine 
CTPC could request several potential safeguards to protect Dirigo from any possible 
GATS conflict. These safeguards relate to two parts of the GATS and current GATS 
negotiations: 

• the still pending negotiations on domestic regulation disciplines; and 

• coverage ofDirigo under GATS and the U.S. GATS schedule. 

Letters from the Maine CTPC and the Governor to the Office of the United States Trade 
Representative have already addressed aspects of each. The following ideas could be 
discussed with respect to the CTPC's 2007 workplan: 

a) Domestic Regulation 

0' Domestic Regulation. New disciplines are currently being negotiated in the 
Working Party on Domestic Regulation. Less restrictive alternatives have been 
offered to replace the "objective and transparent" and "no more burdensome than 
necessary" requirements found in the Uruguay-Round GATS text. One potential 
safeguard is to avoid implementation of the objectivity and necessity tests in 
favor a less restrictive domestic regulation discipline. 

b) Coverage 

o Clarify that certain public health services, such as insurance, are 
not covered. This would necessitate a shared interpretation at the WTO, 
and in particular within the GATS Council, of the scope of the "government 
authority exclusion." The government authority exclusion would be 
inte1preted to exclude publicly funded insurance programs. 40 

40 Readers interested in this question are referred to a recent article, "What is a 'Service Supplied in the 
Exercise of Government Authority' Under Article 1:3(b) and (c) of the General Agreement on Trade in 
Services?", by Eric H. Leroux; Journal of World Trade, 40(3): 345-385, 2006. Leroux's analytical 
framework is to examine whether the "modalities" of particular public services "place them outside the 
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o Withdraw coverage. Convince USTR to withdraw the U.S. commitment 
on health insurance services. Article XXI of GATS allows a Member to 
modify its schedule. Of course, any Member affected by the modification 
may request compensation in exchange for the modification. However, if 
there currently there are no foreign insurance supp liers in the health insurance 
market in Maine, then there would be no affected Member. This should allow 
USTR to withdraw the commitment without objection. 

o Limit Coverage. Lin1it the U.S. commitment on health insurance services 
in USTR's revised U.S. schedule. This can be done in two ways. First, and 
less preferable, limit the health insurance commitment by specifically carving 
out Dirigo. Second, and more preferable, horizontally carve out publicly 
funded programs for essential services across all health service sectors. 
Several states have already expressed an interest in obtaining a horizontal 
carve-out of publicly funded programs for essential health services. 

realm of the marketplace." Using his standards for determining what is inside or outside the market, it 
appears likely that Dirigo would be judged as being "inside" the realm of the marketplace, as would a 
plain-language reading of Article 1:3(b) and (c) of the GATS. Apparently there have been on-going 
discussions at the WTO GATS Council regarding the scope of the government authority exclusion, and 
the Maine CTPe may wish to learn more about those discussions. 
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Appropriation language from LD 499- An Act Making Unified Appropriations and 
Allocations for the Expenditures of State Government, General Fund and Other Funds, 
and Changing Certain Provisions of the Law Necessary to the Proper Operations of 
State Government for the Fiscal Years Ending June 30, 2008 and June 30, 2009 





Legislature 0081 

Initiative: Provides funds for the operation of the Citizen Trade Policy Commission established 
in the Maine Revised Statutes, Title 10, chapter I-A. Operational expenses include expenses for 
members of the commission, per diem and expenses for Legislative members of the commission, 
Personal Services and All Other expenses as determined by the commission within the 
appropriation provided in this Part. The commission is authorized to either establish one project 
position or contract for staff assistance in order to carry out its duties. 

GENERAL FUND 

Unallocated 

GENERAL FUND TOTAL 

2007-08 

$30,000 

$30,000 

2008-09 

$30,000 

$30,000 
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Citizen Trade Policy Commission 
Friday, July 20, 2006 

Room 126, State. House, Augusta 
9:30 AM meeting of the subcommittees 

10:30 PM meeting of the full Commission 

Meeting Summary 

Members present:, Sen. Margaret Rotundo (co-chair), Sen. Kevin Raye, Rep. John Patrick (co-chair), 
Rep. Rod Carr, Mary Ellen Johnston, Matt Schlobohm, Linda Pistner, Leslie Manning, Malcolm Burson, 
Cynthia Phinney, and Peter Connell. 

Members absent:, Sen. Bruce Bryant, Rep. Deborah Hutton, Barbara Van Burgel, Bjorn Claeson, Wade 
Merritt, Paul Volckhausen, Mark Haggerty and Robert Weiss. 

Staff present: Curtis Bentley, Legislative Analyst; Alison Ames, Legislative Researcher 

I. Meeting of subcommittees prior to full commission meeting (9:30AM) 

• Only the Natural Resources/Environment subcommittee met and while it was a 
productive meeting it did not have anything to report back to the Commission at this 
time. 

II. Telephone conference call with Peter Riggs (lO:30AM) 

• Identified three or four major tasks involving the subcommittees: 1) Agriculture
Where Maine stands regarding farm bill/VITO issues; 2) Labor -procurement 
question, the Forum still needs to do some work before talk to the Labor 
subcommittee about this issue; 3) Healthcare - Forum will spend time this fall 
looking at GATS and will ask for subcommittee support that time - sometime in 
December will convene a meeting to look at how subcommittee can provide input on 
healthcare; 4) Natural resources - Bill Warren is gathering information on the Poland 
Springs case. Will look at an update on risks from GATS and NAFTA investment 
provisions - a risk assessment on water/trade issues but could also do as a case study 
too. Matt Schlobohlll suggested conducting the over-all risk assessment on water/trade 
issues facing Maine. The Commission and Peter Riggs agreed on that approach. 

• Gave Commission an update on the working party on domestic relations. Stated that 
in June this party was moving tovvards issuing binding rules on Gft.TS "no more 
burdensome than necessary" standard but USTR stood firm against this "necessity" 
test. However, the chairman's notes provided a "national policy objectives" test that 
has also raised concenlS with states. It has been suggested that this should be changed 
to "dolnestic policy objectives." Suggested that the Commission may want to send a 
letter to its congressional delegation about its concerns with the "national policy 
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objectives" language. Sen. Raye moved that the Commission send a letter to Maine's 
Congressional Delegation urging the language be changed from "national policy 
objectives" to "domestic policy objectives." The motion was seconded by Rep. Carr 
and passed unanimously (8-0). Peter Riggs will send the Commission's staff a more 
detailed letter regarding this language to aid in the drafting of the Commission's 
letter. 

• Peter stated that the Commission's letters have had a positive impact on USTR and 
has prompted other states to voice concerns to USTR as well. The Commission's 
letter on GATS to USTR was very important on a global level to tum back obtrusive 
language in the negotiations. 

• Commission directed staff to send Peter Riggs an email with a list of Commission 
members that will be attending the NCSL meeting so Peter can help those members 
prepare for the NCSL meeting. 

• The Forum may be hosting a national trade meeting in Washington, DC in October on 
trade and agriculture/fa,.~ bill and the Forum may want Maine to have a seat at the 
table. Currently, the meeting has not been approved but Peter will keep the 
Commission informed on its status. 

• Rep. Carr suggested that the Commission send non-legislators to these types of 
meetings so that there is an institutional memory within the Commission because 
legislators have a limited "shelf life." 

• Sen. Rotundo asked Peter Riggs to work with Deb Bryd(sp?) regarding sustainable 
agriculture/development to see if there is a "vay to "work together to mnplify 11aine's 
voice on trade issues. 

• Peter said the FOrulTI is willingto be a press contact for some of the Commission's 
activities. 

III. NCSL meeting 

• Rep. Patrick, Rep. Hutton and Curtis Bentley will attend the August NCSL meeting in 
Nashville. Rep. Patrick will be part of a panel discussion about labor and economic 
development issues and intends to give overview of what Maine is doing. 

• Commission directed Rep. Patrick and staff to touch base with MITC (Wade Merritt) 
and the Governor's office (Carla Black) to see if there is anything Rep. Patrick can 
bring forward at the meeting as a state 

IV. Outreach and pUblicity. 
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• The Maine Department of Labor is going to follow laid off employees of a shoe factory who 
were laid off as a result of international trade issues. People see the displaced workers and 
empty buildings but don't necessarily tie it to trade. Suggested that the Commission help 
inform people that one person, one letter, one act can have an impact on international trade 
issues and spread the word about the significance of the Commission and the success it has 
had in influencing international trade negotiations and how those agreements are 
implemented on a local level. Suggested that a tri-fold brochure may be an effective way to 
communicate what the Commission is and what it has accomplished. 

• Stated that the Commission needs to do a better job engaging small businesses and towns and 
of targeting the message to those who we intend to reach. 

• Suggested that the Commission should send out a newsletter or article to trade journals, 
newspapers or other business publications; may want to include snippets of human stories vs. 
laws, etc. For public hearings should target in local weekly papers and make the press 
releases relevant to the local people. 

• Suggested that the Commission should hold meetings or conferences with target groups to 
get the word out. 

• Stated that the regularity of publicity is important so people know the Commission's work is 
on-going. Need to keep building the pubiicity up to the very day of the hearing through 
follow ups and continued press releases/articles. 

• Stated that the human connection is the most ilnportant and effective at engaging the public; 
should generate a list of key people and businesses that have been hardest hit then get an 
intern or student to go out and interview those people and then tie them into the work of the 
Commission. 

• Suggested that when selecting a public hearing location should select smaller areas that have 
been impacted by trade then work on chamber or Rotary of that area to get the word out. 

• Suggested that public hearings be planned much further in advance of the hearing to give 
ample time for press releases and articles to appear in publications. 

• Suggested that the COilllnission look to career centers and radio as outlets - drive time radio 
is very popular and public service announcements are fairly simple to produce. 

• Suggested that the COlnmission send public hearing testimony to Maine's 
Congressional Delegation; people need to know there is a reason/purpose for the 
public hearings that something will be done with the information. Should use 
people's stories to get the congressional delegations attention. 

• Suggested that since fast track reauthorization is coming up, the Commission should 
look to post-Novelnber outreach in terms of getting its story out because the media 
will be looking for a link to Maine; Maine Biz is a possibility and prior to the next 
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public hearing may want to contact the 207 Show to get son1eone from the 
Commission on that program. 

• Legislative outreach - Try to get on legislative agendas sometime in early January. 
Commission created a "publicity subcommittee" (Sen. Rotundo, Leslie Manning, 
Linda Pistner and Mary Ellen Johnston). Sen. Rotundo will be the convener of the 
subcommittee and asked that if anyone has any suggestions for people to work with to 
e-mail Sen. Rotundo that information. Sen. Rotundo will check with colleges to find 
students willing to work on legislative outreach. 

• Press n1ember suggested (after meeting adjourned) that staff put out a specific 
meeting advisory notice to newspapers before each regular meeting and public 
hearing. 

v. Trade Adjustment Assistance job loss data 

• Maine Department of Labor is willing to provide quarterly reports to the Commission 
and DOL is willing to talk to the Commission about the assistance program after the 
first report is sent to the Commission. 

VI. Potential speakers for FY 2006-07 

• Kaye Wilke- Rep. Patrick will talk to her at NCSL meeting in August. 

• Janine Carry (new executive director of MIT C) - suggested the Commission wait to 
ask her to be a guest until she has been officially appointed and had time to settle into 
new position. 

• Michael Shuman (economist/author "The Small-mart Revolution: How Local 
Businesses Are Beating the Global Competition"). He has an office in Bucksport and 
has done work in the Millinocket post plant closings; procurement is one of his areas 
of expertise. Commission agreed to invite Mr. Shuman as its second speaker and 
should try to find a time when he is already in Maine. 

• David Clough (Maine Chamber Commerce) just to have conversation to engage the 
Chamber as partners. 

• Jim McGregor (Maine Merchant Association) - invite him on same day as the David 
Clough. 

• Susan Schwab (USTR) Commission directed staff to send her and invitation and also 
to ask Maine's Congressional Delegation to follow up on our invitation. 

• Alan Tolson Trade deficit - Comlnission agreed to have this speaker first. Peter 
Connell agreed to approach Alan. 
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• Sanho Tree (Institute for Policy Studies) - connection between trade agreements 
and the drug trafficking. 

• Matt Schlobohm will research the most appropriate speaker on trade & water issues 
as they impact Maine and bring a suggestion back to the Commission's next nleeting. 

VII. Next regular meeting 

• Commission agreed not to hold a meeting in August. 

• Commission unanimously agreed to begin holding regular meetings starting in 
October on the first Friday of each month. 

• Commission agreed to hold its next regular meeting on September t h (Thursday) at 
9:30AM for subcommittees and 10:30AM for the full Commission. 

• Commission direct staff to ask Peter Riggs to send the August preliminary report of 
the assessment by email to Commission members and then the Commission will take 
it up during the September meeting along with NCSL reports. 

VIII. Next public bearing 

• Commission agreed to hold the next public hearing in Presque Isle, Aroostook County 
on November 30th (Thursday) at 6:00PM at City Hall. The COlnmission directed staff 
to secure penl1ission to hold meeting at the Presque Isle City Hall. 

• Commission agreed to hold a spring public hearing in Calais, Washington County, 
Maine. 

IX. Annual report 

• Suggested that report include success stories about the Commission's work. 

• Staff advised the Commission that a draft report would be sent via email in the fall for 
their review. 

x. Adjournment. 

• The Commission adjourned its meeting at approximately 1 :OOPM. 
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Citizen Trade Policy Commission 
Friday, September 18, 2006 
Room 126, State House, Augusta 

10:30 AM meeting of the subcommittees 
(Labor and healthcare subcommittees did not meet) 

12:30 PM meeting of the full Commission 

Meeting Summary 

Members present:, Sen. Margaret Rotundo (co-chair), Sen. Kevin Raye, Sen. Bruce Bryant, Rep. John 
Patrick (co-chair), Rep. Rod Carr, Mary Ellen Johnston, Matt Schlobohm, Linda Pistner, Leslie Manning, 
Robert Weiss, Paul Volckhausen and Peter Connell. 

Members absent: Rep. Deborah Hutton, Barbara Van Burgel, Cynthia Phinney and Mark Haggerty. 

Staff present: Curtis Bentley, Legislative Analyst; Alison Ames, Legislative Researcher 

Recordings of the meeting: Martha Spiess has provided the Commission with audio cassettes 
of this nleeting and a DVD of Mr. Melly's (Deputy Assistant USTR for Services) comments. 

I. Report back from subcommittee's 10:30 meetings (12:30PM) 

• Only Robert Weiss of the Healthcare subcommittee was able to attend so he joined 
the Natural Resources/Environment subcommittee meeting. The Labor subcommittee 
did not meet. The Natural Resources/Enviror..ment subcommittee discussed the 
progress of the annual assessment and generated a list of names for Peter Riggs to 
contact in conducting the assessment. The subcommittee formulated question for 
Christopher Melly and recommended that the Commission ask Mr. Melly about "Fast 
Track" reauthorization. 

II. Christopher Melly, USTR (1 :OOPM) 

• Mr. Melly joined USTR in 2003 and deals primarily with services ("anything you 
can't drop on your foot") in trade. He provided that USTR serves as a broker for 
trade and hosts interagency teams to work on trade policy issues. If staff cannot agree 
on an issue it gets elevated to more senior staff levels and eventually to the President 
vv'homakes final decisions. Also, USTR has congressional oversight committees that 
review what USTR does with trade agreements. 

• The formal process for communication with USTR is through the SPOC however, the 
best way to communicate with USTR is informally by conference call or by visiting 
the offices ofUSTR or inviting USTR to Maine. 
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• The overall purpose of GATS is to discourage discrimination in the global market 
place on services. 

• Mr. Melly identified four modes of services and stated that USTR is focusing on 
services that are important to supporting the economy infra structure such as financial 
services, computer services and services related to energy. 

• Doha negotiations had two tracks: 1) market access; and 2) exceptions - once include 
a sector then list the exceptions to that sector such as domestic regulations. 
Negotiations have stalled mainly due to agriculture but parties are mandated to go 
back and hold more rounds of negotiations. As of July there is no new text regarding 
potential rules. Mr. Melly stated that there won't be any movement one way or 
another this year but the U.S. is committed to the process and will continue to pursue 
efforts to get things started again but unlikely anything will start this year. 

• USTR opposes any "necessity test" particularly across the board but may be willing to 
entertain a specific sector request if a preference came to USTR and wanted an 
assessment test, otherwise the U.S. opposed to it. 

• In response of a question about why we should believe the serves sector would fair 
any better than the manufacturing sector has under trade agreements, Mr. Melly stated 
that unlike the manufacturing sector, the US services sector is already open and 
competitive globally - we have very little to lose by negotiating with other countries 
and it will only make us more competitive. 

• Mr. Melly stated that the objective behind trade agreements is to lower consumer 
costs because people want lower costs. Even though we lost some manufacturing jobs 
when the U.S. lowered it manufacturing related tariffs, the U.S. as a whole became 
more competitive globally. For example, when the textile trade was liberalized the 
price of clothes was cut in half as a result giving consumers more money to spend 
elsewhere; it creates efficiencies. 

• In response to a question about striving for more balanced trade agreements, ~vlr. 
Melly stated that with regard to services, there is a very high level of commitment for 
more balanced agreements. Congress watches closely and holds USTR's feet to the 
fire give the trillions of dollars in foreign investment out there. 

• In response to a question about the pressure timelines place on the USTR during 
negotiations, Mr. Melly responded that USTR has always been willing to walk away 
from negotiations regardless of any timelines. 

• In response to a question about rate at which trade negotiation proceed with respect to 
a state's ability to respond in a timely manner, Mr. Melly said that services 
negotiations started back in 2000 so not that much is new. When reformulated 
agreements to expand agreement none of it was regulation of states - if a state is 
concerned about certain issues then can bring up. Mr. Melly stated that he thinks 
Inany interest groups made it all scarier than it really is. 

* In response to a question about wages and environmental issues, Mr. Melly said that 
the labor and environmental side is challenging in the WTO because just one voice 
but have better luck with trade agreements. It is hard to get some countries to move 
on those issues; however, no matter what policy we have wages are very difficult to 
negotiate because of low wages around the world. 
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• In response to a question about USTR's refusal to honor Maine's request for GATTS 
carve outs even when USTR gave the Commission assurances that our concerns 
would be heard and honored, Mr. Melly stated that USTR heard Maine's concerns in 
the context ofmles but didn't find them too compelling. To carve Maine out of the 
agreement at that time when no direct link to Maine was established would have 
caused serious problems. Congress obligated USTR to consult with states but we 
can't delegate the final decision to the states; the regulation of foreign trade is in the 
reaLm of the federal government. He further responded that when they do research 
during negotiations if they find a state has a policy on the books that is inconsistent 
with an agreement then they may provide care out. Procurement is a unique 
agreement and allows states and entities (U.S. Dept. of Defense) to opt out; no state 
has opted out of the agreement. 

• In response to a request for clarification about he "burdensome test" language in the 
Columbian agreement that appears to be a contradiction to USTR's opposition to 
necessity tests, Mr. Melly responded that it was good someone was reading these 
agreements and that U.S./Columbia agreement was modified from the GATS since 
NAFT A and does contain the "burdensome test" language. However, the new 
US/Korean agreement has dropped that test. Korea wants the language back in and is 
considering whether or not to go on with the agreement anyway. 

• In response to a question about a national standard for states on health care, Mr. Melly 
stated that only the ability to invest in and manage health institutions was offered; 
trade agreements don't set standards for care or licensing for health facilities. Linlits 
at macro level to prevent discrimination such as nationality or numbers but stay away 
from standards at the national level for quality of care. Mr. Melly also said that there 
is language to move towards a generally recognized standard across nations but USTR 
has responded that the U.S. federal government does not have the competency to 
negotiate health standards and would direct a country to a state to work out standards. 

• Inresponse to a question about the existence of a public accessible U.S. policy on 
trade negotiations and where we could find the current language on transparency, Mr. 
Melly stated that USTR has not updated its proposals that are available to the public; 
there is no real text to work on at the moment and suggested that we periodically call 
him or Daniel Watson to ask what is going on. This response prompted a 
Comnlission member to quip that the enigma of trade agreements is clear when even 
the negotiations on transparency are secret. 

• In response to a question about USTR giving states advice on how to deal with 
standards coming out, Mr. Melly responded that there should be more exchange on 
that but USTR tries not to have agreements that would require states to change. 
USTR tries to build in policy flexibility in trade agreements so states are not out of 
compliance. USTR does not want to ask a state to change a law or standard. 

• In response to a question about how states can influence trade negotiations, Mr. Melly 
suggested we call USTR if we have any questions on trade issues or to get the latest 
information on trade negotiations. 
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III. Peter Riggs conference call about Tennessee NCSL meeting and preliminary 
assessment report 

• Mr. Riggs (Executive Director, Forum on Democracy and Trade) had the following 
update about Christina Bliss's (USTR) testimony at the 2006 NCSL meeting in 
Nashville, Tennessee, the assessment and what is currently happening in the trade 
arena: 

o Christina Bliss said USTR still opposes any "necessity test" and that USTR is 
not willing to honor Maine's request for carve outs. USTR was unhappy 
about the chairman's notes that were released because the notes still contained 
the "necessity tests." The Working Party on Domestic Regulations is part of 
the Doha round so it was also suspended when the Doha negotiations were 
suspended. 

o Mr. Riggs provided an update on the progress of the assessment; the Forum's 
plans to be in Maine next week to meet with key people and asked 
Commission to help identify people he should talk to about assessment 
matters. The Forum will develop an advanced draft of the assessment for 
Commission members to look at later this fall. 

o Mr. Riggs informed the Commission that USTR is accountable to the 
executive branch so not subject to FOIA and because USTR is very close to 
the President other agencies give USTR's decisions a great deal of deference. 

o Regarding transparency negotiations, Mr. Riggs remarked that these 
negotiations don't have to be this way and that Canada nlay be a better model. 

o The next big event is fast track and may not want to frame the argument to 
approve or disapprove but to lllove beyond that and talk to Maine's 
Congressional Delegation about another Inechanism or option to fast track. 
Maine could be the leader with regards to fast track. 

o If define service jobs as anything can do within 200 miles then 50% of U.S. 
jobs at risk for out-sourcing overseas. 

o USTR may be at a tipping point regarding state influence if more states follow 
suit with the Commission. 

IV. Michael Shuman (Vice President for Enterprise Development for the Training & 
Development Corporation of Bucksport, Maine) provided the following information: 

• Locally-based businesses are more valuable to a comillunity than a national cOlllpany 
because the local business will employee local people and families from the 
conlmunity for generations and is anchored to the area and therefore less likely to 
move rather than adopt new labor and environmental laws. Locally-based businesses 
have a higher economic multiplier - $100 spent in national chain results in $14 
staying in the local community as opposed to $45 for locally-based businesses. Local 
businesses spend more money locally, i.e. supplies, lawyers, local advertising. 
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• Mr. Shuman stated that USTR n10ving into the realm of procurement is a big 
mistake; procurement is an important tool for government entities to give local 
businesses a preference and the current model of trade runs counter to this preference. 

• It is possible for Maine to move ahead with selective procurement without running 
into trade issues by requiring all bidders to provide a job estilnate that shows how 
much money will be spent in the local area and use a n1ultiplier to give that bidder a 
preference. To avoid a charge of this being a secret trade barrier, Maine's legislature 
could do a study that looks at the local economic advantages of using this multiplier 
n1ethod for state bids on policy grounds; not just to discriminate against foreign 
entities. This establishes a rational, objective reason for the methodology. 

• Suggested that adding local small businesses in the 40% tax credit (the credit is for 
non-local banks) will produce a small-business revolution. 

• Current trade regime has the economic picture wrong (driven by mobile, global 
capital), Mr. Shuman hypnotized that economic development comes indigenously 
self-reliant with a strong export component. If focus on a diverse local business 
economy can produce more locally without relying on imports. Import stabilization is 
important to achieve for greater local benefit need to stop importing goods and 
services that can be done within the local community. 

• Maine's security laws need to be overhauled and Maine should focus more on the 
recruitment of small businesses. 

• Mr. Shuman stated that he is willing to help in anyway he can. 
• Mr. Shuman promised to put together his recommendations for the Commission in 

writing. 

V. General discussion 

• Leslie Manning reported that a recent Department of Labor report on jobs shows that 
while the service sector will increase the manufacturing sector will decline over next 
8 years. Ms. Manning indicated that while trade has a short-term benefit in cheaper 
goods, in the long run it is proving to be devastating to Maine workers and a loss to 
Maine's over-all economy. 

• Rep. Patrick provided a report back on the Nashville NCSL conference and stated that 
approximately 25 people gave him positive feedback on Maine's participation in 
NCSL and on the Commission's work. 

• Commission asked staff to investigate whether or not there is a recording of the 
NCSL Trade Policy Leadership seminar and for Commission members to let chairs or 
staff know if they are interested in the seminar. 

• Discussed Vermont's Commission on International Trade request to send someone 
from the Comlnission to its first meeting on September 28, 2006. Rep. Patrick hoped 
to be able to attend in person. It was agreed to that staff would attend by conference 
call if no one from the Commission could attend. Commission directed staff to 
express its excitement about the creation of Vermont's commission and that the 
Commission looked forward to working with them. 
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• Discussed dates available to have Alan Tonelson attend a Commission meeting and 
potential funding for his visit. No final decisions were made but n1embers of the 
Commission are coordinating their efforts get Mr. Tonelson to Maine. 

• Commission discussed FOA concerns regarding emails and conference calls. 
• Commission directed staff to draft legislation for pulling in more staff resources from 

other agencies and to change the assessment schedule from annually to every two 
years. 

• Discussed the 109th Congress House Concurrent Resolution that was presented at the 
Commission's last public hearing. Could use concurrent resolution as a template for 
a model trade agreement. Matt Schlobohm agreed to look into the status of the 
resolution. 

• The Commission agreed to establish a subcommittee to stay abreast of fast track 
developments by January and directed staff to put it on the agenda for the next 
meeting. 

• Sen. Rotundo stated that MITC now has a new director and the board is very 
interested in meeting with the Commission. Sen. Rotundo will continue to work with 
MITC to set up a meeting as soon as possible. 

• Sen. Rotundo is continuing to look for students to help with Commission work. 
• Commission member provided information on the Solidago Foundation that may be a 

source for outside funding for the Commission. 

VI. Next regular meeting 

• Con1mission decided to resume holding its monthly meeting on the first Friday of 
every month but directed staff to poll Commission members to see if a October 
Ineeting necessary. 

VII. Adjournment. 

• The Commission adjourned its meeting at approximately 4:30PM. 
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Citizen Trade Policy Commission 
Thursday, November 30, 2006 
City Council Chambers, Presque Isle 

5 :00 meeting of the Commission prior to Public Hearing 

Meeting Summary 

Members present:, Sen. Margaret Rotundo (co-chair), Sen. Kevin Raye, Peter Connell, Mary Ellen 
Johnston, Leslie Manning, Wade Merrit, Linda Pistner, Matt Schlobohm and Paul Volckhausen. 

Staff present: Alison Ames, Legislative Researcher 

Business meeting (5:00PM) 

I. Review of the final draft of the assessment 

• After Sen. Rotundo offered opening remarks and welcomed the Commission to 
Presque Isle, the melnbers discussed the feasibility of reviewing the assessn1ent. As 
the assessment was only fully available shortly before meeting time and with 
recognition of the length and importance of the docun1ent, the consensus of the 
Commission was to hold off any substantive discussion of the report until everyone 
had adequate opportunity to read and review the entire assessment. The Comlnission 
agreed to revievi the assessment in depth at the next meeting. 

II. Schedule next meeting and speakers/topics 

• At the September meeting the Commission decided to return to their regularly 
scheduled meetings of the 1 st Friday of each Inonth, when possible. The 
Commission agreed to suspend the December meeting and Ineet the first Friday of 
January to discuss the asseSSlnent. Other items for Jan. 5, 2007 agenda would 
include a brief presentation from Mike Younice (sp7) a modular home builder with 
information to share with the Commission and time for questions 

• Steve Shribnen (sp 7) could speak at a future meeting about water and trade issues. 
• A future meeting, after the Commission has reviewed the assessment should include 

someone that can speak to the Fast Track issue so the Commission can help get the 
issue on the Congressional delegation's radar screen. With the Congressional recess 
coming up in February, that might be a good time to try to schedule them to meet 
with the Commission. 

• Membership and vacancy issues were discussed and the possibility/existence of 
DECD representation. 
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III. Determine when and how to publicly present the assessment 

• With Peter Riggs invited to address the Legislative bus tour in Portland the week of 
J anuary 14th the Commission thought that might be a good time to roll out the 
assessment. The Commission would plan a press conference to give an overview of 
the CTPC, to introduce the report and to get copies to the Legislative cOlnnlittees so 
that any committees that were interested could take advantage ofMr. Riggs's 
presence. Mr. Riggs could provide a short briefing on the assessment to any 
committees that were interested. 

• Discussion with Peter Riggs should also check in with him to see ifhe has any special 
ideas about 'media hooks' to help generation attention and focus interest on the 
assessment. 

IV. Alan Tonelson update 

• Pete Connell indicated that Alan Tonelson was eager to come to Maine and would be 
flexible with his timing and inexpensive to host, as he wasn't looking for an 
honorarium to speak or exclusive accommodations. The Commission thought that 
making arrangements for at least one other speaking engagement for him made sense, 
not only for the message he had to offer but especially for the publicity it would 
generate. February is not a good month for Mr. Tonelson, yet with adequate notice he 
can be flexible most any other time. So far no Comnlission member had a firm 
commitment from any of the organizations they had contacted. After the Husson 
College business breakfast was suggested as an appropriate venue, Sen. Raye 
mentioned he was meeting with the President the following day and would talk about 
it. 

V. Adjournment. 

• The Commission adjouTIled its meeting at approxilnately 5:50 PM to prepare for the 
public hearing scheduled for 6:00 PM. 
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OPLA action itelTIS 

Set up conference call wi Peter Riggs for Jan. 5th mtg for assessment discussion. 

Check dates of the bus tour and find out exactly when Peter Riggs is scheduled to speak at the tour stop 
in Portland. 

Check in with Congressional delegation to see if a 1 st Fri. n1tg in Feb or Mar is possible. Ifnot, find out 
when they're available. 
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Citizen Trade Policy Commission 
Friday, January 5, 2007 

Room 126, State House, Augusta 

10:30 AM meeting of the subcommittees 

1 PM meeting of the full Commission 

Meeting Summary 

Members present:, Sen. Margaret Rotundo (co-chair), Rep. John Patrick (co-chair), Sen. Bruce Bryant, 
Rep. Sharon Treat, Malcolm Burson, Peter Connell, Leslie Manning, Wade Merritt, Cynthia Phinney, 
Linda Pistner, Matt Schlobohm and Paul Volckhausen. 

Staff present: Curtis Bentley, Legislative Analyst, and Alison Ames, Legislative Researcher. 

Full Commission convenes 1 :00 PM 

I. Report back from subcommittees' 10:30 a.m. meetings. 

The Natural resources subconlmittee reviewed the natural resources assessment section 
and discussed that without representation on the Agriculture committee, Maine was basically 
without any leverage to affect the reconlmendations of the assessment. 

The Labor/economic development subcommittee had the following suggestions: 
• raise labor and environmental standards within all legislation going forward; 
• look at the impact of global wanlling on the ~v1aine economy; 
• determine the impact on Maine workers when non-Maine-based businesses don't 

comply with Maine workers compensation standards; 
• fill the CPTC vacancy with an employer with less than 24 employees; and 
• get an update on the Illinois/Sudan lawsuit. 

The Labor/econolnic development subcommittee also identified the following potential 
speakers: 

• John DOITer, Maine Dept. of Labor-how trade is impacting labor; 

• Alan Tonelson; 
• Congressman Mike Michaud or his chief of staff, Peter Chandler -game plan for fast 

track; and 
• John Richardson-prior to his confirnlation hearing as new director for DECD. 

The Health care subcomln~ttee has concerns about the general description ofDirigo in the 
assessment. Linda Pistner agreed to work with Peter Riggs to get a more accurate description of 
Dirigo. 



II. Staffing during legislative session. Rep. Patrick informed the Commission that 
Office of Policy and Legal Analysis staffer, Curtis Bentley would only be available to 
help the CTPC with drafting and legal issues while the Legislature is in session and 
would return to his CTPC assignment during the interim. Alison Ames, OPLA 
Legislative Researcher is available to assist CTPC during the session. Staff provided 
a draft of legislation that would change the frequency of CTPC assessment to a 
biennial assessment and remove OPLA staffing responsibilities while the Legislature 
is in session and require agencies with representation on the Commission to provide 
staffing during that tiine. 

Malcolm Burson indicated DEP did not have the resources to be able to pick up 
staffing responsibilities for the CTPC during the legislative session. Other members 
discussed the issues of revolving staff without a consistent staff person. Sen. Bryant 
made a motion to create a full time staff person plus $50,000 for all other. The 
motion was seconded and passed unanimously. 

III. Review, discussion and adoption of final draft assessment. Peter Riggs provided a 
brief overview of the assessment. Linda Pistner provided clarification that the Dirigo 
program is more than just an insurance program-it also includes a bundle of 
services. Peter Riggs said a state has a right to make a request to USTR to be carved 
out of an agreement. When questioned about how to craft legislation that would be 
less likely to be challenged or easier to defend, Peter Riggs suggested using GATS 
ART. 20 general exceptions language in the legislation itself. 

IV. Discussion about how to publicly present the assessment on 17 January. Peter 
Riggs will be a guest speaker at a dinner for legislators on the southern bus tour in 
Portland at USM on Jan. 17, 2007. CTPC decided that \vould be a good opportunity 
to roll-out the assessment. Leslie Manning volunteered Adam Fisher froin the Dept. 
of Labor to assist with the public relations effort and to contact newspapers (KJ. 
Portland Press Herald, Lewiston Sun, and Bangor Daily News) and radio stations 
(MPBN, WMPG and WERU) that could help publicize the event. CPTC members 
will put together a flyer for the event and Peter Riggs will prepare a brief overview of 
CTPC and a quick summary of the Forum's assessment. 

V. Approval of assessment. Matt Schlobohm made a motion to accept the Assessment 
with the minor language changes to the Health Care section concerning the Dirigo 
program discussed by the Commission. Sen. Bryant seconded the motion and the 
motion passed unanimously. 

VI. Report back by Sen. Rotundo and Rep. Patrick on global trade conference - fast 
track; what other states are doing. Sen. Rotundo and Rep. Patrick referred to the 
model fast track resolution included in the States' Rights and International Trade 
report put out by Public Citizen and distributed at the CPTC meeting. All states were 
encouraged to adopt the model resolution and adapt it to make it more specific to their 
own state. Sen. Treat, Matt Schlobohm and Linda Pistner agreed to work together to 
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construct a Maine specific draft, with Rep. Treat as the point person. They would 
then send their work on to OPLA to complete the draft resolution. 

VII. Discussion of potential guest. Peter Connell will continue to explore dates and 
times with Alan Tonelson (possibly April) and report back possible dates at the next 
n1eeting. Cynthia Phinney mentioned that there might be some funding from the 
Labor Council and some from UM to help defray costs of Alan's visit. 

VIII. Discussion of public hearing in Presque Isle. The CTPC briefly discussed the 
compelling testilTIOny heard at the public hearing and offered suggestions about how 
the testimony could best be used. The commission agreed that pictures, snippets and 
some videotaping could create a powerful piece whether for a printed brochure or for 
the website. Sarah Laskowski, an intern to the CPTC from USM will review existing 
documentation of the testimony and create a mechanism to share the real stories and 
the personal impact on Maine workers heard by the CTPC at the public hearings. 

IX. Set next meeting dates and agenda items. 

Mon., 12 Feb. 2007: 
Draft Agenda Items 

Update on Alan Tonelson .. " .. Peter Connell 
Revised fast track resolution ..... Rep. Treat 
Commission legislation strategy ..... CTPC discusssion 
Review of Peter Riggs's visit. .... CTPC discusssion 
Subcommittee work on implementing the assessment recommendations ..... CTPC 

discusssion 
./il..vailability briefing (either in person or conference call) with Trade Legislative 

Aides (Peter Chandler) ... Alison Ames 
Update on fast track from Lori Wallach ..... Matt Schlobohm 
Suggestions for new members ..... CTPC discusssion 
Update on the compilation of public hearing information ...... Sarah Laskowski 

Fri., 2 Mar. 2007 
Draft Agenda Items 

Presentation by Michael Y ounus, a Modular Home Manufacturers of the 
Northeast. .... Peter Connell 

XI. Adjournment. 

• The Commission adjourned its meeting at approximately 4:00 PM. 

OPLA Action items 
• Send contact list to Members 
• Determine Congressional delegation trade legislative aides schedule in Maine and explore 

possible CTPC attendance or conference call 
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Citizen Trade Policy Commission 
Monday, February 12, 2007 
Room 126, State House, Augusta 

10:30 AM meeting of the subcommittees 

1 PM meeting of the full Commission 

Meeting Summary 

Members present:, Sen. Margaret Rotundo (co-chair), Rep. John Patrick (co-chair), Sen. Bruce 
Bryant, Sen. Kevin Raye, Malcolm Burson, Carla Dickstein, Leslie Manning, Wade Merritt, 
Cynthia Phinney, Linda Pistner, Matt Schlobohm and Paul Volckhausen. 

Staff present: Alison Ames, Legislative Researcher and Sarah Laskowski, intern. 

Full Commission convenes 1 :00 PM (Transportation Committee Room, SH Room 
126) 

I. Update on fast track from Lori Wallach, Public Citizen's Director of Global 
Trade Watch Division www.TradeWatch.org 

Lori Wallach, by conference call, offered a brief history and basic overview of trade 
policy including the implementation of "Fast Track." Fast Track essentially delegates 
the authority over trade policy that was originally granted to Congress from Congress to 
the Executive branch and removes Congressional and state review and input from trade 
agreements. Fast Track is set to expire on June 30, 2007 and this 'sunset' provides for 
the opportunity to create a new version that re-inserts the checks and balances 
originally envisioned by the Constitution. 

During a question and answer period, Ms. Wallach indicated that "the sooner the better" 
was the timeline for getting involved by contacting the Congressional delegation as they 
were busy working on a new campaign to replace Fast Track. She also said that 
services such as insurance, hospitals and the au pair system would be increasingly 
affected by any new trade agreements. As she had a prior commitment at 2 p.m. that 
she had to leave for, she offered to be available later to answer additional questions. 
She also said that there were various informative fact sheets concerning Fast Track and 
on her web site that commission members might find helpful. 

II. Report back from subcommittees' 10:30 a.m. meetings. 

The Labor and Economic Development subcommittee met and discussed the upcoming 
visit by Alan Tonelson. No other subcommittees met. 
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III. Discussion of upcoming guest speaker, Alan Tonelson. 
Alan Tonelson will be in Maine for a couple of days over the week of April 23rd and will 
address the CTPC at 10 a.m. on Tuesday, April 24th. Commission members should 
continue to coordinate additional speaking engagements for Mr. Tonelson through 
Cynthia Phinney. Pete Connell will maintain contact with Mr. Tonelson and assist him 
with final arrangements. Additional speaking engagements suggested by commission 
members include the University of Maine, Husson, the University of Maine at Lewiston, 
Auburn, the University of Southern Maine, Colby, and a cable TV interview with Kit St. 
John. Because of the demands of the legislative schedule, Mr. Tonelson's visit will 
replace the regular April CTPC meeting. 

Additional speakers suggested for upcoming meetings were Howard Rosen (internet) 
and Jonathon Rubin from the University of Maine with information on global warming 
and its impact on Maine. 

IV. Update on Revised fast track resolution. 

Previously the commission had discussed creating a resolution to be introduced to the 
legislature dealing with Fast Track. A sample document had been distributed to the 
commission. There was some concern about the tone of the document, as written. The 
commission agreed to review the document and to email any comments or concerns to 
Leslie Manning. A subcommittee of Leslie Manning, Rep. Treat, rvlatt Schiobohm, 
Wade Merritt and Linda Pistner would work together to edit the document, incorporating 
the comments received and then get a version to staff by February 26th

. Staff would 
then email the updated version to commission members to review in advance of the 
March meeting. The commission could then discuss and vote on the issue and decide 
whether to direct the chairs to introduce the resolution to the legislature. 

IV. Review of Peter Riggs's visit. 

Commission members generally agreed that Peter Riggs's visit was beneficial. Mr. 
Riggs had a good opportunity to connect with legislators, key committees and the press 
concerning his work and his assessment of the commission. When the commission has 
a quorum they will vote to send him a letter expressing their thanks for his visit and for 
the work he has done on behalf of the CTPC. 

V. Suggestions for new members to fill vacancies. 

Members discussed the various vacant seats on the commission and made suggestions 
for groups or agencies that might provide candidates -such as the tourism industry, 
small business, and health care either through the Maine Hospital Association or the 
Maine Medical Association. Rep. Patrick indicated he \vas working with the House staff 
to get another Representative appointed. Members would check into possible 
candidates and get their suggestions to staff. Staff would also contact the 
Commissioner of Agriculture with a reminder that their seat on the commission had 
been vacant since Mary Ellen Johnston had left the Department. 

VI. Update on the compilation of public hearing information. 
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CTPC Intern Sarah Laskowski told the commission she had reviewed much of the 
previous CTPC public hearing information and she had spoken to Matt Schlobohm 
about the best format for the delivery of that information. She said she would be ready 
to make a presentation to the commission at their next meeting. 

VII. Room Availability for Fri. Mar. 2, 2007 subcommittee meetings. 

Staff informed the commission that legislative committee meeting room availability for 
next month's subcommittees was limited because of the legislative session. 
Subcommittees would either have to share meeting rooms or suggest alternate places 
to meet. Subcommittees decided to suspend meeting temporarily, especially until some 
of the vacancies had been filled. 

Vii. Adjournment. 

The Commission adjourned its meeting at approximately 3:00 PM. 
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Citizen Trade Policy Commission 
Tuesday., April 24., 2007 

Council Chambers, State House, Augusta 

12:00 Alan Tonnelson Presentation 
1 PM Commission Business Meeting 

Meeting Summary 

Members present:, Sen. Margaret Rotundo (co-chair), Rep. John Patrick (co-chair), Sen. Bruce Bryant, 
Sen. Kevin Raye, Rep. Jeffery Gifford, Rep. Sharon Treat, Malcolm Burson, Peter Connell, Carla 
Dickstein, John Harker, Leslie Manning, Wade Merritt, Cynthia Phinney, Linda Pistner, Matt 
Schlobohm and Paul Volckhausen. 

Staff present: Alison Ames, Legislative Researcher. 

I. Impact of Trade Policy on Health Trade Agreement. Rep. Treat informed the 
Commission that an impending issue with prescription drug policies required 
immediate attention. The Vermont trade commision had written a letter requesting 
clarifying language and a carve out for the Medicaid programs. Rep. Treat suggested 
that Maine would be equally as affected and that the CPTC should send a similar 
letter to the Congressional Delgation. After a brief discussion, Sen. Bryant motioned 
and Rep. Patrick seconded, that a letter urging the carve out for medicaid programs 
should be sent to the Maine Congressional Delegation. The CTPC voted 
unanimously to send the letter. Rep. Treat offered to email a copy of the Vermont 
commision's letter to members after the meeting and to be responsible for drafting 
the letter from the CTPC. 

II. Trade Policy Presentation: Alan Tonelson, U.S. Business and Industry Council. 
www.americaneconomicalert.org 

After thanking Peter Connell and Cynthia Phinney for coordinating arrangements for 
the visit, Sen. Rotundo welcomed Alan Tonelson to the CTPC meeting. Alan said he 
was honored to be able to speak to the CTPC as they were a unique and ilnportant 
development in the area of trade and the country needed 49 more similar groups. 

Alan Tonelson's presentation focused on two major topics: 1) Current trade policy 
and the effects of globalization on a national and state level and 2) What's happening 
in D.C. Current news reports that standard indicatQrs of economic strength show 
good productivity and a strong stock market however the picture is skewed because 
Washington has been pouring in stimuli to support the economy and not let the free 
market forces work-thus ecoonomic growth has come at a high price, with trade 
figures indicating that the acutral benefits of the stimulus has gone overseas. 



Maine has grown yet lags behind the national growth rate, partly because of the loss 
of Inanufacturing in Maine and the resultant loss in productivity and job creation. 
The national manufacturing output now is about the same as in 2002 and the 
exposure of international compettion has not been favorable for the states for thE 
manufacturing segment of the economy. 

III. Congressional Fast Track Update: Dan Coyne, Congressman Tom Allen's 
Office. Dan Coyne's contact information is: 97 Exchange St., Suite 302, Portland, 
ME 04401,207-774-5019, Dan.Coyne@mai1.house.gov . 

Dan Coyne gave a brief update on Fast Track and indicated that because the issue 
was still in negotiations it was difficult to speculate on the actual outcome. He 
encouraged folks to make their voices heard either through him, his office or through 
Congressman Allen directly. Congressman Allen opposed Fast Track in 2002 and 
still opposes it. He is supportive of some form of fair trade agreement with increased 
oversight by the states but not the minimum debate, no amendments allowed form of 
trade agreement currently in force. Currrently there hasn't been any mention in the 
trade discusttions of a moratorium on trade agreements. 

Alison Walsh is the Congressional staffer that deals specifically with trade issues in 
Congressman Allen's office. She can be reached at 202-225-6116. 

IV. Housing Industry Briefing: Mike Younus, Modular Manufactures Association 
of the Northeast. Mike Younus distributed a packet of information detailing a trade 
issue concerning a violation ofNAFTA and U.S. immigration law occurring when 
Canadian drivers enter the U.S. to set up modular housing. He documented the 
ongoing struggle his organization has had with this issue during which time there had 
been language revisions, changes in interpretation and even involvement by Sen. 
Susan Collins who asked the Commissioner of the U.S. Custom and Border 
Protection to investigate. Presently there has been no successful resolution of the 
situation. 

V. Commission Discussion concerning vacancies. With Mark Haggerty's recent 
resignation, 5 vacancies exist on the commission. Commission members suggested 
Dr. Peter Millard of Orono for the health care professional representative. Members 
indicated he would be a fine candidate but may need some extra encouragement to 
JOIn. 

After discussion of the Nonprofit environmental organization representative, 
Commission members suggested Sierra Club as a possible agency. Malcolm Burson 
offered to contact them for a nominee. 

Wade Merritt stated that Bob Zieglar whom he had suggested earlier for the small 
business representative declined, as he was too busy-however,. in that same 
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category, Wade still needs to check with Jay Shields and said he also may have 
another suggested appointee. 

General discussion ensued concerning makeup of the CTPC, the different 
perspectives brought by representatives of the various groups-all with interest in 
trade issues, and the impending bill to affect the CTPC. 

VI. Set next meeting dates and agenda. 

The Chairs will discuss the scheduling of the next meeting-to be held no sooner 
than late June because of the busy schedule of the legilature during May and mid
June. 

Carla Dickstein mentioned a recent anti-trade article with a critique of current trade 
policy and suggested a possible speaker-Ralph Bownery (sp?). Matt Schlobohm 
offered to get contact information and forward it to staff. 

VII. Adjournment. 

• The Commission adjourned its meeting at approximately 2:55 PM. 
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APPENDIXG 

Citizen Trade Policy Commission Public Hearing Summary 





Citizen Policy Trade Commission 
Summary of Public Hearing Testimony 

Thursday, November 30, 2006 
City Council Chambers, Presque Isle 

I. TESTIMONY BY TOPIC 

Democracv Issues 

• Free trade important to early USA and industrialization and American denl0cracy, yet developing 
countries (emerging economies) with poor working conditions or ecological degradation may not 
change to free trade provisions without a democratic process 

• State needs to develop policies within the free trade framework 
• Access to the US market should require meeting basic standards 
• State sovereignty is an inlportant issue and states should be allowed to set their own rules 

Maine Jobs/Economv 

• Originally thought NAFT A was a good idea, yet as time goes on, seeing \vages driven down because 
ofNAFTA 

• Friend works for a paper company that's opening 3 mills in Russia 
• China now producing paper with raw matcrials scnt from here, processed in China and sent back 
• Working at Frasier used to mean a worker had ajob they could depend on 
• The paper industry is changing with expansion now done in other countries 
• Goals of trade should be to open new markets for Alnericans and to open American markets to goods 

from other countries 
• Northern Maine has seen job loss-need to find 
• l-.Jeed to be concerned about net loss of jobs while consideling world standards (especially for 

emerging econolnies) for free trade 
• 5 conlpanies closed due to NAFTA that were Trade Adjustment Assistance (T AA) certified with 207 

workers affected 
o Georgia Pacific- 12 workers 
o Aroostook Starch- 22 workers in Fort Fairfield 
o Louisiana Pacific- 103 workers and a main employer in rural Maine Legislature 
o 1 st Technology- 63 workers in Caribou 
o Maine Brad and Manufacturing - 6 workers 

• Loss of the 207 jobs devastating to the families and also to the entire area and St. John Valley 
• When manufacturing jobs are lost in ME, new business can come in-but they rarely match the 

wages and benefits lost 
• When large employer leaves a community or downsizes it's not just the loss of the employer-but 

the impact of those left behind, the effect on families, markets and services 
• Need to look at how State does business, courting large employers-yet the nlajority of Maine 

business are small businesses with 20 employees or less 

Labor Issues 

• Trade Adjustment Assistance (T AA) Program provides assistance to employees if a COlnpany closes 
resulting from NAFT A agreements 
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• T AA benefits nlake US companies great-yet often cause companies to move or expand outside of 
the US 

• TAA grants for tuition assistance (4 year programs) and work force funds target low income and 
disenfranchised youth, and women to provide an extra boost to workers to help support families 

• If affected workers don't chose to go into a 4 yr program to get T AA funding, their options are to find 
work or to visit a career center that can help guide them to a high growth industry and assist them in 
getting the skills needed 

• People need to be paid fairly-all workers, in Maine and globally 
• US has federal trade system-in Canada the provinces compete and fight it out with each other

treating the US about like another province 
• Inequity when US workers can't go to Canada and work, yet Canadian workers can get a visa to 

come to US and work all they want 

Public Health/Pharmaceuticals 

• Inequities in nursing sector with employment-US einployees can't get jobs in Canada, yet US 
enlployers often hire Canadian workers because there's no insurance premium--certain sectors like 
nursIng 

Environment 

• Trade agreenlents need to include conditions of wages: environmental standards and general health to 
equalize the playing field 

Agriculture 

• Having worked in the potato industry, puzzling that Maine can ship potatoes to Boston or N ew York 
Inarkets and so can Canada-yet r-v1aine can not send potatoes to Canadian markets 

e For small fanners it's a struggle to compete and when there's a good year and the harvest is up, the 
Inarket floods and NAFT A helps the Canadian fanners and hurts the Maine fanners 

• Northern Maine is a farming community having lived in the same area for 50 years ago there used to 
be 40 farms-now there are 3 

• In Maine, used to be 100,000 acres of potato farmland and 50,000 acres in Prince Edward Isle-now 
it's reversed 

• Subsidization is also an issue as Canadian trucks are subsidized 200 miles to the border 
• Another farmer that wants to stay in Aroostook county was offered to have a shed ($3-4 million) 

built for hiin in Canada for a broccoli farm and he wouldn't have to pay-despite Canada saying 
they don't subsidize sheds anymore-still an issue 

• Rural Caucus in King's administration got a Maine-Canadian ombudsman-now there's no 
money-it got reinstated yet Gov. Baldacci didn't realize the money was there-Rep. Carr possibly 
has research materials for work done by the rural caucus 

• 50 states were surveyed and half responded-only 1 state has 'emissary' working with Canada over 
trade issues 
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APPENDIXH 

Joint Resolution Memorializing the Maine Delegation 





JOINT RESOLUTION MEMORIALIZING THE MAINE DELEGATION, THE 
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES AND THE PRESIDENT TO SAFEGUARD 

THE STATE'S ROLE IN INTERNATIONAL TRADE AGREEMENTS 

WHEREAS, the State of Maine strongly supports international trade when fair rules of trade are 
in place, and seeks to be an active participant in the global economy; and 

WHEREAS, the State of Maine seeks to maximize the benefits and minimize any negative 
impacts of international trade; and 

WHEREAS, existing trade agreements have impacts which extend significantly beyond the 
bounds of traditional trade matters such as tariffs and quotas, and can undermine Maine's 
constitutionally guaranteed authority to protect the public health, safety and welfare, and 
regulatory authority; and 

WHEREAS, a succession of federal trade negotiators from both political parties over the years 
have failed to operate in a transparent manner and have failed to meaningfully consult with states 
on the far-reaching impact of trade agreements on State and local lavis, even when binding the 
State of Maine to the terms of these agreements; and 

WHEREAS, existing trade agreements have not done enough to ensure a level playing field for 
Maine workers and businesses, or to include meaningful human rights, labor, and environmental 
standards, which hurts Maine businesses, workers, and communities; and 

WHEREAS, the negative impact of existing trade agreements on the State's constitutionally 
guaranteed authority to protect the public health, safety and welfare, and regulatory authority has 
occurred in part because U.S. trade policy has been formulated and implemented under the Trade 
PrOlTIotion Authority (Fast Track) process; and 

WHEREAS, Trade Promotion Authority (Fast Track) eliminates vital checks and balances 
established in the U.S. Constitution by broadly delegating to the Executive Branch authority 
reserved for Congress to set the terms of international trade; and 

WHEREAS, Trade Promotion Authority (Fast Track) cirCUlTIVents normal congressional review 
and amendment comn1ittee procedures, lilTIits debate to 20 hours total, forbids any floor 
amendn1ents to the implementing legislation that is presented to Congress, and generally creates 
a non-transparent trade policymaking process; and 

WHEREAS, Trade Promotion Authority (Fast Track) is not necessary for negotiating trade 
agreements, as demonstrated by the existence of scores of trade agreements, including major 
pacts such as the agreements administered by the WTO, implemented without use of Fast Track; 
and 

WHEREAS, the current grant of Trade PrOlTIotion Authority (Fast Track) expires inJuly 2007; 
now, therefore be it 
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RESOLVED: That the State of Maine respectfully requests that the United States Congress 
create a replacement for the Trade Promotion Authority (Fast Track) system so that U.S. trade 
agreements are developed and implemented using a more democratic and inclusive mechanism 
that entails meaningful consultation with states: and be it further 

RESOLVED: That the State of Maine respectfully requests that the United States Congress 
fully fund and support export promotion programs and Trade Adjustment Assistance programs: 
and be it further 

RESOLVED: That copies of this Joint Resolution be immediately transmitted to Senator 
Olympia Snowe, Senator Susan Collins, Representative Michael Michaud, and Representative 
Tom Allen and be copied to the Honorable George W. Bush, President of the United States; 
Ambassador Susan Schwab, United States Trade Representative; the President of the United 
States Senate; and the Speaker of the House of Representatives. 
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APPENDIX I 

LD 1519 - An Act to Amend the Staffing and Reporting Requirements for the Citizen 
Trade Policy Commission and Committee Amendment A 





• 

• 

123rd MAINE LEGISLATURE 

FIRST REGULAR SESSION·2007 

Legislative Document No. 1519 

S.P.542 March 20, 2007 

An Act To Amend the Staffing and Reporting Requirements for the 
Citizen Trade Policy Commission 

Reference to the Committee on Business, Research and Economic Development suggested 
and ordered printed. 

Presented by Senator ROTUNDO of Androscoggin. 

JOY 1. O'BRIEN 
Secretary of the Senate 

Cosponsored by Representative PATRICK of Rumford and Senator: RA YE of Washington, 
Representatives: PRA IT of Eddington, TREAT of Farmingdale . 
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Beit enacted by the People of the State of Maine as follows: 

2 
3 

Sec. 1. 10 MRSA §11, sub-§9, ~C, as enacted by PL 2003, c. 699, §2, is 
amended to read: 

4 C. Shall every 2 years conduct an fHtfH::l-at assessment of the impacts of international 
5 trade agreements on Maine's state laws, municipal laws, working conditions and 
6 business environment. The assessment must be submitted and made available to the 
7 public as provided for in the annual report in paragraph D; 

8 Sec. 2. 10 MRSA §11, sub-§9, fD, as enacted by PL 2003, c. 699, §2, is 
9 amended to read: 

10 D. Shall maintain active communications with and submit an annual report to the 
11 Governor, the Legislature, the Attorney General, municipalities, Maine's 
12 congressional delegation, the Maine International Trade Center, the Maine Municipal 
13 Association, the United States Trade Representative's Office, the National 
14 Conference of State Legislatures and the National Association of Attorneys General 
15 or the successor organization of any of these groups. The commiss ion shall make the 
16 report easily accessible to the public by way of a publicly accessible site on the 
17 Internet maintained by the State. The report must contain information acquired 
18 pursuant to activities under paragraphs paragraph Band may contain information 
19 acquired pursuant to activities under paragraph C; 

20 Sec. 3. 10 MRSA. §12 is enacted to read: 

21 §12. Quorum 

22 For purposes of holding a meeting. a quorum is 11 members. A quorum must be 
23 present to start a meeting but not to continue or adjourn a meeting. For purposes of 
24 voting, a quorum is 9 voting members. 

25 Sec. 4. Appropriations and allocations. The following appropriations and 
26 allocations are made. 

27 LEGISLATURE 

28 Legislature 

29 Initiative: Provides funds for a full-time staff position for the Citizen Trade Policy 
30 Commission and general operating expenses. 

31 
32 GENERAL FUND 2007-08 2008-09 
33 POSITIONS - LEGISLATIVE COUNT 1.000 1.000 
34 All Other $50,000 $50,000 
35 

36 GENERAL FUND TOTAL $50,000 $50,000 
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SUMMARY 

2 This bill changes the frequency with which the Citizen Trade Policy Commission 
3 must conduct an assessment of the impact international trade agreements have on Maine's 
4 state laws, municipal laws, working conditions and business environment from annually 
5 to every 2 years. It also establishes what constitutes a quorum and provides funding for a 
6 full-time staff position. 
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2 Date: (5 5 - 2 5 - 0 -::;. 

L.D. 1519 

(Filing No. S- /55) 

3 BUSINESS, RESEARCH AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

4 Reproduced and distributed under the direction of the Secretary of the Senate. 

5 STATE OF MAINE 

6 SENATE 

7 123RD LEGISLATURE 

8 FIRST REGULAR SESSION 

9 COMMITTEE AMENDMENT "A " to S.P. 542, L.D. 1519, Bill, "An Act To 
10 Amend the Staffing and Reporting Requirements for the Citizen Trade Policy 
11 Commission" 

12 Amend the bill by striking out t.ne title and substituting the following: 

13 'An Act To Amend the Membership and Reporting Requirements for the 
14 Citizen Trade Policy Commission' 

15 Amend the bill by inserting after the enacting clause the following: 

16 'Sec. 1. 10 MRS~-\ §11, sub-§4, tjfB, as enacted by PL 2003, c. 699, §2, is 
17 amended to read: 

18 B. The following -& 1. commissioners or the commissioners' designees of the 
19 following -& 1: departments and the president or the president's designee oftheMe.in~ 
20 International Trade Center who serve as ex officio, nonvoting members: 

21 (1) Department of Labor; 

22 (2) Department of Economic and Community Development; 

23 (3) Department of Environmental Protection; 

24 ( 4) Department of Agriculture, Food and Rural Resources; and 

25 (5) Department of Human Services.' 

26 Amend the bill by striking out all of section 4 (page 1, lines 25 to 36 in L.D.) 

27 Amend the amendment by relettering or renumbering any nonconsecutive Part letter 
28 or section number to read consecutively. 
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COMMITTEE AMENDMENT '",4 "to S.P. 542~ L.D.1519 

SUM1\1ARY 

2 This amendment changes the membership of the Citizen Trade Policy Commission 
3 by replacing the Commissioner of Economic and Community Development as an ex 
4 officio, nonvoting member with the president of the Maine International Trade Center. 
5 This amendment also removes the appropriations and allocations section of the bill. 
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